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Abstract
The porphyrin heme is primarily known as a pivotal blood component. As functional
part of hemoglobin, heme is responsible for the blood’s vibrant red color and enables
the transport of oxygen within the body. Moreover, biologically available heme acts as
an effector and signaling molecule. As such, heme alters the activity and/or stability
of proteins or evokes the formation of catalytically active complexes via transient
heme-protein interactions. The latter was first observed for Amyloid beta (Aβ), whose
aberrant accumulation is a hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Elevated heme
levels are increasingly discussed in the context of assorted pathological conditions,
such as inflammation and malaria as well as AD. Yet, intra- and extracellular heme
concentrations are largely unknown due to the lack of suitable quantification methods.
Within the scope of this work, a test system based on the catalytic activity of hemepeptide complexes was established to quantify biologically available heme in patient
samples, such as Liquor cerebrospinalis (CSF). Beyond this, a potential interaction of
heme with the proinflammatory cytokine interleukin-36α (IL-36α) was investigated.
Initially, a selection of heme-peptide complexes was examined with regard to
their catalytic activity. A heme-binding 23mer peptide proved to be superior to Aβ
and highly suitable for the application in a heme quantification assay. Subsequent
studies with human CSF verified the correlation between substrate conversion and
heme concentration. Heme binding to Aβ was characterized in more detail and the
possible interplay between heme, the lipoprotein LDL, and Aβ, as it might occur in
AD, was analyzed. Besides, a potential heme interaction with the proinflammatory
cytokine IL-36α was subject of investigation. By means of different protein mutants
and various spectroscopic methods, the binding of two heme molecules to distinct
sequence motifs in IL-36α was confirmed. Structural analysis of the cytokine by 3D
NMR spectroscopy provided detailed insights into the molecular basis of the hemeprotein interaction. Furthermore, studies with fibroblast-like synoviocytes (FLS)
isolated from knee joints of patients with rheumatoid arthritis revealed that heme
binding to IL-36α as well as to IL-36β and IL-36γ attenuates IL-36 signaling.
The presented studies on the quantification of heme in patient samples and on
the potentially heme-regulated protein IL-36α broaden the existing knowledge on
the role of heme as an effector and signaling molecule in medical conditions. Hence,
the findings contribute to the general disease understanding as well as to future
development of therapy strategies.

I

Zusammenfassung
Das Porphyrin Häm ist vor allem als zentrale Komponente des Bluts bekannt. Als funktioneller Bestandteil des Hämoglobins verleiht es dem Blut seine leuchtend rote Farbe
und ermöglicht den Transport von Sauerstoff innerhalb des Körpers. Darüber hinaus
fungiert biologisch verfügbares Häm als Effektor- und Signalmolekül. Als solches
beeinflusst Häm durch transiente Häm-Protein-Interaktionen die Aktivität und/oder
Stabilität von Proteinen oder verursacht die Bildung katalytisch aktiver Komplexe.
Letzteres wurde erstmals für Amyloid beta (Aβ) beobachtet, dessen aberrante Akkumulation ein Merkmal der Alzheimer-Krankheit ist. Erhöhte Hämspiegel werden
zunehmend im Kontext mit verschiedenen pathologischen Zuständen, wie Entzündungen und Malaria sowie der Alzheimer-Krankheit, diskutiert. Dennoch sind intra- und
extrazelluläre Häm-Konzentrationen mangels geeigneter Quantifizierungsmethoden
weitgehend unbekannt. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde ein Testsystem basierend
auf der katalytischen Aktivität von Häm-Peptid-Komplexen etabliert, um biologisch verfügbares Häm in Patientenproben, wie Liquor cerebrospinalis (CSF), zu
quantifizieren. Darüber hinaus wurde eine mögliche Interaktion von Häm mit dem
proinflammatorischen Zytokin Interleukin-36α (IL-36α) untersucht.
Zunächst wurde eine Auswahl von Häm-Peptid-Komplexen hinsichtlich ihrer katalytischen Aktivität analysiert. Ein Häm-bindendes 23mer-Peptid zeigte größeres Potential als Aβ und erwies sich für die Anwendung in einem Quantifizierungssystem
als geeignet. Nachfolgende Studien mit humanem Liquor bestätigten die Korrelation
zwischen Substratumsetzung und Hämkonzentration. Die Häm-Bindung an Aβ wurde
weiter charakterisiert und eine mögliche Wechselwirkung zwischen Häm, dem Lipoprotein LDL und Aβ, wie sie bei der Alzheimer-Erkrankung auftreten kann, wurde untersucht. Darüber hinaus war eine potentielle Häm-Interaktion mit dem proinflammatorischen Zytokin IL-36α Gegenstand der Untersuchung. Mit Hilfe verschiedener Proteinmutanten und unterschiedlicher spektroskopischer Methoden wurde die Bindung
von zwei Häm-Molekülen an unterschiedliche Sequenzmotive in IL-36α bestätigt. Die
strukturelle Analyse des Zytokins mittels 3D-NMR-Spektroskopie lieferte detaillierte
Einblicke in die molekularen Grundlagen der Häm-Protein-Interaktion. Des Weiteren
zeigten Studien mit fibroblastenartigen Synoviozyten (FLS), die aus den Kniegelenken
von Patienten mit rheumatoider Arthritis isoliert wurden, dass die Hämbindung an IL36α sowie an IL-36β und IL-36γ die IL-36-vermittelte Signalübertragung verringert.
Die dargelegten Studien zur Quantifizierung von Häm in Patientenproben und zum
potenziell Häm-regulierten Protein IL-36α erweitern das vorhandene Wissen über die
Rolle von Häm als Effektor- und Signalmolekül in Erkrankungen. Die Ergebnisse
tragen so zum allgemeinen Krankheitsverständnis und zur zukünftigen Entwicklung
von therapeutischen Strategien bei.
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1 Introduction
“Blood is a very special juice”, Mephistopheles states in Goethe’s Faust.1 Culturally
speaking, blood has always been an entity that goes far beyond the physiological
function.2 The red fluid connects all body organs and tissues. 25 trillion (1012 )
erythrocytes – also referred to as red blood cells (RBCs) – account for more than 60 %
of human host cells.3 Their main function, the transport of oxygen to and of carbon
dioxide (CO2 ) from tissues, is realized by hemoglobin, whose heme group is responsible
for the blood’s vibrant red color.4 The central iron ion embedded in the tetrapyrrolic
macrocycle of heme enables numerous vital physiological functions, and at the same
time toxic redox activity.5–10 What is the secret of the small molecule that is portrayed
as the “one ring to rule them all”, a “double-edged sword”, the “friend turned foe” or
“Dr. Jekyll or Mr. Hyde”?11–14 While strict regulation under physiological conditions
implements the pivotal effects of heme, the porphyrin’s detrimental features emerge
in a plethora of pathological situations as for example in porphyria, inflammation,
and Alzheimer’s disease.10, 13, 15–20 Besides the cytotoxic properties of heme, hememediated regulation of proteins is part of the molecule’s physiological and pathological
role.21, 22 The regulatory function of heme is accomplished by transient heme-protein
interactions.22–32 An intricate network of heme-regulated proteins has been unravelled
over the last 25 years, however, many questions remain unanswered and provide
research opportunities at various levels.21–25, 27–32 Several studies indicate that the
number of unidentified heme-regulated proteins is high.28, 33, 34 Furthermore, methods
that enable the quantification of biologically available heme in vitro and in vivo are
rare and reliable numbers are largely missing.35–39
This thesis is dedicated to the field of biologically available heme. Based on the
finding that the complex of heme and Amyloid beta (Aβ) exhibits a pseudoperoxidase
activity, the catalytic activity of Aβ-derived and Aβ-independent heme-peptide
complexes shall be analyzed initially.40 Besides basic research, these studies aim at
identifying a peptide that might be utilized for the diagnostic quantification of heme.
Beyond that, a hitherto unknown, potentially heme-regulated protein, the human
cytokine interleukin-36α, shall be investigated with regard to heme binding and a
putative structural and functional impact of the interaction.
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2 Theoretical Background
2.1

Chemistry and Biology of Heme

Dutch Antoni van Leeuwenhoek provided the first detailed description of RBCs in
a letter addressed to the Royal Society, dated April 7, 1674: “I have divers times
endeavoured to see and to know, what parts the Blood consists of; and at length
I have observ’d, taking some Blood out of my own hand, that it consists of small
round globuls driven thorough a Crystalline humidity or water”.41 A few years earlier
Jan Swammerdam had observed RBCs in 1658 and Marcello Malpighi discovered the
existence of the capillary system in 1661.42, 43 After identification of the predominant
protein in RBCs, hemoglobin, by Fritz Ludwig Hünefeld in 1840, Felix Hoppe-Seyler,
eponym of hemoglobin, described the reversible binding of oxygen to the protein in
the 1860ies.44, 45 Two further findings of the 19th century are essential to our present
understanding of hemoglobin and in particular the heme moiety. On the one hand,
heme-driven generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) along with cell and tissue
damage may be caused by Fenton chemistry. The Fenton reaction, reported by Henry
John Horstman Fenton, describes the oxidation of organic substrates catalyzed by iron
salts with hydrogen peroxide (H2 O2 ) in an acidic medium.9, 46, 47 On the other hand,
the specific absorbance band of porphyrins at ∼ 400 nm, also known as Soret band
in honor of its discoverer Jacques-Louis Soret, provides the basis for a multitude of
spectroscopic studies on heme and hemoproteins.32, 48 During the following decades,
the interest in heme and related subjects has remained strong. In 1930, Hans Fischer
was awarded with the Nobel Prize for the first total heme synthesis.49, 50 A few years
later Max Perutz and John Cowdery Kendrew resolved the structures of hemoglobin
and myoglobin, which was honored with the Nobel Prize in 1962.50–52 The original
belief that heme acts solely as a prosthetic group of proteins had to be dismissed in
the 1990s when the porphyrin was found to modulate a protein’s function by transient
binding to distinct sequence motifs.53 Several heme-regulated proteins, which act
across diverse biological processes, are known by now (cf. Chapter 2.5).21, 22, 31, 40, 54–57
To date, more than 50000 research articles on “heme” are deposited in the PubMed
database, reflecting widespread interest in the porphyrin and related topics.58
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Heme is a small molecule by definition, yet it is characterized by a high degree of
chemical sophistication and intricacies. It is the chemical nature that makes heme
one of the most versatile molecules in living organisms.59 The porphyrin is a planar
tetrapyrrole macrocycle, structurally related to chlorophyll and cobalamin (vitamin
B12 ).60 By IUPAC definition heme molecules are ”complexes consisting of an iron ion
coordinated to a porphyrin acting as a tetradentate ligand, and to one or two axial
ligands”.61 The complexing porphyrin ring is composed of four pyrroles, which are
cyclically linked via methene bridges and are designated as A to D in a clockwise
direction (Figure 1).4, 60, 62 Four nitrogen atoms of the pyrroles coordinate the central
heme iron ion, thereby allowing for two further coordinative bonds to complete the
octahedral coordination.4, 28, 60, 62 The conjugated double bonds of the porphyrin
scaffold facilitate the unique absorption and fluorescence properties distinctive for
heme and other porphyrins.63 As an amphiphilic, low-molecular iron chelate, heme
can act in different milieus. The porphyrin ring, the methyl, and the vinyl groups add
to the hydrophobic characteristics, whereas the propionate side chains and the iron
ion account for hydrophilic features.64, 65 At physiological pH ferrous (Fe2+ ) heme is
electrically neutral, while ferric (Fe3+ ) heme is positively charged.9, 64 The iron ion
can appear in several oxidation and spin states.9, 66 Oxidative states ranging from
Fe2+ to Fe5+ have been observed, however, the prevailing forms are Fe2+ and Fe3+ .9
The iron ion enables heme to act as an electron donor/acceptor, to bind heteroatomcontaining, proteinogenic amino acid side chains, to function as a pseudoperoxidase
catalyzing Fenton-type reactions as well as to sense, transport, and store gaseous
molecules (e.g. oxygen (O2 ), carbon monoxide (CO), nitric oxygen (NO)).9, 21, 28, 67, 68
The porphyrin scaffold can be substituted by various functional groups, which
determine the heme type (Figure 1).9, 28, 68 Heme b (also referred to as protoporphyrin/protoheme IX), above all known for its presence in RBCs, is the most abundant
form.9, 28 Heme b is characterized by a ferrous (Fe2+ ) iron ion, methyl groups (C1 , C3 ,
C5 , C8 ), vinyl groups (C2 , C4 ), and propionic side chains (C6 , C7 , Figure 1).9, 28, 68
In proteins (e.g. hemoglobin) it serves as a non-covalently bound cofactor.9, 28 In a
two-step reaction heme b can be converted to heme a, which differs from heme b by
a hydroxyethylfarnesyl group (C2 ) and a formyl group (C8 ).9, 28, 68 Heme a is found
in the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase (COX, complex IV) of the respiratory
chain.9, 28, 68 In heme c the two vinyl groups of heme b form thioesters (C2 , C4 ) that
are bound covalently to sulfhydryl groups of cysteine side chains (e.g. cytochrome
c).9, 28, 68 There are other types of heme (e.g. heme i, m, d, o), many of them being
derivatives of heme b.71, 72 The oxidized, ferric forms of heme b are hemin or hematin,
respectively. Both porphyrins are characterized by ferric (Fe3+ ) iron ions and a
fifth ligand, which is either a chloride ion (hemin) or an hydroxide ion (hematin,
Figure 1).73 Furthermore, ferriporphyrin crystals, referred to as malarial pigment
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of heme a to c, hemin, hematin, and hemozoin (β-hematin).
Carbon numbering and alphabetic designation of the pyrrol rings are given in the structures.
The thioesters of heme c are covalently linked to cysteine residues in proteins. In hemozoin
cyclic hematin dimers form larger structures via intermolecular H-bond formation.9, 28, 68–70

or hemozoin, occur in nature under certain circumstances, such as malaria infection
(Figure 1).69, 70 During malaria infection, parasites of the genus Plasmodium crystallize reactive free heme from ingested hemoglobin into inert hemozoin. Hemozoin is
composed of cyclic hematin dimers (β-hematin) consisting of two hematin molecules
linked via reciprocal coordinative bonds from the iron ions to the oxygen atoms of
the propionate side chains of the adjacent hematin molecule. The dimers assemble to
form larger structures by intermolecular hydrogen bonds (H-bonds, Figure 1).69, 70
Heme is not evenly distributed throughout the human body. About 80 % of the
body’s heme resides in the 25 trillion circulating RBCs.3, 59 5×109 heme molecules
are thought to be present in each RBC with an estimated heme concentration as
high as 80 mM.75 The remaining 20 % of the total heme quota are allocated to hepatic parenchyma cells (15 %) and other tissues (5 %).59 Notably, all nucleated cells
perform heme biosynthesis.59 The sites with the highest levels of heme, RBCs and
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hepatic cells, reflect two of the molecule’s most important functions: oxygen transport
and storage (hemoglobin) as well as mediation of redox reactions (cytochrome P450 ,
CYP450 ).6, 10, 21, 28, 76–78 These functions, like many others, are performed by hemoproteins.9 Hemoproteins carry one or more heme molecule(s) as prosthetic group(s),
which is/are bound covalently and/or non-covalently in a permanent fashion (Figure
2, 3). The heme moieties are often found in binding pockets enriched in aromatic
residues.9, 26, 28, 79 Among the best-known hemoproteins are globins, cytochromes,
peroxidases, and catalases.6, 78, 80 In humans, not only in hemoglobin (blood) but also
in myo- (muscle), neuro- (brain), and cytoglobin (intracellular) heme b is responsible
for oxygen transport and storage.78 Besides gas transport and storage, heme-based
sensor proteins represent a prevailing system to recognize O2 , CO, and NO in humans.
Gas binding to a heme-bound gas-sensing domain engenders a conformational change
of the domain and thus a ligand-dependent switch of a second adjacent transmitter
domain.25, 81 An often cited example is the NO-synthase (NOS) that forms an inactive
ferrous-NO complex upon NO binding.25, 82 NOS catalyzes the conversion of arginine
to citrulline while producing NO. The gas has a multitude of physiological functions,
such as vasodilation, pathogen defense, and neurotransmitter activity (cf. Chapter
2.3).83, 84 Another example of a heme-bound gas-sensing domain is the Per-ARNTSim (PAS) motif (domain) that can be associated with various transmitter domains,
as for example histidine kinase or phosphodiesterase domains.29, 81
Peroxidases and catalases form a further group of essential hemoproteins that
reduce H2 O2 and other organoperoxides to less toxic compounds.6, 80, 85 These enzymes share the common high-valent iron intermediate Compound I, presumably
an oxoferryl porphyrin-π-cationic radical, that allows for oxidation and/or oxygenation to proceed.86 In addition, heme can mediate electron transfer in respiratory
cytochromes or in redox reactions catalyzed by cytochromes.87, 88 CYP450 enzymes

Figure 2. Structure of hemoglobin as surface (left) and ribbon (middle) diagram (PDB
1A3N74 ). A zoom-in (right) shows the coordination of one of the four heme molecules via a
proximal histidine residue.
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Figure 3. Heme a and heme c coordination in hemoproteins. Heme coordination sites of
cytochrome c oxidase (heme a, PDB 1OCO,90 left) and cytochrome c (heme c, PDB 1HRC,91
right).

are of particular pharmaceutical interest, since they convert a plethora of drugs into
readily removable forms as part of the phase I metabolic processes.77 Moreover,
the biosyntheses of vitamin D3 , retinoids, prostaglandins, and steroid hormones are
CYP450 -dependent.77 Two other vital hemoproteins are cytochrome c and COX
(Figure 3). A covalently bound heme c molecule is found in cytochrome c, whereas
two heme a (a, a3 ) molecules are non-covalently bound in COX.9 In the respiratory
chain cytochrome c transports electrons along the inner mitochondrial matrix to the
terminal electron acceptor COX by temporarily switching the redox state of the heme
iron from Fe2+ to Fe3+ .89
Nowadays, it is generally accepted that besides permanently bound heme in
hemoproteins, another pool of biologically available heme exerts alternative functions.21–25, 27–32 For many years the concept of heme as an effector molecule was
questioned. The disbelief originated from the dogmatic assumption that heme in
toto is readily incorporated into hemoproteins upon synthesis and is not trafficked
from one cell or tissue to another.92 This conviction was supported by the observed
reactivity and toxicity of unbound heme and, moreover, by the chemical properties of
heme which suggest that the porphyrin will eagerly interact with diverse molecules.92
To date there is strong evidence that one fraction of the cellular heme content is
loosely associated to proteins within the cell serving for hemylation of hemoproteins
and for heme-mediated signaling. Two observations support this concept. Firstly,
heme has to be shielded in order to mitigate the molecule’s toxicity. Secondly,
heme is synthesized in the mitochondria, yet the molecule is found in virtually all
organelles.9, 75, 92 Accordingly, intracellular heme translocation is necessary. The
characteristic attributes of the porphyrin suggest an escorted movement within the
cell rather than free diffusion.75, 92
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Reversible heme binding to intracellular proteins for reasons of scavenging and
transport is conceivable.9, 75, 92 The exchangeable, dynamic pool of heme is often
referred to as “labile heme”, whereas the heme in hemoproteins is depicted as “inert
heme” (Figure 4).75, 92 In addition, “free” heme can occur in pathological states.
Demolition of hemoproteins elicits the liberation of large quantities of unbound
heme.9, 18, 93 The best-characterized example is hemolysis, during which high levels of
extracellular, intra-, and extravascular, unbound heme are observed. A physiological
back-up system scavenges unbound heme. Yet, persisting, recurring, and severe
conditions can lead to exhaustion of the scavenging capacity and consequently hemedriven toxicity (Chapter 2.3).9, 10, 62, 94, 95 There are various terms describing the heme
fraction that is not permanently bound in hemoproteins in the literature, among
them are “free”, “uncommitted”, “labile”, or “not-determined” heme pool.18, 62, 96, 97
The present work is based on the assumption that heme occurs as “inert heme”
in hemoproteins, as “labile heme” intracellular, and as “free heme” in pathological
conditions (Figure 4). The latter ones, labile heme and free heme, can be grouped as
“biologically available heme” and represent the heme pool responsible for alternative
heme functions (regulatory heme).

Figure 4. Designation of different heme pools. Heme can occur as “inert heme” in
hemoproteins (e.g. hemoglobin, PDB 1A3N174 ), as “labile heme” intracellular75 as well as
extracellular upon liberation from hemoproteins (e.g. during hemolysis). The latter is often
referred to as “free heme”. Labile and free heme represent the pool of biologically available
heme, which may function as regulatory molecule.21–25, 27–32

Unbound heme b is readily oxidized to hemin. For reasons of simplicity the generic
term “heme” is used for hemin (Fe3+ heme) within this work unless in the context of
hemoproteins (e.g. hemoglobin) and if not stated otherwise. To date, studies aiming
at quantification of biologically available heme are still in their infancy.36–39, 98, 99
Initial investigations utilized genetically encoded heme sensors and revealed cytosolic
labile heme concentrations ranging from 25-300 nM depending on the cell type, which
is equal to ∼ 10 % of the total cellular heme quota.36, 37, 75, 92, 98
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As an effector molecule, heme can modulate the activity and stability of hemeregulated proteins by temporarily interacting with short heme-binding protein sequence stretches, termed heme-binding motifs (HBMs) or heme-regulatory motifs
(HRMs), respectively.32, 100 Several peptide and protein examples have been established over the past decades, such as Aβ, known for its crucial role in Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) and tumor protein p53 (p53), a well-described tumor suppressor (cf.
Chapter 2.4, 2.5).40, 57, 101 So far, many studies have been based on in vitro assays and
a detailed in vivo analysis is yet to be performed. Moreover, structural information
on transient heme-protein interactions is rare and prospective studies are required to
unravel the structural basis of different heme-binding modes.21, 22, 28–32
The chemistry and biology of heme is multifaceted at every level. Not for nothing
tetrapyrroles have previously been depicted as the pigments of life.60 The last
decade has witnessed a renaissance in knowledge of the cell biology of heme, yet
innumerable details remain uncovered.92 The complex network of heme-associated
biological reactions and pathways as well as its apparent importance in a plethora of
pathological conditions, render it impossible to portray the heme’s vital physiological
role in its entirety. Accordingly, the following chapters are merely intended to provide
a general insight and to address aspects relevant to the understanding of the research
carried out in the context of this work.

2.2

Heme Homeostasis

Heme is essential for life, yet, due to the redox-active iron, high levels of unbound
heme have deleterious effects on cells and tissues (cf. Chapter 2.3).9 Therefore,
heme homeostasis is a highly coordinated balancing act that is inevitably linked to
erythropoiesis, erythrophagocytosis, and iron metabolism.11, 75, 102 Since erythroblast
maturation and thus hemoglobinization dramatically increase the demand for heme,
erythroid cells are literally the “ultimate heme synthesizing factories in the body”.11, 103
After travelling about 250 km throughout the cardiovascular system, the lifespan of
an erythrocyte exceeds after 100 to 120 days, which explains the high physiological
turnover of RBCs.104 About 360 billion senescent RBCs are clarified by macrophages
of the mononuclear phagocytic system (MPS, also referred to as reticuloendothelial
system) during erythrophagocytosis every day. At the same time, erythropoiesis
of an equivalent number of RBCs maintains a constant RBC count.105–107 As a
result of long-term membrane intercalation and subsequent destabilization, heme is
substantially involved in RBC aging.108 Once macrophages engulf senescent RBCs,
hemoglobin is proteolytically degraded and the heme moiety is released. Liberated
heme is thought to be almost exclusively transported from the erythrophagolysosome
into the cytosol before degradation via the heme oxygenase (HO) system.92, 102, 105, 106
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A large part of the captured heme iron (25 mg) is recycled to ensure sufficient iron
supply for erythropoiesis.64, 68, 109 In fact, heme iron constitutes 95 % of the total iron
quota (3-4 g in adults) and about 80 % of the 3-4 mg of iron that is circulating in the
plasma is believed to be en route between the bone marrow and the MPS. Only a
minor part (0.03 %, ca. 1 mg) of the iron pool is exchanged daily.75, 109 Depending on
the amount of xenobiotics and consequently detoxification by CYP450 , heme synthesis
is readily adapted to changing metabolic requirements in the liver.110 The disparity
in requirement for heme between erythroid versus non-erythroid cells is realized by
different sets of enzymes, which are mostly derived from tissue-specific alternate
splicing.110, 111 A short overview on the reactions and enzymes involved in heme
synthesis and degradation will be given hereafter.

2.2.1

Heme Biosynthesis and Enzymatic Degradation

Heme is indispensable for almost all living organisms and the evolutionarily conserved
heme biosynthetic pathway epitomizes one of the most vital metabolic routes. The
pathway does not only provide heme as the final product, but, depending on the
organism, also precursors for other eminent tetrapyrroles, such as chlorophyll and
cobalamin.112 In humans, heme synthesis proceeds following the Shemin pathway,
yet, deviating pathways are known in other organisms (e.g. C5 pathway).4, 113, 114
Heme synthesis includes eight enzymatic reactions partitioned between the mitochondria (step 1, steps 6-8) and the cytoplasm (steps 2-5, Figure 5).4, 11, 111, 115, 116 In
mammals, the first and rate-limiting step is the condensation of glycine and succinylCoA to form δ-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) and CO2 in the mitochondrial matrix.
The reaction is catalyzed by ALA synthase (ALAS), a homodimeric, pyridoxal-5’phosphate-dependent enzyme.117 ATP-binding cassette subfamily B member 10
(ABCB10), which is located in the inner mitochondrial membrane, was believed to
be involved in ALA transport to the cytosol. A recent study found ABCB10 to be
crucial for hemoglobinization, however, the same study also suggests that ABCB10
is not involved in ALA transport. Therefore, the mechanism of mitochondrial ALA
export remains to be resolved.118, 119 The following reactions take place in the cytosol
and are catalyzed by porphobilinogen synthase (PBGS, also known as ALA dehydratase), porphobilinogen desaminase (PBGD), and uroporphyrinogen III synthase
(UROS). Initially, the asymmetric condensation of two ALA molecules yields the
monopyrrole porphobilinogen (PBG, step 2). The head-to-tail synthesis of four PBG
molecules forms preuroporphyrinogen (hydroxymethylbilane, HMB), a reactive linear
intermediate (step 3). By intramolecular rearrangement and spontaneous cyclization
the first cyclic intermediate, uroporphyrinogen III, is formed in the presence of UROS
(step 4). Subsequently, uroporphyrinogen III decarboxylase (UROD) catalyzes the
decarboxylation of the four acetates of uroporphyrinogen III to form coproporphyrino10
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gen III, which is presumably transported to the intermembrane space (IMS) via
ATP-binding cassette subfamily B member 6 (ABCB6, step 5).4, 11, 75, 111, 115, 116, 120
The following oxidative decarboxylation of the two A and B ring propionate side
chains by coproporphyrinogen oxidase (CPOX), yields protoporphyrinogen IX and
forms the vinyl groups of heme b (step 6). In the penultimate reaction six electrons
are eliminated and protoporphyrinogen IX is oxidized to the aromatized protoporphyrin IX (PPIX) by porphyrinogen oxidase (PPO, step 7).121 Ferrous iron (Fe2+ ) is
incorporated into the PPIX ring by ferrochelatase (FECH) on the matrix side of the
inner mitochondrial membrane in the terminal reaction (step 8).4, 11, 111, 115, 116

Figure 5. The mammalian pathway of heme biosynthesis. Partitioned between the mitochondria and the cytosol, eight enzymatic reactions yield the final product heme. Full
enzyme names are given in the text.
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Control mechanisms of heme synthesis in differentiating erythroid cells and hepatocytes vary significantly.5, 111, 116, 122, 123 Two isoforms of ALAS, ALAS1 and ALAS2,
ensure heme synthesis at the correct level depending on cell requirements. In nonerythroid cells and hepatocytes the non-specific housekeeping form ALAS1 is expressed,
whereas ALAS2 is found in erythroid cells.111, 116 ALAS expression is encoded by
hemA genes that are regulated by a broad range of transcriptional and posttranscriptional factors. The genes are located in chromosome 3 (ALAS1) and the X chromosome
(ALAS2), respectively.4, 5, 111, 116, 123, 124 The gene of ALAS1 is also expressed in erythroid precursor cells but is turned off once differentiation and hemoglobin synthesis
are initiated.11 Heme acts as a positive feedback regulator for heme synthesis in
erythroid cells and at the same time inhibits its own degradation.10, 123 Moreover,
heme synthesis is inherently connected to protein synthesis during erythropoiesis,
which is ensured by a sophisticated network composed of a variety of elements.123, 125
Notably, ALAS2 is not the rate-limiting enzyme in erythroid heme synthesis, but
synthesis is predominantly dependent on the availability of iron. In case of iron
limitation, the final step, i.e. iron insertion, restricts heme synthesis.122, 126 Zinc can
substitute for iron forming increased levels of zinc-PPIX in erythrocytes, an initial
indicator of iron deficiency.127 In non-erythroid cells ALAS1 activity is impinged by
heme in many ways, for instance, heme represses mitochondrial import of ALAS1 (cf.
Chapter 2.5).53, 111, 123, 128, 129
Besides heme synthesis, heme degradation is also a highly coordinated process.
In fact, degradation of heme can be accomplished by various chemical and enzymatic
mechanisms. The most common form in humans is the HO-catalyzed degradation generating stoichiometric quantities of CO, iron, and biliverdin IXα (Figure 6).12, 130, 131
Once heme is bound into a hydrophobic pocket of HO via His25 as the proximal
iron ligand, several autocatalytic reactions proceed.131–134 The reactions depend on
the coordinated activity of HO and NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase and require
three molecules of O2 and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH)
each.131, 135 Upon formation of a peroxy intermediate (Fe3+ -OOH) the α-mesocarbon of the porphyrin scaffold is attacked by the terminal oxygen. The generated
α-meso-hydroxyheme is converted to α-verdoheme by utilizing O2 and releasing
CO after regiospecific cleavage of the α-methene bridge. Consequently, the iron ion
is liberated and biliverdin is formed.131, 135–137 In a subsequent reaction biliverdin
reductase (BVR) reduces biliverdin to bilirubin, while oxidizing nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide (NADH) or nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH)
depending on the surrounding pH (pH 6.0-7.0, NADH; pH 8.5-8.75, NADPH).138
Unconjugated bilirubin is released into the blood where it binds to albumin in a 1:1
fashion before being transported to the liver. Once bilirubin undergoes hepatic phase
II glucuronidation by uridine diphosphate, the generated mono- or diglucuronides are
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Figure 6. Enzymatic heme degradation via the HO-system. HO is a tail-anchored enzyme
located at the smooth ER, however, the reaction takes place in the cytosol. The generated
heme degradation products CO, biliverdin, and bilirubin are thought to be bioactive (e.g.
anti-oxidant properties). HO, heme oxygenase; CYP450 , NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase,
BVR, biliverdin reductase.

eliminated via the bile and feces.136 Some of the other heme degradation products
may exhibit physiological functions. CO is a gasotransmitter that shows neuromodulator activity and is suggested to hamper platelet aggregation by activating guanylate
cyclase, among other functions.139–141 Biliverdin and bilirubin are discussed as potent
anti-oxidants while the liberated iron is primarily recycled.136, 141, 142 Other bioactive
products, namely propentdyopents (PDPs) and bilirubin oxidation products (BOXes),
may arise upon oxidation of heme. BOXes seem to have a vasoconstrictive effect
on cerebral arterioles in addition to other implications. Yet, occurrence, underlying
mechanisms, and potential interaction partners are largely unknown and further
studies are required to evaluate the physiological role of these molecules.143–145
HO enzymes are evolutionary conserved between species. Two HO isoforms,
encoded by different genes, differ in reaction rates, primary structure, and molecular
weight despite sharing ∼ 42 % sequence identity.12, 146 An inducible isoform (HO-1)
was described in 1968 in the rat and a constitutive isoform (HO-2) was discovered in
rat liver in 1986.12, 147, 148 The catalytic activity of a third variant (HO-3) seems poor
and the physiological relevance of HO-3 remains to be elucidated.149 Different cell
types, species, and individuals are characterized by varying HO expression levels with
tissues involved in erythrophagocytosis showing the highest HO activity.12, 134 HO is
a tail-anchored enzyme with a hydrophobic sequence stretch embedded in the smooth
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane, while the active site is turned towards the
cytosol.150 The enzyme was also detected in the nucleus, the plasma membrane,
and the mitochondria, but HO function in these organelles is nebulous.151–153 Heme
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is a regulator of HO-2, which shows poor activity at low heme levels (cf. Chapter
2.5). In contrast, HO-1 is active at low heme concentration with rising activity in a
heme-dependent manner. Remarkably, maximum HO-2 activity is limited to 10 %
of HO-1 activity.12 HO-1 is rated as promising therapeutic intervention, since the
enzyme appears to be of relevance in various pathological conditions and is exquisitely
sensitive to all kinds of stimuli, such as hypoxia, heavy metals, H2 O2 , oxidative stress,
and heme as such.141, 154–156 Unlike HO-1, HO-2 expression is only induced by a few
selected compounds (e.g. opiates, glucocorticoids).12
After biosynthesis, heme must be shuttled from the mitochondria to other cellular
sites to fulfill its functions and eventually to the cytosol for degradation. It cannot
be excluded that synthesized heme intercalates with the mitochondrial membrane,
nonetheless an escorted movement via transporters has been proposed.64 Several
proteins that might be involved in intra- and intercellular heme transport have been
identified in the last years.75 Selected representatives will be briefly introduced in
the following section.

2.2.2

Intra- and Intercellular Heme Transport

Heme transport and trafficking, related regulatory mechanisms as well as spatiotemporal dynamics remain poorly understood.75 Only few heme transporters are
known to date. A number of examples will be presented hereinafter (Figure 7).
The final step of heme biosynthesis takes place in the mitochondria. Therefore,
starting from the mitochondria, heme must be trafficked and compartmentalized in
the cell.92 Feline leukemia virus subgroup C receptor 1b (FLVCR1b), an isoform of
the earlier identified plasma membrane heme exporter Feline leukemia virus subgroup
C receptor 1a (FLVCR1a), is suggested as a mitochondrial heme exporter, yet
it is unknown whether FLVCR1b is located in the inner or outer mitochondrial
membrane.157–159 Due to lipid-like structural features of heme, it is also speculated
that mitochondria-associated membranes (MAMs) and mitochondrial-derived vesicles
(MDVs) might be involved in heme transport in analogy to lipid transport. MAMs
form a connection between the mitochondria and the ER, whereas MDVs are thought
to function as transporters from the mitochondria to the peroxisomes and lysosomes
(Figure 7). An organelle-directed intracellular heme transport cannot be ruled out,
however, there is no experimental proof so far.75, 92
To attenuate and avert heme-driven cytotoxicity, heme might be loosely associated
to proteins in the cytosol that shuttle and/or buffer the porphyrin. Several intracellular
heme-binding proteins have been identified, such as glutathione S-transferase (GSH-Stransferase), heme-binding protein 1 (HBP1, SOUL), HBP22, HBP23 (peroxiredoxin1), fatty acid binding protein (FABP), and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH, Figure 7).75, 160–162 Remarkably, the heme-binding affinity of some of these
14
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Figure 7. Cellular heme transporters that are currently known or suggested. Full protein
names are given in the text. Inspired by Donegan and colleagues.75 MAMs, Mitochondriaassociated membranes; MDVs, mitochondrial-derived vesicles.

proteins is in the nM range, as for example found for HBP22 and HBP23 (26
to 55 nM).160, 161 The metabolic enzyme GAPDH was only recently recognized as
an intracellular heme allocator that binds heme via a His53 with a dissociation
constant (KD ) of 0.15 µM. It is suggested that a group of proteins within the cell
requires GAPDH for heme delivery, whereas another pool obtains heme in a GAPDHindependent fashion.75, 163–165
Besides intracellular heme transport, some evidence suggest intercellular heme
transport. In fact, one third of the dietary iron is absorbed in the form of heme.
Therefore, intercellular heme transport as well as cellular heme import is required.
The well-known heme scavengers include hemopexin and human serum albumin
(HSA), yet, other proteins are thought to facilitate intercellular heme transport (cf.
Chapter 2.3).107 Cellular import of heme is also believed to be mediated via transport
proteins. The first bona fide heme importer, heme-responsive gene 1 protein homolog
(HRG1), was identified in Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans), a heme auxotroph and
thus a popular model organism to investigate heme trafficking and transport.166, 167
HRG1, a permease, is believed to transport heme from the extracellular space or
the endosome-lysosome compartment into the cytoplasm.107, 168 Moreover, HRG1
appears to be involved in heme transport from the phagolysosome to the cytosol
during erythrophagocytosis.106, 169 Another protein, heme carrier protein 1 (HCP1),
is suggested to function as low-affinity heme importer (Figure 7). Since the protein’s
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ability to transport folate is at least 10 times higher than to transport heme, the
physiological role as heme transporter is controversial.170–172 Another putative heme
importer in mammalian cells is Feline leukemia virus subgroup C cellular receptor
family, member 2 (FLVCR2), albeit little is known on the underlying mechanism and
the physiological role of this transporter remains to be determined.107
Apart from heme importers, a few heme exporters, such as FLVCR1a and ATPbinding cassette super-family G member 2 (ABCG2), have been identified.157, 173 Both
proteins appear to export heme more efficiently in the presence of heme scavengers
hemopexin or HSA, respectively.174, 175 FLVCR1a is suggested to function as heme
exporter during erythrophagocytosis as well as to regulate heme synthesis and heme
degradation.158, 176 Different studies indicate that both transporters are not essential
for erythropoiesis. Therefore, their physiological function is still a matter of debate
and the presence of other heme exporters is assumed.107 Moreover, multidrug
resistance protein 5 (MRP5), which is found in the plasma membrane and endosomal
compartments, is suggested to export heme from the cytosol.177
Despite the fact that only few heme transporters have been identified and the
knowledge gathered is often insufficient, the experimental data obtained in recent years
support the concept of a dynamic, exchangeable heme pool. Besides the intracellular
labile heme pool, pathological conditions associated with increased breakdown of
hemoproteins (e.g. hemolysis) may contribute to the dynamic pool of heme that
exhibits alternative functions and affects protein activity. Hemolysis is the most
common cause of accelerated hemoprotein breakdown and will thus be explained in
more detail in the following chapter.9, 10, 95

2.3

Hemolysis and Heme-Driven Toxicity

Hemolysis, etymologically derived from the ancient Greek words αἷμα (haíma, “blood”)
and λύσις (lýsis, “loosening”), describes the lysis of RBCs and the consequent release
of their pro-oxidant content, in particular hemoglobin and heme, into the circulation.84, 178, 179 Technically, hemolysis takes place at any time since senescent RBCs
are continuously removed by the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS). However,
the term hemolysis usually implies a pathophysiological condition if not specified
otherwise.9, 10, 102 About 10 to 20 % of RBC removal is thought to occur within the
circulation.180 This process is well tolerated by the organism because hemoglobin
and heme are sequestered and cleared by an efficient scavenging system of plasma
proteins (Figure 8).9, 10, 95, 181, 182 In case of severe hemolysis, the scavenging system
can be overwhelmed and cell-free hemoglobin and heme engender inflammation and
tissue damage.183 Hemolysis as such is differentiated into “extravascular hemolysis”,
which describes the phagocytosis of premature RBCs in the MPS, and “intravascular
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hemolysis”, which refers to RBC rupture within the circulation.184, 185 Pathological
conditions of hereditary, acquired, and iatrogenic nature are associated with hemolysis.
Among the causes are mechanical trauma (e.g. vascular alterations, excessive exercise), transfusion reactions, inherited genetic defects (e.g. sickle cell disease (SCD), αor β-thalassemia), diseases (e.g. malaria infection), bacterial toxins (e.g. hemolysins),
ischemia reperfusion, severe sepsis, and autoimmune hemolytic anemias.18, 186–188
The hemoglobin/heme scavenging system consists of several circulating proteins
(Figure 8). Liberated hemoglobin is bound by haptoglobin (estimated KD of 10-15 M),
whose plasma levels range from 0.3 to 3 mg/ml.189 Once the pool of haptoglobin
is exhausted, hemoglobin (Fe2+ ) is oxidized to methemoglobin (Fe3+ ), which readily releases the heme moiety.9, 10, 190 Released heme is scavenged by hemopexin,
α1 -microglobulin, HSA, α1 -antitrypsin, α1 -proteinase inhibitor as well as the lowdensity lipoprotein (LDL) and very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL). Further heme
sequestering proteins are likely to be involved, whose nature is yet to be identified.9, 95, 182, 191–196 It has been suggested that heme is initially bound by LDL and
VLDL (KD 10-11 to 10-12 M) as well as HSA (KD 10-8 M), before the molecule is
transferred to hemopexin. The latter is thought to have the highest heme-binding
affinity of any known heme-binding protein (KD < 10-12 M).9, 94, 197 Remarkably, LDL
and VLDL show faster heme binding kinetics compared to HSA and hemopexin.191
It is, however, known that heme binding to lipoproteins results in lipid peroxidation
and consequently oxidized toxic lipoprotein species. Thus, a quick heme transfer
to hemopexin is inevitable to avoid detrimental effects.9, 198 The fact that the HSA
plasma concentration is much higher (43 mg/ml) compared to hemopexin (0.6 to
1.2 mg/ml), might explain the initial heme-HSA complex formation.9 Once heme is
bound to hemopexin, it is transported to the liver, absorbed by receptor-mediated
endocytosis, and degraded via the HO system.18, 182, 198 Noteworthy, binding of neither HSA nor lipoprotein effectively reduces the capability of heme to intercalate into
membranes and to act as pro-oxidant, proinflammatory molecule.95 Even if several
hemoglobin/heme scavenging proteins are known, the key players are haptoglobin
and hemopexin, respectively, which will be described in more detail henceforth.
Hemoglobin is a tetrameric (αβ)2 64 kDa protein present in reduced (Fe2+ )
form intracellularly. After RBC rupture hemoglobin occurs in a dynamic tetramerdimer [(αβ)2 - (αβ)] equilibrium intravascularly. The dimer is favored in case of low
hemoglobin concentration and ferrous iron (Fe2+ ). Clearance of cell-free hemoglobin
is instantly promoted by haptoglobin.95 Each haptoglobin molecule binds two
hemoglobin dimers (KD 10-15 M) in a non-covalent manner, thereby pushing the
intravascular equilibrium of hemoglobin towards dimer formation.199, 200 The formed
hemoglobin-haptoglobin complex specifically binds to the cluster of differentiation receptor 163 (CD163) with a KD of 195 nM on the surface of monocytes and
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macrophages.201, 202 Upon internalization the individual parts are degraded by the
proteasome and the HO system, respectively. Some studies suggest that CD163independent elimination of hemoglobin and the haptoglobin-hemoglobin complex is
also possible.95 There are three main haptoglobin phenotypes that are associated with
different disease outcomes.203 Since haptoglobin binding impedes the renal filtration
of hemoglobin, it prevents hemoglobin-driven toxicity in the kidneys.204 The kidney
seems to be one of the first targets of free heme and related thereto heme-driven
toxicity in vivo, although the cause remains to be determined.9, 18
Heme released from hemoglobin is eventually bound by hemopexin.9, 94, 197 The
60 kDa protein consists of two β-propellor domains, resembling two thick discs
linked via a 20mer peptide chain in a 90◦ angle.192 Upon binding, a stable bishistidyl complex is formed that is transported to the liver, where it is internalized by
receptor-mediated endocytosis.205 The multi-ligand receptor low-density lipoprotein
receptor-related protein 1 (LRP1), alias CD receptor 91 (CD91), was recently discovered as responsible receptor. CD91 is expressed on hepatocytes and macrophages,
among others.206 Internalized heme is degraded via the HO system. Previous studies suggest that hemopexin is secreted back into the plasma upon internalization.
Later investigations, however, show lysosomal hemopexin degradation similar to
the hemoglobin-haptoglobin clearance system.10, 206, 207 Hemopexin is predominantly
expressed in the liver, to a lesser extent in the nervous system, and in the kidney.182
Hemopexin exhibits a protective role in mouse models and decreased hemopexin
levels are associated with various pathological conditions including premature infants,
sepsis, severe burns, SCD, and thalassemia.208–211 Besides heme clearance, a protective
effect of hemopexin is attributed to other findings. These include the activation of
c-Jun N-terminal kinases (JNKs) and the nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer
(NF-κB), sequestration of CO and NO and thus the inactivation of NOS as well as
inhibition of ROS generation.205, 212 It is worth noting that the scavenging proteins
do not only mitigate iron-mediated oxidative damage, but reduce host susceptibility
to infections by, for example, alleviating the excess of iron for pathogens during
hemolysis. The patients concerned often show attenuated immune responses and a
concomitant bacterial infection.20, 185 In addition, haptoglobin-hemoglobin- as well
as hemopexin-heme-mediated heme degradation might significantly contribute to the
iron-recycling machinery.94
Haptoglobin and hemopexin have been suggested as promising therapeutics for the
treatment of diseases associated with hemolysis. The therapeutic effect of hemopexin
is currently tested in pre-clinical trials (e.g. CSL Behring), whereas haptoglobin has
been licensed in Japan since 1985 (Japanese Green Cross, now Benesis Corporation)
for different conditions (e.g. massive transfusion) that require renal protection from
hemoglobin-mediated toxicity. Recent studies suggest that a combined therapy of
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haptoglobin and hemopexin might offer synergistic protection.18, 84, 95, 213, 214
Once the scavengers are exhausted, the deleterious effects of cell-free hemoglobin
and heme, both cytotoxic, emerge (Figure 8).9 For example, severe hemolysis is
associated with innate and adaptive immune responses.215 Cell-free hemoglobin
can damage the vascular wall and can overcome the endothelium, which explains
hemoglobin occurrence in subendothelial and perivascular spaces as well as the lymph
fluid.213 Heme per se is associated with a plethora of negative effects ranging from celland tissue-damaging cytotoxicity to its role as alarmin and as potent inflammation
trigger (Figure 8).9, 16, 213, 215 Free heme concentrations of 20 to 350 µM have been
reported.216, 217 There is a large body of evidence indicating that the unfettered
production of radicals is one of the key mechanisms by which heme-mediated toxicity
is driven.9 The redox-active iron ion of heme enables Fenton chemistry that leads
to ROS production and adversely affects cells and tissues. In general, oxidative
species cause cellular dysfunction as a consequence of lipid peroxidation, protein
peroxidation, and DNA damage.18, 94, 218 The reaction of hemoglobin with H2 O2
yields Fe3+ /Fe4+ -hemoglobin and reactive radicals. The latter presumably oxidate
amino acids in hemoglobin resulting in cross-linking of the protein.219 Heme can also
readily intercalate into cell membranes and other lipid structures due to the molecule’s
lipophilic nature. In addition, the oxidation of membrane compounds and thus the
formation of cytotoxic lipid peroxides are catalyzed by heme. Consequently, membrane
permeability is altered, eliciting cell lysis and death. As a result of membrane rupture
in combination with ROS formation and concomitant cell damage, heme acts as
hemolytic agent, thereby shortening RBC lifespan.62, 94 Heme binding to lipoproteins
(e.g. LDL) can induce extensive oxidative modifications of the lipoprotein particles,
which subsequently exert severe vascular damage.213, 220 A prominent example is
oxidized LDL (LDLox ) that plays a crucial role in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis.221
Intracellular, heme causes DNA damage as, for instance, a result of heme-induced
DNA nicking followed by DNA degradation (Figure 8).62, 222, 223
The endothelium is the primary tissue compromised by cell-free hemoglobin
and heme. Hemolysis directly affects endothelial cells and eventually results in
endothelial dysfunction (Figure 8). In chronic hemolytic patients thrombus formation
and vaso-occlusion are observed. The effects on endothelial cells are thought to
be driven by oxidative stress, inflammatory effects, and reduced NO availability.
Activation of the endothelium induced by, for instance, ROS leads to expression
of adhesion molecules and consequently to adhesion of RBCs and leukocytes (cf.
Chapter 2.4.1).62, 84, 94, 213, 215 Extracellular hemoglobin avidly sequesters NO leading
to decreased NO availability and eventually NO depletion.83, 224 NO dioxygenation
of ferrous hemoglobin (Fe2+ ) generates nitrate (NO3 - ) and ferric hemoglobin (Fe3+ ,
Figure 8). Moreover, NO can interact directly with the heme iron ion.95 Both processes
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Figure 8. Hemolysis, hemoglobin/heme scavenging, and heme-driven toxicity. Upon
hemolysis, cell-free hemoglobin and heme are scavenged by an efficient system of plasma
proteins. In case of exhaustion of these proteins, heme-driven toxicity may evoke cell and
tissue damage, NO depletion, and inflammation, among other adverse effects. Released heme
may trigger endothelial inflammation (box, upper right corner). Moreover, vasodilation, vasoocclusion, and thrombus formation are associated with elevated heme levels. Abbreviations
may be found in the text. Hemoglobin (Hb), PDB 1A3N,74 Hemopexin (Hx), PDB 1QHU,192
Haptoglobin (Hp), PDB 4F4O.200
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result in diminished NO levels, local and systemic, explaining the hypertensive
response that often accompanies hemolysis.95, 225 NO is one of the major natural
vasodilators. Furthermore, the gas regulates smooth muscle relaxation and vasomotor
tone, down-regulates the expression of adhesion molecules, and inhibits the activation
and aggregation of platelets.9, 83, 84, 225 NO diffusing from the endothelium interacts
with the heme group of the soluble guanylate cyclase in the smooth muscle and
consequently elicits vasodilation.83, 84 Remarkably, Arginase-1, released from ruptured
RBCs, reacts with arginine to form ornithine and thereby reduces the substrate
availability of the endothelial NOS (cf. Chapter 2.1) and as a result NO production.83
Heme can also trigger proinflammatory responses and can act as an effector
molecule, synergizing for example with toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) agonists.226, 227
The role of heme in inflammation and as a regulator of proteins is described in
chapter 2.4.1 and chapter 2.5, respectively. It is important to note that effects of
heme vary in their nature and severity depending on the cell type. Moreover, cells
affected by heme may have specific roles for the local and systemic control of heme
homeostasis, both in health and disease.18 Besides hemolysis, other pathological
conditions, such as rhabdomyolysis, myolysis, and internal hemorrhage, result in the
oxidation of hemoproteins and the subsequent release of heme followed by cell and
tissue damage. Whether the scavenging system described is also involved in these
conditions remains elusive.9, 18 Due to the omnipresence of the heme molecule in
virtually all cells and tissues, elevated heme levels can evoke severe physiological
responses. Therefore, heme-associated disorders and diseases are diverse.9, 18, 20 A
brief overview on associated medical conditions is provided below.

2.4

Heme in Pathophysiology

Various substantial processes are reliant on heme (e.g. oxygen transport, cf. Chapter
2.1), which is why disturbances associated with imbalanced heme levels provoke
severe pathological consequences (Figure 9). Medical conditions directly or indirectly linked to heme include porphyrias, anemias, hemoglobinopathies (e.g. SCD),
brain hemorrhages, infectious diseases (e.g. malaria, leishmaniosis), neurodegenerative diseases (e.g. Parkinson’s disease (PD), AD), atherosclerosis, irritant gas
inhalation-induced acute lung injury, acute kidney injury, and cancer (e.g. colorectal
carcinoma).15, 19, 101, 228–238 Selected examples of these heme-associated diseases are
briefly introduced in the following paragraphs. The experiments performed as part
of this work focus on IL-36α and Aβ, which participate in inflammatory processes
(IL-36α) and AD (Aβ), respectively. Thus, heme in the context of inflammation and
the previously described interaction of heme with Aβ are discussed in sections 2.4.1
and 2.4.2 in more detail.
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Since heme is essential for humans, complete failure of heme biosynthesis is
lethal.239 Individuals with partial malfunction of the heme biosynthesis pathway are
affected by porphyria or X-linked sideroblastic anemia (XLSA), depending on the
affected enzyme and the nature of the dysfunction (cf. Chapter 2.2.1).15, 240 Porphyria,
a rare panethnic metabolic disorder, can be inherited or acquired and is categorized
into hepatic and erythroid porphyria.15, 241 Acquired porphyria is caused by various
factors, such as alcohol, smoking, hepatitis C, and HIV infection.239 The clinical
manifestation of the individual porphyria type is usually determined by accumulation
of heme precursors.242 The symptoms of affected patients vary widely with cutaneous
photosensitivity and/or neurovisceral disturbances being typical signs.242 Moreover,
porphyria patients can suffer from acute attacks that are often characterized by severe
abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, and constipation.243 In case of acute attacks
heme/hematin infusions and glucose are given as first-in-line treatment in order
to downregulate heme synthesis by ALAS inhibition (cf. Chapter 2.5).242, 244 No
disease-causing mutations of ALAS1 are known in humans, however, a gain of function
mutation in ALAS2 has recently been recognized to cause X-linked protoporphyria.245
In contrast, a loss of function mutation of ALAS2 commonly causes XLSA.240 Bone
marrow sideroblasts, i.e. nucleated erythroblasts characterized by iron accumulation
in the mitochondria, are characteristic for XLSA and commonly trigger cytotoxicity
and anemia, thereby manifesting clinical symptoms such as fatigue and weakness,
among others.110 The exact molecular mechanism underlying sideroblast formation
has not been resolved so far. Protoporphyrin IX deficiency due to diminished ALAS2
activity as well as an increase in mitochondrial iron import have been discussed as
causes.246
Defects of enzymes responsible for heme degradation and clearance of heme
degradation products (e.g. bilirubin) can also trigger a number of diseases.110, 136

Figure 9. Selection of pathological conditions directly or indirectly associated with
heme.15, 19, 101, 228–238
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The most recognized disease associated with malfunction of heme degradation is
hyperbilirubinemia.110 Hyperbilirubinemia often results in jaundice as a consequence
of bilirubin accumulation in the skin. 50 % of all neonates develop jaundice due to low
enzymatic activity of UDP-glucuronyl transferase.110 In adults, hyperbilirubinemia
can arise from liver dysfunction, emerging, for instance, from hepatitis infection,
tumors or increased hemolysis as observed in hemoglobinopathies (e.g. SCD).110
Hemoglobinopathies are inherited defects that hamper the generation of hemoglobin
and are thus inevitably linked to heme.247 Reduced or defective production of both
globin chains, i.e. the α- and/or the β-chain, can occur depending on the underlying genetic defect.247 Hemoglobinopathies are the most common global monogenic disorders,
with SCD and thalassemia being the prevalent types.247, 248 According to an estimation of the WHO, more than 330.000 newborns are affected by hemoglobinopathies
every year with 83 % sickle cell disorders and 17 % thalassemias.248 In SCD, a point
mutation on chromosome 11 results in the formation of an abnormal β-chain.9, 247, 248
RBCs in SCD are characterized by a rigid, sickle-like shape and their susceptibility
to lysis.9, 249 Classical SCD symptoms include hemolytic anemia, functional asplenia,
episodes of severe pain, and organ damage.237, 248 In thalassemia defects can occur in
both globin chains, explaining the classification in α- and β-thalassemia with the latter
one having a much higher prevalence.248 Patients affected by β-thalassemia usually
suffer from anemia and require regular blood transfusion and iron-chelation therapy
or bone-marrow transplantation. α-Thalassemia is much less common and often
results in perinatal death.247, 248 Both SCD and β-thalassemia are usually found in
tropical and subtropical areas where they offer a selective advantage to people against
potentially lethal malaria infection.247 Malaria is caused by Plasmodium parasites, in
particular Plasmodium falciparum.134, 232, 250 The disease is transmitted from human
to human by hematophagous Anopheles mosquitoes.250 Plasmodium infection causes
RBC rupture, lysis, and eventually anemia (see below).134, 232 Since malaria parasites
require exogenous heme for survival, the parasites digest host RBC hemoglobin.251
Upon digestion, hemozoin (ferriporphyrin crystals) is generated in order to mitigate
the reactivity and toxicity of the digested heme (cf. Chapter 2.1).70, 134 Malaria and
SCD differ in their etiology, yet both diseases are characterized by RBC rupture
and intravascular hemolysis.16, 18, 134 SCD and malaria mouse models suggest a role
of heme-driven vascular inflammatory reactions in both diseases.16, 18 In addition,
hemolytic diseases are suggested to facilitate severe invasive bacterial infection as
observed in SCD and malaria patients. Increased nutrient iron-availability upon
hemolysis and associated enhanced bacterial outgrowth as well as a direct impact of
heme on host immune responses are discussed as causes.20, 185 Hemoglobinopathies,
malaria as well as iron deficiency are the most common elicitors for anemia, i.e. the
shortage of hemoglobin compared to reference groups depending on age and sex,
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among other factors. According to the WHO one third of the global population is
affected by anemia, including 800 million women and children.252 There are three
major mechanisms that can cause anemia: ineffective erythropoiesis, hemolysis, and
blood loss.103, 252 In children affected by anemia developmental defects are observed,
while adults usually show fatigue and poor productivity. Anemia during pregnancy
can provoke premature birth, low birth weight as well as maternal, perinatal, and
neonatal mortality.252
There is raising evidence for a pathological role of heme in the brain.14, 18, 19, 216 In
conditions such as hemorrhagic stroke, intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), subarachnoid
hemorrhage (SAH), and ischemia reperfusion, hemolysis leads to the release of high
amounts of cell-free hemoglobin and heme with associated toxicity.14, 19, 216, 229 In an
experimental model of subarachnoid hematoma free heme levels of > 350 µM were
observed.216 Spontaneous ICH causes 15 to 20 % and SAH 7 % of all strokes with
the latter having a mortality rate of > 50 %.14 Besides acute damage upon cerebral
hemolysis, severe damage occurs weeks after the event.14 This damage is caused by
blood products and driven especially by oxidative damage (ROS generation). The
observed brain injuries include brain edema, blood-brain barrier disruption, chronic
inflammation, and cerebral vasospasm.14, 18, 19 Heme has also been proposed to be crucial in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases, such as PD and AD.17, 19, 235, 253
Several heme-associated factors and processes are critically discussed in the context of
these diseases. Among them are disturbances of the heme metabolism and transport
machinery, of heme-regulated processes including ion channel modulation, of the
cellular proteostasis, and of mitochondria function as well as heme-driven oxidative
stress (cf. Chapter 2.4.2).17, 19, 235, 253
Besides illness, aging is associated with decreased heme levels as a consequence of
reduced ALAS1 activity and increased HO activity.14 Heme might be the limiting
factor in the de novo synthesis of CYP450 , explaining the higher susceptibility to
xenobiotic intoxication and the requirement for reduced drug doses in elderly people.
This finding, together with the observation that decreased levels of heme result
in premature neuronal cell death, indicates that heme levels are of relevance in
the physiological and pathological phenomena of aging.14, 253, 254 Apart from the
aforementioned medical conditions, heme increasingly emerges as a contributing factor
in inflammatory processes.16 The following section will provide a short description
on the current knowledge.

2.4.1

Heme in Inflammation

Heme has an impact on various signaling pathways and immune cells.9, 16, 20, 215, 255
The porphyrin has recently been designated as a ‘danger signal’ that affects germline
encoded pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) and is therefore a ‘damage-associated
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molecular pattern’ (DAMP).255 DAMPs are biomolecules that initiate noninfectious inflammatory responses in contrast to pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs)
that mediate infectious inflammatory responses. Heme is thought to function as
DAMP, whereas hemozoin is discussed as PAMP.16
One key element in the defense of viral and bacterial pathogens as well as wound
healing is the recruitment of leukocytes to sites of interest.256 As one of the first
in-line defense mechanisms, neutrophils promote inflammation by producing inflammation mediators such as leukotriene B4 (LTB4 ).16, 256 Severe hemolysis triggers
tissue damage associated with neutrophil accumulation.20 Remarkably, heme is able
to activate endothelial cells via induction of adhesion molecules such as vascular cell
adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM1) and intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM1) as
well as E-selectin and P-selectin (Figure 8).16, 257, 258 Furthermore, von Willebrand
factor and P-selectin are released from Weibel-Palade bodies after stimulation with
heme.16 Expression of the adhesion molecules allows for neutrophil attachment and
migration to the tissue parenchyma once the cells are activated.16 Heme treatment of
human polymorphonuclear neutrophils results in a concentration-dependent oxidative
burst, neutrophil activation via protein kinase C (PKC), and ROS formation as
well as cytoskeleton reorganization.259 LTB4 produced by resident macrophages is
suggested to be crucial for neutrophil activation by heme.260 Heme per se can also
act as a chemoattractant molecule eliciting neutrophil influx.259 An unknown G
protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) is suggested to be involved in the process since
using pertussis toxin, a selective Gαi inhibitor, prevents heme-initiated neutrophil
activation.261 Withal, expression of the proinflammatory cytokine IL-8 is induced
upon heme stimulus in the endothelium and in neutrophils.259, 262 Furthermore,
spontaneous neutrophil apoptosis is delayed by heme in a HO-1- and ROS-dependent
manner in vitro, while neutrophil longevity is increased.263 Neutrophil apoptosis and
subsequent phagocytosis are paramount for resolution of inflammation, suggesting
that heme aggravates the inflammatory activity of neutrophils.263, 264 The protective
effects of heme on neutrophils involve mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs),
phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3 K) as well as NF-κB activation.263 The latter proceeds
in an NADPH oxidase-dependent manner, since inhibition of extracellular-signaling
kinase (ERK), PI3 K or NF-κB leads to deprivation of the anti-apoptotic effect of
heme.263 In humanized SCD mice, heme was shown to trigger the formation of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), which are decondensed chromatin fibers associated
with granular enzymes that serve as first-line defense against pathogens.16, 265 Besides
neutrophils, heme activates macrophages and thereby triggers the production of
TNF, keratinocyte-derived chemokine (KC), and IL-1β.16 In addition, the nucleotidebinding domain and leucine-rich repeat pyrin 3 (NLRP3) containing inflammasome
in macrophages is activated by heme via interaction with P2X purinoreceptors.266
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Consequently, the NLRP3/ASC (Apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing CARD) inflammasome and the caspase-1 axis are initiated, which results in
IL-1β processing and induction in macrophages.267 Various PAMPs and DAMPs
activate TLR4, as for example high-mobility-group-protein B1 (HMGB1), Aβ, and
heme.226, 268
The best-described TLR4 ligand is lipopolysaccharid (LPS) found in the membrane of gram-negative bacteria.269 Upon extraction of LPS from the membrane, LPS
is moved to the heterodimer of TLR4 and the myeloid differentiation factor 2 (MD2)
by means of the accessory proteins LPS-binding protein and CD14.269 Heme interacts
with TLR4 and thereby induces myeloid differentiation primary response protein
(MyD88) and CD14-dependent responses in mice macrophages.226, 227 Another study
showed that TLR4 activation in HEK293 cells is MD2/CD14-dependent at lower heme
concentrations (10 µM) and MD2/CD14-independent at higher heme concentrations
(50 µM).227 All studies indicate that the structural properties of heme are crucial for
heme-mediated TLR4 activation.226, 227 LPS triggers both MyD88- and TIR-domaincontaining adapter-inducing interferon-β (TRIF)-dependent pathways, whereas heme
only affects the MyD88-dependent pathway.16 Activation of MyD88-mediated signaling activates MAPK and NF-κB, which subsequently induces the expression of TNFα
and KC.16, 226 Moreover, it was proposed that heme activates endothelial TLR4 followed by Weibel-Palade bodies degranulation, NF-κB activation, and vaso-occlusion.16
During intracerebral hemorrhage heme is thought to aggravate microglial activation
in a TLR4-dependent manner and thus to exacerbate inflammatory injury.270 Heme
can also elicit anti-inflammatory responses.271 This is at least partially achieved by
HO-1 induction and thus by decreased heme concentrations and by increased levels of
anti-oxidant heme-degradation products (e.g. CO, bilirubin).12, 272 Moreover, heme
was suggested to be a natural negative regulator of the classical complement pathway
by directly interacting with the complement component 1q (C1q). Heme binding
is also thought to alter the recognition of immunoglobulin G (IgG) and C-reactive
protein (CRP).271 Dipeptiylpeptidase 8 (DPP8), a small peptidase, which is inhibited
by heme, is suggested to be involved in T cell activation.273

2.4.2

Heme in Alzheimer’s Disease

AD was first described as early as 1906 by Alois Alzheimer, yet the underlying etiology
has not been clearly identified to date.275 The last decades of AD research have
focused on the ‘amyloid hypothesis’, a concept regarding Aβ fibrillation and plaque
formation as initial event in AD pathogenesis.276, 277 Nowadays, this hypothesis is
often considered outdated and AD is recognized as a multifactorial disease.277–279
According to the World Alzheimer Report 2015, 46.8 million people were affected
by dementia in 2015.280, 281 Due to demographic change with an aging society the
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numbers are estimated to double by 2035.280, 281 In 2015, 25 to 50 % over age 85,
15 to 20 % over age 75, and 5 to 8 % over age 65 suffered from dementia.280, 281
AD patients show astroglyosis and pervasive neuronal loss, which are associated
with episodic memory decline and, in the later course of AD, a progressive loss in
cognitive function.282 Aβ aggregates and fibrils as well as hyper-phosphorylated
neurofibrillary tau tangles (NFTs) are major histopathological hallmarks of AD.14, 279
A plurality of physiological abnormalities is observed during disease development
including altered cholinergic, dopaminergic, and serotonergic processes as well as
oxidative damages based on ROS formation and increased occurrence of metal ions (e.g.
copper, iron).283, 284 Since 20 % of the total body dioxygen consumption takes place
in the brain, the brain might be particular susceptible to oxidative stress.281 Another
observation made in 90 % of AD-affected people is the progressive destruction of
cerebral small blood vessels and microhemorrhages as observed during cerebral amyloid
angiopathy (CAA, Figures 10, 11).285 Moreover, Aβ binds to RBCs and compromises
RBC stability.285 Taken together, these hemolytic events result in micromolar
concentrations of free heme.285 In addition, Aβ was suggested to impair the activity
of RBC catalase, thereby increasing H2 O2 concentrations.285 Other factors, such as
increased cytochrome c release upon neuronal cell damage, have also been proposed
to cause accumulation of unbound heme in the brain.285 In 2006, Atamna and his
colleagues discovered peroxidase-active Aβ-heme complexes in vitro.40, 101 Other
observations have previously linked heme to AD, however, the Aβ-heme interplay
represents a strong link between the disease and the porphyrin.17, 253, 285–287 The
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Figure 10. Visualization of vascular amyloid in the brains of mice that overexpress human
APP (hAPPJ20 mice, 15 months old). Depicted is the high-resolution 3D rendering generated
from in vivo multi-photon optical sections (TRITC-Dextran/magenta, vessels and methoxyXO4/green, Aβ; scale bar 40 µm). Modified from Kimbrough and colleagues.274
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current knowledge on the complex formed as well as potential physiological effects
will be introduced in the following.
Aβ peptides are derived from transmembrane Amyloid-Precursor-Protein (APP).
APP can be cleaved by α (cleaves after aa 687), β (cleaves after aa 671), and/or γ
(cleaves after aa 711/713) secretase.288 Among the different cleavage products are
Aβ peptides (38 to 43 aa), which are generated by the β- and γ-secretase.289 Aβ
peptides are found in various organelles (e.g. in the multivesicular body and in the
mitochondria) as well as in the cytosol and extracellular.290 The sequence of Aβ
is conserved within vertebrates, it is divided into a hydrophilic (Site-H, aa 1 to 17)
and a hydrophobic (Site-L, aa 18 to 40/42) part with Site-L being strictly conserved
between most vertebrates.291 Several studies revealed detailed information on the role
of distinct residues for the heme-Aβ interaction and the observed pseudo-peroxidase
activity.17, 285, 291–294 The sequence contains four potential heme coordination sites
(His6, Tyr10, His13, His14).291 Mutational studies implicate heme coordination
via His13, which can be replaced by His14 in case of His13 mutation.17, 292 No
significant difference of the complex’s peroxidase activity was observed for either
residue.292 Arg5 is suggested to facilitate the cleavage of the peroxide O–O bond,
while Tyr10 presumably donates an electron.293, 294 When oxidative stress is simulated
in vitro, Tyr10 is a redox active center that facilitates tyrosine radical formation
accompanied by dityrosine linkages.293, 295 Consequently, heme-Aβ complex crosslinking occurs causing increased proteolytic stability, decreased degradation, and
further Aβ oligomerization.295
Rodents (ro) do not develop AD-like neuropathology despite age-dependent Aβ
aggregation. Notably, only three residues of roAβ (Gly5, Phe10, Arg13) deviate
from the human sequence (Arg5, Tyr10, His13).291 roAβ binds heme but the
complex formed does not possess any catalytic activity in contrast to the human
heme-Aβ complex, supporting a probable role of the three differing residues for AD
development.291 Until now, various studies have come to divergent results and the
exact binding stoichiometry, complex structure, and the biochemical mechanisms of
the Aβ-heme complex require further analysis.285
Several physiological consequences as a result of heme binding to Aβ are discussed.17, 40, 101, 286, 296, 297 Among these are, for example, the reduced formation of
partially reduced oxygen species (PROS).17 Moreover, neurotransmitter oxidation
is crucial in AD. Serotonin, dopamine, and most likely other compounds serve as
substrate for the heme-Aβ complex.40, 286 Furthermore, heme has a stabilizing effect
on Aβ and thus decreases aggregation and, at the same time, reduces existing aggregates.296, 297 The intracellular heme pool is thought to be diminished by heme binding
to Aβ leading to “functional heme deficiency” and an altered heme metabolism.101
Increased heme biosynthesis and iron uptake, errors in mitochondrial complex IV as
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Figure 11. Aβ deposits impair cerebral circulation. (A) Investigation of cerebral amyloid
angiopathy (CAA) in a mouse model of AD (Tg2576 mice, 15 months old) revealed substantially progressed CAA deposits in the entire leptomeningeal arteriolar system (congo
red derivative fluorescent dye, methoxy-X04, scale bar 50 µM). Modified from Han and
colleagues.298 (B) Aβ plaque formation elicits microhemorrhages as well as RBC rupture
followed by the release of free heme.285

well as oxidative stress are discussed as corollaries.40
Besides heme-Aβ complex formation, further findings link heme to AD.14, 93, 299, 300
In the postmortem cortex of AD patients the expression of heme biosynthesis enzymes
ALAS and PBGD was found to be decreased by 90 % and 60 %, respectively.14, 299 In
addition, reduced heme biosynthesis has been associated with neuronal dysfunction.14
Remarkably, heme is the only source of CO in the brain.14 Therapeutic strategies
aiming at modulation of HO-1 were evaluated as promising in AD and PD models.
In fact, upregulation of HO-1 expression is thought to act neuroprotective and
anti-inflammatory in vivo.14 Other studies, however, found HO-1 reduction to
be neuroprotective, which could be explained by the positive effects of CO.14, 300
Besides, the question remains whether increased HO-1 expression inevitably results
in increased HO-1 activity that would consequently lead to a heme phenotype, which
is not observed in respective studies.14, 93

2.5

Heme as Regulator of Mammalian Proteins

For almost 30 years various research groups have contributed to the current knowledge on heme-protein interactions of regulatory nature.21–24, 27–31 Heme-regulated
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proteins participate in manifold biological processes, for instance circadian rhythmic,
transcription, translation, microRNA (miRNA) processing, protein degradation, ion
transport, and signal transduction (Figure 12).21–24, 27–31
There is no unique mode of action, but the protein’s functionality is altered by
different mechanisms depending on the individual candidate.31 In general, transient heme binding can modify a protein’s activity and/or stability or result in the
formation of a catalytically active heme-peptide/protein complex reminiscent of a
heme-peroxidase.22, 29, 31, 40 Electron-donating side chains of amino acids in HRMs
(i.e. His, Cys, Tyr, Met) can serve as heme axial ligand.28 Besides the coordinating
residue, the protein environment is a decisive factor for binding.26, 28, 32, 79 To allow
for a fast association and disassociation of heme, as required for situation-dependent
regulation, HRMs have to be readily accessible and are thus predominantly found
on the protein’s surface.28, 32 Heme-binding affinities in heme-regulated proteins are
usually in the range of nanomolar to micromolar.28, 40, 273, 301, 302 The best-known
HRM is a cysteine-proline dipeptide motif, designated as CP motif. As the axial
ligand, the cysteine residue is essential for binding, while the proline residue alters
the structural arrangement of the subsequent amino acids and enhances the binding
affinity.26, 28, 31, 273, 303 Other HRMs but the CP motif exist, yet no motif has been
found that occurs with equal frequency.23, 54
The following section (2.5.1) illustrates the fundamental concept of heme-regulation
of proteins portrayed by means of selected examples. The focus is on human proteins, although proteins of other organisms, such as yeast transcription factor heme
activator protein 1 (HAP1, Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and bacterial iron responsive
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regulator (Irr, Bradyrhizobium japonicum), have contributed tremendously to the
present understanding of heme-mediated protein regulation.304–307 Distinct sequence
features and structural aspects of HBMs/HRMs have been identified, yet structural
data remain rare.26, 28 A comprehensive systematic peptide-based approach performed
by the group of Prof. Diana Imhof (University of Bonn) gave insight into protein
sequence requirements, structural features, and eventually allowed for the prediction
and verification of previously unknown heme-regulated proteins.32, 34, 273, 302, 303, 308, 309
Due to the significance of this study for the present work, the findings are summarized
in more detail in section 2.5.2.

2.5.1

Heme-Regulated Proteins

The most striking example of a cellular process subject to heme control is the heme
metabolism (cf. Chapter 2.2.1). In fact, heme synthesis and degradation are governed by heme feedback mechanisms on multiple levels or in other words “heme
determines its own fate”.110, 111, 123, 310 The ubiquitously expressed ALAS1 is under
negative feedback regulation by heme, whereas ALAS2 is not negatively regulated
by heme.110, 310, 311 In addition, heme reduces ALAS1 transcription and translation,
destabilizes ALAS1 mRNA, and inhibits the transport of the precursor protein to the
mitochondria53, 128, 129, 312–314 The latter results from heme binding to two specific
HRMs in the sequence of ALAS1.314 One of these HRMs is located within the
presequence of ALAS1 for mitochondrial translocation and is thus proteolytically
cleaved upon mitochondrial import.314 In the same experimental set-up, mitochondrial transport of ALAS2 does not seem to be impaired by heme despite the fact that
the motifs are conserved.314 In total three CP motifs were identified in ALAS1 and
ALAS2.53, 314 Heme binding to the third CP motif, which is present in the mature protein, appears to mediate ALAS1-degradation by the ATP-dependent protease ClpXP
(ATP-dependent Clp protease ATP-binding subunit clpX-like, mitochondrial).315
Moreover, oxidative modifications of ALAS1 are initiated followed by recruitment of
another ATP-dependent protease (LONP1).315 Unlike ALAS1, ALAS2 expression
and enzyme activity are tightly linked to iron homeostasis.316 Thus, iron-free iron
regulatory protein 2 (IRP2) binds to an RNA stem-loop element (iron response
element, IRE) in the 5’-untranslated region of the ALAS2 mRNA, thereby impeding
ALAS2 transcription.11, 316 Bypassing of the IRE-IRP2 system has been discussed
to take place during maximal hemoglobinization. One possible explanation is the
“kiss and run” hypothesis, which assumes a direct vesicular transport of iron to the
mitochondria.11 IRP2 levels are directly linked to heme levels, because regulatory
heme binding to IPR2 mediates oxidation of the protein and thus provokes IRP2
degradation via the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway.317 Once IRP2 levels decrease,
the molecule cannot bind to IREs, thereby allowing for ALAS2 transcription to take
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place.11, 111, 317 A plethora of other factors are involved in the intricate, accurately
planned process of hemoglobinization and RBC differentiation, such as GATA-binding
factor 1 (GATA-1), an erythroid-specific transcription factor and major regulator of
erythropoiesis which activates ALAS2 expression.318
Apart from its own synthesis heme alters its degradation by modulating HO
levels and activity.31, 110, 123 It is well known that heme per se is one of many HO-1
inducers.154 By the same token, regulatory heme binding to HO-2 is presumed to
link the cellular redox state to heme and iron metabolism. Three CP motifs in HO-2
were suggested to act as redox sensor and as such to modulate HO-2 activity.31, 319–321
The sequence of HO-1 does not contain any cysteine residue despite high sequence
homology of the two HO isoforms (identical: 55 %, similar: 76 %).31 Heme binding
to the CP motifs is presumed to be independent of the heme interaction with the
catalytic core.31 Some studies indicate that the catalyzed reaction is not directly
altered by temporary heme binding, however, further studies are required to clarify
the functional nature of the transient heme interactions taking place.31, 320–322 At
another level, heme degradation is modulated via transcription regulator protein
Bach1 (Bach1), a repressor of oxidative stress-response genes including HO-1.323
Upon complex formation of Bach1 with small musculoaponeurotic fibrosarcoma (Maf)
proteins, the heterodimeric complexes recognize long palindromic DNA sequence
stretches designated as Maf recognition elements (MAREs). Binding represses MAREdependent transcription.324, 325 The interaction of heme and Bach1 obstructs Bach1
binding to MARE sites and facilitates Bach1 export from the nucleus as well as hemeoxidized IRP2 ubiquitin ligase 1 (HOIL1)-mediated ubiquitination and degradation
of the protein.326, 327 Thus, high levels of heme enable the expression of Bach1 target
genes.326, 327 Besides HO-1, the synthesis of β-globin is subject to Bach-1 control.328
During erythropoiesis heme regulation of Bach1 guarantees the coordinated generation
of the globin chains and heme at transcriptional level.325 At translational level
coordination is assured via heme regulation of eIF2α kinase (HRI) activity, a feedback
inhibitor of globin synthesis (Figure 13).125, 329 The inactive precursor of HRI, a
homodimer, is believed to bind two heme molecules. Once HRI autophosphorylation
occurs, the active autokinase is formed. Upon further HRI autophosphorylation the
enzyme’s eIF2α activity arises.125, 330, 331 Moreover, it was suggested that the activity
of fully active HRI can no longer be modulated by heme, but protein degradation
occurs instead.330 In case of high heme levels, two further heme molecules bind to
HRI, generating the inactive protein with a total of four heme molecules. Heme also
facilitates disulfide formation between HRI subunits.330 Thus, low heme levels result
in HRI activation and subsequently eukaryotic initiation factor (eIF2α) activation
via autophosphorylation.331 eIF2α effectively stops translation initiation.125
ALAS1 expression is adjusted in a circadian fashion linking heme biosynthesis
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to circadian rhythmic.332, 333 In fact, heme has been indicated to impact several
key factors of the circadian machinery (Figure 13).31, 56, 333–336 Moreover, circadian
oscillations of intracellular heme levels have been described, although the physiological
significance of this finding remains to be determined.335 In humans the suprachiasmatic nucleus, a small region in the hypothalamus, is the central pacemaker of the
circadian clock.337 On the molecular level, core clock proteins act as key factors in
maintaining the diurnal cycle via autoregulatory transcription-translation feedback
loops.338 The positive regulators of the loop, circadian locomotor output cycles
protein kaput (Clock) and brain and muscle ARNT-like 1 (Bmal1), modulate the
expression of the negative regulators period (Per) and cryptochrome (Cry) proteins
as well as the nuclear hormone receptors RORα, Rev-Erbα, and Rev-Erbβ.337, 339 A
heterodimeric complex of Bmal1 and NPAS2 or Clock activates the transcription of
Per, Cry, and Rev-Erb genes via binding to E-box response elements.337, 339 Per and
Cry suppress their own transcriptcion by impeding Bmal1-NPAS2/Clock complex
formation. Rev-Erbs, on the other hand, repress transcription of Bmal1 and Clock
genes.337, 339 Some of the molecular switchboards, which maintain physiological circadian rhythmic, appear to be subject to heme regulation (Figure 13).31, 56, 333–336 Heme,
independently of its oxidation state (Fe2+ , Fe3+ ), can bind to the PAS domain of Per2
to form a bis-histidyl (Fe2+ ) or a histidine/cysteine (Fe3+ ) coordinated complex.336 In
addition, ferric heme but not ferrous heme can bind to a CP motif outside of the PAS
domain.56 Binding results in Per2 degradation independent of the common Casein
kinase I epsilon (CKI)-induced degradation.56 The biological relevance of heme
binding to Per2 has been questioned.336 Furthermore, the DNA-binding capacity of
the heme-based sensor NPAS2 was reduced by CO (> 3 µM) binding to the heme
moiety in vitro.340 Remarkably, NPAS2 mediates ALAS1 transcription, among others.333 Other proteins that are important in guiding the circadian rhythmic, such as
Rev-Erbα and Rev-Erbβ, have also been indicated to be regulated by heme.31, 334, 335
Beyond that, heme is also involved in microRNA (miRNA) processing (Figure
13).55, 341, 342 During the maturation of miRNAs a nuclear microprocessor complex
consisting of the RNase II Drosha and the DiGeorge critical region 8 (DGCR8)
protein is formed that shortens a pri-miRNA into a hairpin-shaped pre-miRNA.55
Heme was shown to be essential for DGCR8 activity in vitro.342 An inverse CP
motif (P351, C352), dimerization, and a tryptophan motif (WW motif) seem to be of
importance for the heme-DGCR8 interplay. The dimer is thought to be generated
via bis-cysteine complexation of the heme iron by two thiol groups of Cys352 of
two DGCR8 molecules.55, 343 A recent study implies that heme binding facilitates
bipartite recognition of pri-miRNAs by Drosha and DGCR8, which is thought to
assure fidelity of the processing machinery. Furthermore, it was suggested that
heme-dependence of pri-miRNA processing varies depending on structural features of
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the pri-miRNAs.344, 345
In addition, the function of ion channels is modulated by heme.23, 54, 346–349 One
of the most prominent examples is the large-conductance calcium-dependent Slo1
BK channel (Slo1).54, 346 Intracellular heme binding to Slo1 reversibly reduces the
frequency of channel opening of Slo1, thus decreasing transmembrane K+ currents
and K+ influx.54, 346 Furthermore, heme binding to the voltage-gated potassium
channel KV 1.4 prolongs channel opening by impeding the N-terminal ball-and-chain
inactivation mechanism.347 In cardiac KATP channels, heme was found to bind to a

Figure 13. Heme-mediated regulation of proteins exemplified by selected representatives.
Among the various proteins that are subject to heme regulation are candidates involved in
heme metabolism as well as hemoglobin synthesis (top), circadian rhythmic (lower left), and
miRNA processing (lower right). Abbreviations may be found in the text.
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CXXHX16 H motif in the cytoplasmic regulatory domain, which results in an increased
open probability of the channel.349 The different functional consequences of heme
binding to the individual ion channels suggests a more complex role of heme as
modulator of ion channels, cellular excitability, and related signaling.54, 346–349
Another example for a heme-regulated protein is the human cystathionine betasynthase (CBS).350–352 CBS catalyzes the generation of cystathionine from homocysteine and serine and is thus essential in homocysteine metabolism.351 The protein
carries a heme group that does not participate in catalysis, however, binding of CO
and NO to the heme moiety was found to inhibit the enzyme’s activity.350 In addition,
a CP motif present in the intrinsically disordered N-terminus of the protein has
been discussed to function as a heme-recruiting motif or as a second, non-canonical
heme-binding site.352
Furthermore, heme can effect central players of cell growth, proliferation, and
survival, which might be of crucial importance for tumor development.57, 353, 354 Heme
binding to tumor suppressors p53, p63, and p73 is thought to promote nuclear export
of the proteins followed by protein degradation. In the event of heme/iron overload
associated with ROS formation, the heme interaction with p53 is indicated to further
accelerate cell damage.57, 354 This is in agreement with earlier studies, which showed
that an artificially induced state of heme deficiency results in increased levels of
p53 and cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitor p21 in HeLa cells.353 In the same
experimental set-up, heme deficiency was shown to reduce the concentrations of CDK4,
CDK1, and cyclin D2. Moreover, the activation of Raf kinase, mitogen-activated
protein kinase kinase 1 and 2 (MEK1, MEK2) as well as ERK1 and ERK2, pivotal
players of the MAPK signaling pathway, was attenuated. These observations were
accompanied by cell growth arrest and apoptosis of the HeLa cells.353 Heme can also
facilitate phosphorylation of the proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase Src (Src), a
tyrosine kinase and the first described oncogene that is essentially involved in tumor
progression.355 Phosphorylation of another tyrosine kinase, Janus kinase 2 (JAK2),
an enzyme involved in erythropoiesis among many processes, is also modulated by
heme.33, 355
Besides the intracellular and intraorganelle heme-regulated proteins introduced
above, extracellular proteins can also be subject to heme regulation as exemplified
by complement factor C1q (cf. Chapter 2.4.1) and coagulation factors FVIII and
FV.258, 271 As a result of heme binding to C1q, activation of the classical complement
pathway mediated by CRP and IgG is substantially diminished.271 At the same
time, heme interaction with C3 leads to increased spontaneous hydrolysis followed by
overactivation of the alternative complement pathway.258 During hemolytic events,
heme is thought to induce platelet activation and aggregation, yet can also hamper
progression of coagulation by inhibiting coagulation factors FVIII and FV, thrombin-
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mediated fibrinogen cleavage, and fibrin formation.258
The multitude and versatility of the examples presented illustrates how multifarious and sophisticated heme-regulation of proteins is. Due to the intraorganelle
as well as intra- and extracellular presence of heme, the porphyrin can intervene
in biological processes at various levels.21–24, 27–31 Studies that predict previously
unknown heme-regulated proteins based on known HBMs indicate that the activity
of a large number of other proteins is regulated by heme.28, 34, 79 A peptide-based
approach that aimed at predicting heme-regulated proteins is introduced in the
following chapter.

2.5.2

Classification and Prediction of Heme-Binding Motifs

Until 2010, sequence features and structural attributes of transient heme-protein
interactions were poorly characterized. A global analysis of heme-binding motifs based
on peptide sequences was initiated by the group of Prof. Diana Imhof (University of
Bonn).32, 34, 273, 302, 303, 308, 309 The studies aimed at a holistic picture of the molecular
basis of regulatory heme-protein interactions. Peptide models had earlier been found
to be suitable tools to investigate heme binding.24, 100 The particular advantage of
peptides is the comparatively fast and simple examination of a broad spectrum of
diverse sequences. The knowledge obtained on peptide level can subsequently be
transferred to the protein level.32, 34, 273, 303, 309
At the outset of the studies, a combinatorial nonapeptide library based on a
X4 (C/H/Y)0 X4 motif (X any canonical amino acid and Nle, except for Cys and
Met) was designed and synthesized.34 Histidine, tyrosine, and cysteine were chosen
as heme coordination sites, due to their high prevalence in nature. Histidine and
tyrosine residues (∼ 40 % each) dominated over cysteine (∼ 20 %) as heme axial ligand
in the heme-binding sequences. Furthermore, polar amino acids (Glu, Asp, Gln,
Asn, Arg, Lys, His, Tyr) and to a lesser extend hydrophobic residues (Leu, Val,
Phe, Tyr) at the peptide termini occurred with higher frequency. These amino acids
can favor heme binding by interacting with the porphyrin ring. Besides, ancillary
heme axial ligands, i.e. histidine and/or tyrosine residues beyond P0 , were found in
more than 50 % of the heme-binding peptides.34 Based on the results HBMs/HRMs
were classified by coordinating ligand (His, Tyr, Cys) and presence of additional
coordinating residues (His, Tyr, Figure 14). The particular role of CP motifs among
HRMs was considered and accounted for two extra classes. Representatives of all eight
classes, including library- and literature-derived peptides, were examined intensively
using different spectroscopic methods, such as UV/Vis, resonance Raman (r Raman),
continuous wave EPR (cw EPR), and 2D NMR spectroscopy. Based on expertise
gathered from the results of these studies, general conclusions on the molecular basis
of heme-peptide/protein complexes could be drawn.32, 34, 273, 302, 303, 308, 309
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Figure 14. Classification of HBMs/HRMs by coordinating amino acid (His, Tyr, Cys), the
presence of additional coordinating residues (His, Tyr), and CP motifs. The cartoons depict
structures that were found by NMR spectroscopy of a nonapeptide representative of each
class.32, 34, 273, 302, 303, 308, 309

The heme-binding mode and heme-binding affinities of all heme-peptide complexes
were examined by UV/Vis spectroscopy. Control peptides (e.g. A4 C0 A4 or A4 C0 P1 A3 )
verified that the sole presence of a coordinating residue is not sufficient for heme binding to occur.34, 99, 273, 303 For classes I to IV, i.e. cysteine-based peptides, moderate
binding affinities with dissociation constants (KD s) ranging from 0.40 ± 0.19 µM to
6.36 ± 2.61 µM were determined.273, 303 NMR spectroscopy revealed that CP-based
peptides featured a more defined backbone structure than cysteine-only peptides and
heme binding increased peptide rigidity. Moreover, the proline residue introduced a
peptide bend, causing a turn of the following amino acids away from the porphyrin
ring.273, 303 For classes V to VIII, i.e. tyrosine- and histidine-based peptides, no
saturation was achieved in the UV/Vis experiments for several peptide-heme complexes, thereby impeding the calculation of KD values. For the other representatives
KD values ranged from 0.24 ± 0.17 µM to 6.25 ± 1.44 µM.309 The UV/Vis differential
spectra of individual complexes (class I to VIII) deviated in intensity, curve shape, and
wavelength of maxima, indicating the presence of diverging binding modes. A UV shift
to ∼ 370 nm was primarily observed for penta-coordinated heme binding via CP motifs
as confirmed by r Raman, cw EPR, and 2D NMR spectroscopy. A shift to ∼ 420 to
430 nm appeared for penta- and hexa-coordinated complexes. Tyrosine-based peptideheme complexes predominantly emerged in a penta-coordinated fashion, whereas
histidine-based peptides formed hexa-coordinated complexes.309 Hexa-coordinated
complexes can form in a sandwich-like conformation (two coordination sites of different peptides) or in a loop-like (‘clamp-like’) formation (two coordination sites of
one peptide, Figure 14). The latter requires a minimal distance of the coordinating
residues of two amino acids (e.g. HXXXC).32, 34, 273, 302, 303, 308, 309
A global analysis of the investigated peptide sequences suggested that the occurrence of hydrophobic and aromatic residues as well as a positive net charge
of the sequence favor heme binding, whereas a negative net charge impairs binding.34, 273, 303, 308, 309 Based on known and identified HBMs, consensus sequences for
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the individual coordinating residues were generated and screened against a protein
database (ScanProsite, ExPASy Proteomics server). This search revealed numerous
potential HBMs in bacterial and human proteins. Besides the motif’s primary sequence composition, surface exposure of the motifs was taken into account when
protein structures were available. By means of this approach, heme binding to and
a functional impact on several bacterial (ferrous iron transport protein B (FeoB),
chloramphenicol-acetyltransferase, hemolysin C) and human proteins (DPP8) was
proposed and verified.273, 302, 303, 308, 309 Nowadays, an algorithm (SeqD-HBM) offers
the computational evaluation of potential HBMs based on the results of the outlined
study.32 In the context of these examinations a potential CP motif (SEGGCPLIL) in
the human cytokine IL-36α was identified. Heme binding to the nonapeptide motif
in a penta-coordinated fashion was confirmed by UV/Vis spectroscopy, r Raman,
and 2D NMR spectroscopy.273 Investigating the heme interaction to and a putative
functional impact on IL-36α at the protein level is part of this work. Therefore, the
following chapter is intended to introduce the IL-36 family with particular focus on
the family member IL-36α.

2.6

A Putative Heme-Regulated Protein: Interleukin-36α

In inflammatory diseases cytokines play a major role upon inflammatory, infectious
or immunological challenges.356 A multi-faceted group, the IL-1 cytokines, triggers
pleiotropic effects on immune regulation and inflammatory processes of the innate
and adaptive immune system.356–359 Various autoimmune diseases (e.g. multiple
sclerosis, Crohn’s disease, rheumatoid arthritis (RA)) are associated with IL-1 members. The cytokines are thus considered an attractive therapeutic target.357, 359, 360
At present, ten type-1 transmembrane receptors and eleven IL-1 cytokines have been
assigned to the IL-1 family. The latter ones presumably have evolved from a common
ancestral gene by gene duplications and share between 13 and 52 % sequence homology.361, 362 The members are designated as follows (alternative names are given in
brackets): IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-1Ra (antagonist), IL-18, IL-33, IL-36α (IL-1F6), IL-36β
(IL-1F8), IL-36γ (IL-1F9), IL-36Ra (IL-1F5, antagonist), IL-37, and IL-38 (IL-1F10,
antagonist).359, 363, 364
IL-36 cytokines are mediators of innate and adaptive immune responses.363, 365–369
Signaling of the IL-36 group is strikingly reminiscent of IL-1α and IL-1β.365 Thus,
IL-36 cytokines bind to the IL-36 receptor (IL-36R, interleukin-1 receptor-like 2),
whose extracellular ligand binding moieties appear as three Ig-like domains (D1,
D2, D3, Figure 15).365, 369 Recruitment of the co-receptor IL-1R accessory protein
(IL-1RacP), shared among IL-1, IL-33, and IL-36, is required for signal transduction
to proceed.365, 369, 370 Intracellulary, IL-1 receptors exhibit Toll interleukin-1 receptor
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IL-36 ligand

A

D1

D1

D2

D2 IL-1RacP

D3

D3

TIR

TIR

IL-36R

B

Figure 15. Signaling of IL-36 cytokines. (A) IL-36 ligands bind to a heterodimeric receptor
complex, consisting of IL-36R and the accessory protein IL-1RacP. The receptors exhibit
IgG (D1-D3) and TIR domains, characteristic for IL-1 family members. (B) Upon receptor
binding of an agonistic IL-36 ligand, a complex intracellular signaling cascade is triggered.
The portrayed cascade is based on the general findings for IL-1 signaling. Full protein names
are given in the text. Inspired by Boraschi and colleagues.372

homology regions (TIR domains) that are also found in TLRs.364, 371, 372 TIR domains
are highly homologous, trigger similar intracellular responses, and are described as
alarm receptors of the innate immune system that respond to exogenous (e.g. microbial
patterns, TLRs) or endogenous (e.g. IL-1 cytokines, IL-1R) alarm signals.371, 372
Numerous studies are concerned with the protagonists of the signaling pathway
initiated after IL-1 stimulus, a pathway that is complex and multi-layered at every level.
The intracellular signaling cascade initiated is shortly introduced in the following,
based on a summary of Boraschi et al. (Figure 15).372 Signaling of the juxtamembrane
signalosome after generation of the TIR:TIR scaffold starts with a multimeric protein
complex, the myddosome.The myddosome is characterized by oligomers of MyD88
and also includes other proteins, such as interleukin-1 receptor associated kinases 2
(IRAK2) and 4 (IRAK4). Upon MyD88-TIR association IRAK4 and subsequently
IRAK1 are recruited.371–373 A conformational change of IRAK1 upon phosphorylation
by IRAK4 results in IRAK1 release from the Toll-interacting protein (Tollip) and
further phosphorylation. Subsequently, IRAK1 dissociates from MyD88 and is rapidly
degraded by the proteasome, thereby restricting its own availability.371, 372, 374–376
Indeed, IRAK1 and IRAK4 are able to phosphorylate the ubiquitin ligases pellino
1 and pellino 2, thereby increasing their E3 ubiquitin ligase activity and in turn
resulting in TRAF6 and IRAK1 ubiquitination as well as pellino 1 and 2 autoubiquitination.372, 377 In the next step, the TNF receptor-associated factor 6 (TRAF6)
is recruited to either IRAK1 or IRAK2. Activation of the E3 ubiquitin ligase activity of
TRAF6 requires TRAF6 oligomerization.372, 378, 379 Consequently, TRAF6 or pellino
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1/2 ubiquitinate TAK-1-binding proteins (TABs).372, 380 TABs 1 to 3 are bound to
the inactive form of the TGFβ1-activated kinase 1 (TAK1). TAB ubiquitination and
a subsequent conformational change liberates TAK1 for auto-phosphorylation and
thus activation. By its capacity to phosphorylate several kinases, TAK1 is the first
protein of the cascade that amplifies the incoming signal.372, 381 Phosphorylation of
the inhibitory κB kinase (IκB) leads to IκB degradation and liberation of an NF-κB
dimer. Upon NF-κB release, the transcription factor translocates to the nucleus
where it alters gene expression of several genes.372, 382 In addition, mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK) phosphorylation results in the activation of downstream
effectors, such as activator protein 1 (AP-1) and JNKs.372 IL-36 cytokines were found
to activate various pathways in several cell lines, among them NF-κB, JNK, and/or
ERK 1/2. These cellular signals mediate gene expression of growth factors, cytokines,
and cytokine receptors, among others.363, 366, 369, 370, 383 In general, the IL-36 stimulus
initiates proinflammatory responses via induction of inflammatory mediators such as
IL-6 and IL-8.363
IL-36 signaling is diminished by binding of IL-36Ra to IL-36R which impedes
IL-1RacP recruitment.366 This mechanism appears to be analogue to IL-1Ra, the
natural antagonist of IL-1α and IL-1β. Besides IL-36Ra, IL-38 has also been shown
to bind to the IL-36 signaling complex.384 A direct comparison of the two proteins
revealed similar biological responses, however, IL-36Ra is slightly more effective as an
IL-36R antagonist. The same study suggested a partial receptor antagonist function of
IL-38 and IL-36Ra as well as a potential agonistic function of both proteins at higher
concentrations384 In 2014, the crystal structure of IL-36γ was published.385 IL-36γ
exhibits the characteristic structure of IL-1 cytokines with 12 β-sheets connected
via 11 loops that are arranged in a so-called β-trefoil structure.385 Computational
modeling of IL-36γ into the ternary signaling complex revealed an interaction mode
known from other IL-1 cytokines, with a direct interplay of the β4/5 and the β11/12
loop with IL-1RacP.366, 385
IL-36 ligand expression is restricted to selected cell types, whereas its common
receptor is more widely expressed. Most predominantly, IL-36 cytokines are expressed
in the skin and other epithelial tissues as well as in the esophagus, the lung, the
gut, and the brain.363, 366, 369 Different cell types are responsible for IL-36 expression
including keratinocytes and monocytes/macrophages.386 The cytokines presumably
act extracellularly. Yet, secretion cannot take place via the conventional endoplasmic
reticulum/Golgi secretory pathway since, similar to IL-1β, the proteins lack a classical
signal sequence.358 All IL-36 cytokines, like other IL-1 family members, require Nterminal processing to achieve their (full) biological potential.369, 387–389 Artificial
truncation of the IL-36 agonistic ligands as part of a deletion analysis increases the
biological activity dramatically (1500 to 8000 times), which is accompanied by a rise
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in binding affinity of ligand binding to IL-36R (full-length: ∼92-762 nM, truncated:
∼0.007-0.147 nM).387 Extracellular neutrophil-derived proteases have recently been
suggested to be key modulators of IL-1 biological activity.388, 389 These proteases can
have activating or inhibiting effects on individual cytokines in the extracellular space.
Here, their main function as anti-microbial effectors is only poorly present compared to
the function as IL-1-processing enzymes.389 Henry and colleagues identified cathepsin
G, elastase, and proteinase-3, the major neutrophil-derived granule proteases, as IL-36processing enzymes, which increase IL-36 biological activity ∼500-fold.388 Different
proteases are responsible for the individual members: Cathepsin G and elastase
cleave IL-36α after residue Lys3 or Ala4, respectively, Cathepsin G and proteinase-3
truncate IL-36β after Arg5, while IL-36γ is presumably processed via elastase and
proteinase-3 after the Val15 residue.388, 389 Small molecule and peptide inhibitors
of cathepsin and elastase were suggested as potential future therapeutics of IL-36
activity in inflammatory diseases.390, 391
IL-36 cytokines have been implicated in autoimmune diseases, especially in skin
associated pathological states such as psoriasis, in pulmonary pathologies, and in
RA.363, 365, 368, 369 Patients affected by psoriasis show characteristic plaques, i.e. red,
irritated, and flaky skin areas.392 The pathogenesis of psoriasis remains opaque
although intensively investigated. Besides the complex underlying etiology, the multifactorial causes (e.g. genetic, environmental, immune factors) hamper enlightenment.
Psoriasis is frequently accompanied by far-reaching systemic effects, among them
cardiovascular comorbidities.393 Increased IL-1α, IL-1β, and IL-36 transcript levels
have been found in lesional psoriasis skin compared to healthy people.365, 369, 383, 394 In
addition, the IL-36 expression correlates positively with levels of phosphorylated p38
and NF-κB, thus strongly suggesting a link between IL-36 expression and p38 MAPK
and NF-κB signaling pathways.394 Treatment with etanercept (TNF inhibitor) significantly reduces IL-36 as well as IL-1α and IL-1β levels in patients, accompanied by a
general improvement of the disease state.395 A particular aggressive, debilitating morbid, potentially lethal form of psoriasis is general pustular psoriasis (GPP).365, 369, 396
GPP is characterized by overexpression of many inflammation mediators including the
IL-36 ligands.397 In addition, hypomorphic mutations in the gene IL-36RN encoding
for IL-36Ra result in frameshift mutations, amino acid substitution or the introduction
of a premature stop codon provoking a misfolded, less stable and/or poorly expressed
IL-36Ra protein as was found in several GPP patients.398 It has been proposed to
denote this particular form of IL-36Ra scarcity as DITRA (‘deficiency of interleukin
thirty-six-receptor antagonist’).396 Potentially pathogenic IL-36Ra mutations were
found in healthy individuals, too, and the underlying nature of the disease might be
more complex, possibly including causative environmental factors.399
From 6 % to 20 % of psoriasis patients develop psoriatic arthritis (PsA).368 IL-36
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family members have been found in the synovial membrane of PsA and RA patients.369
Remarkably, the expression of IL-36α is elevated in the synovial tissue of PsA and
RA patients.400 Furthermore, IL-36α was linked to inflammatory infiltrates and was
shown to trigger the expression of IL-6 and IL-8 in synovial fibroblasts (FLS).400
Treatment with an IL-36 antagonist, however, does not alter the clinical onset and
extent of experimental arthritis in RA mouse models. Thus, the role of the IL-36
cytokines in RA remains to be clarified.368
The interest in IL-36 cytokines is permanently rising and the cytokines have been
implicated in assorted medical conditions. These include allergic contact dermatitis,
obesity, systemic lupus erythematosus, pulmonal phenomena (chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, COPD), airway inflammation, mycobacterial, viral and bacterial
infection, inflammatory bowel diseases as well as kidney and liver disease.363, 366–369
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This thesis endeavors to contribute to the understanding of alternative functions of
the heme molecule. A pivotal role of the porphyrin is implicated in various medical
conditions, among them hemolysis, inflammation, and AD. There is increasing interest
in the physiological and pathophysiological effects of biologically available heme, yet
there is still a lack of information to draw a comprehensive picture on the underlying
molecular processes and mechanisms. This study aims to expand the knowledge on
biologically available heme on two levels. On the one hand, there is no established
biochemical approach to date that enables quantification of unbound heme in patient
samples. A chromogenic test system is to be established and evaluated in view of
a potential application as diagnostic tool. On the other hand, missing knowledge
on biological effects and mechanisms of action of elevated heme hamper disease
understanding as well as adequate treatment. Increased levels of biologically available
heme, for example as a consequence of perpetual hemolysis, are associated with
inflammatory processes. Recently, the proinflammatory cytokine IL-36α, a member
of the IL-1 family, has been suggested to be subject to heme regulation. So far an
experimental proof for a heme-IL-36α interplay is missing, it is to be provided as
part of this work.
Previous studies demonstrated the possibility to use apo-peroxidases for heme
quantification. Based on the finding that Aβ can form catalytically active hemepeptide complexes, the applicability of a set of Aβ-derived and Aβ-independent
peptides as well as a suitable assay system are to be tested. Once a convenient
peptide candidate is identified, a more detailed analysis of the sequence and structure
of the underlying complex is to be performed. Moreover, the general functionality of
the assay should be validated using patient samples.
Besides quantification of biologically available heme, identification of potentially
heme-regulated proteins is of great interest in order to understand the underlying
physiological processes. Over the last few years, numerous intraorganelle, intracellular,
and extracellular proteins have been identified whose functions are affected by transient
heme binding. Nevertheless, various approaches have indicated a large number of
so far unknown heme-regulated proteins. Recent studies revealed a putative heme-
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regulatory motif in IL-36α, a cytokine involved in the pathology of RA and psoriasis.
In the present thesis, heme binding to the cytokine will be investigated by various
spectroscopic methods, including UV/Vis and SPR spectroscopy as well as resonance
Raman and heteronuclear 3D NMR spectroscopy. The spectroscopic studies aim at
providing detailed insight into the structural nature of the suggested interplay. In
addition, a possible functional impact of heme on IL-36α will be investigated.
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4 Material and Methods
Part of the experiments conducted within the framework of this thesis were performed
in cooperation with other laboratories. In an attempt to provide a comprehensive
picture of the data, these experimental procedures are epitomized under specification
of the respective cooperation partner. Details on these procedures can be found
in Wißbrock et al. 2017 and Wißbrock et al. 2019.99, 401 The information on
manufacturers of the chemicals, reagents, and solutions that are listed in the following
tables, refer to the experiments carried out in the laboratory of Prof. Imhof (University
of Bonn). Abbreviations of amino acids and their derivatives follow the revised
recommendation of the Nomenclature Committee of IUB (NC-IUB) and the IUPACIUB Joint Commission on Biochemical Nomenclature (JCBN).402 All amino acids
were used in their L-configuration.

4.1

Chemicals, Buffers, Solutions, and Media

The pH adjustment of buffers and solutions was done with either 1 M NaOH (Roth)
or 1 M HCl (Roth).
Table 1. Chemicals and reagents.
Chemical

Supplier

Solvents
Aceton

Fisher Scientific

Acetonitrile (HPLC grade)

VWR

n-Butanol

Riedel-de Haën

tert-Butanol

Alfa Aesar

Dichloromethane (DCM, HPLC grade)

VWR

Diethyl ether

VWR

N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF, analytical grade)

VWR

N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF, technical grade)

VWR

Ethyl acetate

Julius Hoesch

Glacial acetic acid

VWR
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Table 1. Chemicals and reagents (continued).
Chemical

Supplier

Hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37 %)

Merck

Isopropanol (HPLC grade)

VWR

Methanol (HPLC grade)

Fisher Scientific

Phenol

Merck

n-Propanol

Fluka

Pyridine

Alfa Aesar

Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, Uvasol R , ≥ 99.8 %)

Merck

Water (HPLC grade)

VWR

Reagents for peptide synthesis
Acetic anhydride

Fluka

O-(Benzotriazol-1-yl)-N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyluronium-

Iris Biotech GmbH

hexafluorophosphate (HBTU)
N,N-Diisopropylethylamine (DIEA)

Sigma-Aldrich

Ethanedithiol

Sigma-Aldrich

N-Hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt)

Iris Biotech GmbH

N-Methylimidazole

Fluka

N-methyl-morpholine (NMM)

Sigma-Aldrich

Piperidine

Alfa Aesar

Thioanisole

Alfa Aesar

TFA (95-99 %, synthesis grade)

Merck

Amino acid derivatives and resins
Fmoc-Ala-OH, Fmoc-Arg(Pbf)-OH, Fmoc-Asn(Trt)-OH,
Fmoc-Asp(OtBu)-OH,
Gln(Trt)-OH,

Fmoc-Cys(Trt)-OH,

Fmoc-Glu(OtBu)-OH,

Fmoc-His(Trt)-OH,

Fmoc-Ile-OH,

ORPEGEN Pharma

Fmoc-

Fmoc-Gly-OH,
Fmoc-Leu-OH,

Fmoc-Lys(Boc)-OH, Fmoc-Met-OH, Fmoc-Phe-OH,
Fmoc-Pro-OH, Fmoc-Ser(tBu)-OH, Fmoc-Thr(tBu)-OH,
Fmoc-Trp(Boc)-OH, Fmoc-Tyr(tBu)-OH, Fmoc-Val-OH
Fmoc-Rink amide MBHA resin (0.53 mmol/g)

Iris Biotech GmbH

H-L-Val-2-chlorotrityl resin (0.61 mmol/g)

CBL

Peptide and protein analytics
Acetic Acid

Sigma Aldrich

Ammoniac (25 %)

Merck

α-Cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid

Fluka
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Table 1. Chemicals and reagents (continued).
Chemical

Supplier

Ethyl acetate

Fluka

Iodoacetamide (IAA)

AppliChem

Ninhydrin

Chemapol

Peptide Calibration Standard

Bruker

Potassium iodide

Laborchemie Apolda

Potassium permanganate (KMnO4 )

Fluka

Protein Calibration Standard I

Bruker

Ready to use buffers A–F

Laborservice Onken

Ready to use Reagent R

Laborservice Onken

Sample dilution buffer

Laborservice Onken

TLC plates ADAMANT UV254

Machery-Nagel

o-Tolidine

SERVA

Buffer components
Ammonium sulfate ((NH4 )2 SO4 )

AppliChem

Calcium chloride (CaCl2 )

Roth

Citric acid

Fluka

Dipotassium hydrogen phosphate (K2 HPO4 )

Roth

Disodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2 HPO4 )

Roth

Dithiothreitol (DTT)

AppliChem

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)

Roth

4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid

Roth

(Hepes)
Potassium chloride (KCl)

Roth

Potassium hydrogen phosphate (KHPO4 )

Roth

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2 PO4 )

Roth

Sodium chloride (NaCl)

Roth

Sodium citrate dihydrate

Fluka

Sodium dihydrogen phosphate (NaH2 PO4 )

Roth

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)

Sigma-Aldrich

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH)

Roth

Sodium hydrogen phosphate (NaHPO4 )

Roth

Tricin

AppliChem

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris)

Roth

Tris-HCl

Roth
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Table 1. Chemicals and reagents (continued).
Chemical

Supplier

Electrophoresis reagents
Acrylamide, Bisacrylamide

AppliChem

Ammonium persulfate (APS)

AppliChem

Bromophenol blue

Fluka

Coomassie brilliant blue G-250 GelRed

AppliChem

Glutaraldehyde 25 % in water

Merck

Glycerol (water-free, 99 %)

Roth

Glycine

AppliChem

β-Mercaptoethanol (BME)

VWR

Page ruler unstained, Low Range Protein Ladder

Thermo Scientific

Phosphoric acid (85 %)

Fluka

Tetramethylethanediamine (TEMED)

VWR

Proteins
trInterleukin-36α, CF, ≥ 95 %

R&D Systems

trInterleukin-36β, CF, ≥ 95 %

R&D Systems

trInterleukin-36γ, CF, ≥ 95 %

R&D Systems

Bovine serum albumin (BSA, Bos taurus)

Amresco

Low density lipoprotein (LDL, Homo sapiens)

Sigma-Aldrich

Lysozyme (Gallus gallus)

AppliChem

Thrombin

Sigma-Aldrich

Miscellaneous
Chloramphenicol

Roth

Isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)

Sigma-Aldrich

Kanamycin

AppliChem

Lysogeny broth (LB, Lennox) medium

Roth

Biochemical and binding assays
Hemin

Sigma-Aldrich

Hydrogene peroxide (35 %, H2 O2 )

Merck

Protoporphyrin IX (PPIX)

Frontier Scientific

3‘,3‘,5‘,5‘-Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB)

AppliChem

Thioflavin T (ThT)

Merck
TM

TMB Substrate Kit (Pierce
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)

Thermo Scientific

4.1 Chemicals, Buffers, Solutions, and Media
Table 2. Buffers, solutions, and medium.
Buffer

Composition

Recombinant expression
Dialysis buffer (pH 6.9)1

20 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT

2

Dialysis buffer (pH 7.4)

50 mM Hepes, 75 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT

1,2

Elution buffer (pH 7.5)

50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole, 2 mM BME
1,2

Final dialysis buffer, (pH 6.9)

20 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 2 mM DTT

Lysis buffer (pH 7.5)1,2

50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 5 mM imidazole, 2 mM BME

SEC buffer (pH 6.9)1

10 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM BME

2

SEC buffer (pH 6.9)

20 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM BME
1,2

Wash buffer (pH 7.5)

50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 2 mM BME

SDS-PAGE
Colloidal Coomassie blue staining

0.1 % Coomassie brilliant blue G-250, 10 % APS,

solution

10 % phosphoric acid, 20 % methanol

SDS-PAGE running buffer

192 mM glycine, 25 mM Tris, 0.1 % SDS

SDS-PAGE sample buffer (2×,

150 mM Tris-HCl, 1.2 % (w/v) SDS, 30 % glycerol,

pH 6.8)

2.15 M BME, 0.0269 mM bromophenol blue

SDS-PAGE tricine cathode buffer

0.1 M tricine, 0.1 M Tris, 0.1 % SDS

Synthesis and analytics
Matrix solution (MALDI)

α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic
acid
(7 mg/ml)
50 % acetoniltrile/water with 0.1 % TFA

Reagent K (peptide cleavage)

0.75 g phenol, 0.25 ml ethanedithiol, 0.5 ml thioanisole

o-Tolidine reagent (TLC)

2 parts of saturated o-tolidine solution in 2 % glacial

in

acetic acid mixed with 1 part 0.2 % potassium iodide
solution

Biochemical
and binding assays
Citrate buffer (pH 5.0)

0.1 M citric acid (pH 5.0), 0.1 M sodium citrate dihydrate

Heme solution

If not stated otherwise, heme was dissolved at 1 mM in
30 mM NaOH and incubated for 30 min in the dark prior
to dilution with the respective assay buffer.

Hepes buffer (pH 7.0)

100 mM Hepes

PBS buffer (pH 7.4)

137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2 HPO4 ,1.8 mM
KH2 PO4

ThT solution (pH 7.4)
1 Buffer

used for the full-length protein.

2 Buffer

used for the truncated protein.

0.8 mg ThT/50 ml PBS buffer
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4.2

Solid-Phase Peptide Synthesis (SPPS)

All peptides, except for Aβ40, were synthesized as amides (Fmoc-Rink amide MBHA
resin, loading 0.53 mmol/g) using conventional automated Fmoc SPPS. For the
synthesis of Aβ40 the initial amino acids Fmoc-Val and Fmoc-Gly were manually
introduced onto preloaded H-L-Val-2-chlorotrityl resin (loading 0.61 mmol/g). For
manual peptide synthesis the resin was pre-swelled in DMF (20 min) and incubated
with a coupling mixture of 0.5 equiv. Fmoc-Val, 4 equiv. HBTU, 4 equiv. HOBt,
and 8 equiv. DIEA (in DMF) for 60 min. Following washing of the resin, capping
was carried out in a single step using a mixture (100 µl/100 mg resin) of acetic
anhydride/N-methylimidazole/DMF (1:2:3, v/v). Subsequent Fmoc deprotection was
Table 3. Protocol of automated SPPS. Volumes are given per 100 mg resin.
Synthesis Step

A Action

1st Preparation of the resin

• rinsing with DMF (2500 µl)
•
•
•
•

rinsing with DCM (1400 µl)
rinsing with DMF (1400 µl)
flushing with air (500 µl)
rinsing with DMF (2500 µl)

2nd Cleavage of the Fmoc group

• 2× 20 % piperidine/DMF (1000 µl), 4 min*
•
•
•
•

rinsing with DMF (4000 µl)
rinsing with DMF (1400 µl)
flushing with air (300 µl)
2× rinsing with DMF (2000 µl)

3rd Coupling of amino acids

• coupling: 415 µl HBTU/DMF, 125 µl NMM/DMF
•
•
•
•
•
4th Final Fmoc-cleavage,
rinsing of the resin

• 3× Fmoc cleavage with 20 % piperidine/DMF
•
•
•
•
•

* Reaction
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(1:1), 10 µl DMF, 420 µl Fmoc-amino acid in DMF,
7 min*
rinsing with DCM (250 µl)
coupling: 415 µl HBTU/DMF, 125 µl NMM/DMF
(1:1), 10 µl DMF, 420 µl Fmoc-amino acid in DMF,
8 min*
rinsing with DMF (3000 µl)
rinsing with DMF (1400 µl)
rinsing with DMF (2000 µl)

(1000 µl), 10 min each
rinsing with DMF (4000 µl)
rinsing with DMF (1400 µl)
2× rinsing with DMF (2000 µl)
4× rinsing with DCM (1400 µl)
2× flushing with air (4500 µl)

times were prolonged after the 8th amino acid.

4.3 Peptide Purification and Analytics
performed with 20 % piperidine/DMF (1st 5 min, 2nd 15 min). After washing of
the resin the following coupling step was accomplished using the same coupling
mixture as above with 4 equiv. of Fmoc-Gly instead of 0.5 equiv. Fmoc-Val. After
repeating the washing protocol and cleavage of the Fmoc group, the synthesis of
Aβ40 was continued automatically as described hereafter. Automated Fmoc SPPS
was conducted on an Economy Peptide Synthesizer EPS 221 (Intavis Bioanalytical
Instruments AG, Cologne, Germany). For automated SPPS the Fmoc-protected
amino acids were dissolved in DMF (0.6 M) and protecting groups were cleaved
off by 20 % piperidine/DMF (1st 4 min, 2nd 4 min). 0.6 M HBTU/DMF served as
coupling reagent and 50 % NMM/DMF as the base. For conditions of automated
SPPS see Table 3. Coupling of all amino acids (steps 2, 3) was performed in a similar
manner. Following SPPS the resins were dried in vacuo. Consequently, peptide
cleavage from the resin and removal of the side chain protecting groups was carried
out by treatment of the dry resin with 95 % TFA (1 ml/100 mg resin) and reagent
K (150 µl/100 mg resin). The samples were agitated at room temperature for 3 h
before the peptides were precipitated in cold diethyl ether. After washing the crude
peptides three times with diethyl ether, the peptide-containing pellets were dissolved
in 80 % tert-butanol and subsequently lyophilized.

4.3

Peptide Purification and Analytics

Semi-preparative HPLC
Peptide purification was accomplished by semi-preparative HPLC on a LC 8A device
(Shimadzu, Duisburg, Germany) equipped with a C18 Reversed Phase Eurospher
100 column (250 × 32 mm, 5 µm particle size, 100 Å pore size, KNAUER, Berlin, Germany). Linear elution gradients of solvents A (0.1 % TFA in water) and B (0.1 % TFA
in 90 % acetonitrile/water) were employed for peptide elution (Table 4). The flow rate
was set to 10 ml/min and the peptides were detected by UV absorbance at 220 nm
(A220nm ).
Analytical HPLC
Purity of the fractions recovered from semi-preparative HPLC was verified by
analytical HPLC using a LC10AT device (Shimadzu, Duisburg, Germany) equipped
with a Vydac 218TP54 column (C18 Reversed Phase, 250 × 4.6 mm, 300 Å pore size,
5 µm particle size, Grace Davison Discovery Science, Deerfield, IL, USA). Distinct
elution gradients with solvents A (0.1 % TFA in water) and B (0.1 % TFA in acetonitrile) were applied (Table 4). Moreover, the following parameters were employed:
flow rate 1 ml/min, detection at A220nm , injection volume 20-400 µl.
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LC/ESI Mass Spectrometry
LC/ESI mass spectrometry was carried out on a micrOTOF-Q III instrument (Bruker,
Bremen, Germany) coupled to a Dionex UltiMate 3000 LC (Thermo Fisher Scientific
GmbH, Dreieich, Germany) in order to confirm peptide identity (Table 4). For liquid
chromatography (LC) an EC 100/2 Nucleoshell RP18 column (100 × 2 mm, 2.7 µm
particle size 90 Å pore size) was utilized using 0.1 % acetic acid in water (eluent A)
and in acetonitrile (eluent B). 0-60 % eluent B in 12 min with a flow rate of 0.3 ml/min
served as gradient. Peptide ionization was achieved by electrospray ionization (ESI).
Analysis of the data was conducted by means of the software Data Analysis (version
4.1, Bruker).
Amino Acid Analysis
The peptide content was determined by amino acid analysis (AAA) using an EppendorfBiotronik (Hamburg, Germany) Amino Acid Analyzer LC 3000. In advance to the
measurements, peptides were hydrolyzed by 6 N HCl at 110 ◦ C for 24 h, evaporated, and the amino acids were subsequently dissolved in sample dilution buffer
(Laborservice Onken, Gründau, Germany). Upon chromatographic separation of the
amino acids with a cation-exchange column (CK10M, particle size 4 µm, cross linkage
10 %; Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), post-column detection at
570 nm and 440 nm was achieved by conversion with ninhydrin reagent. Samples were
evaluated in comparison to an amino acid standard (Laborservice Onken, Gründau,
Germany) and the calculated peptide contents were subsequently taken into account
for concentration determination in the binding studies and the biochemical assays.
Thin-Layer Chromatography
For thin-layer chromatography (TLC) peptides were dissolved in methanol before
application onto silica gel plates with a fluorescence indicator (UV254 ). The following
systems were used as mobile phase:
System 1: pyridine/ethyl acetate/glacial acetic acid/water (5:5:1:3, v/v)
System 2: n-butanol/glacial acetic acid/water (48:18:24, v/v)
System 3: 5 % ammonia/isopropanol (3:7, v/v)
Following separation, detection was performed by UV light (254 nm) as well as
ninhydrin reagent and heating (0.5 % ninhydrin in aceton). After placing the plates in
a chlorine atmosphere for several minutes, they were left on air for complete chlorine
evaporation before applying potassium iodide containing o-tolidine reagent as second
detection agent.
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Table 4. Analytical characterization of peptides synthesized in this work.
Sequence
see below *
AEFRHDSGY
HDSGYEVHH
GYEVHHQKL
YEVHHQKLV
RHDSGYEVHH
DAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLV
AAAAAAAAA
NVNLTSNALLYHYWIAVSHKAPA
NVNLTSNHLLYHYWIAVSAKAPA
NVNLTSNALLYHYWIAVSAKAPA
NVNLTSNHLLYAYWIAVSHKAP
FLFYHSQSG
FLFYASQSG
FLFAHSQSG
FLFAASQSG
SEGGAPLIL
SEGGCALIL
SEGGAALIL

Mass Da1
4329.90
1079.48
1078.46
1108.58
1150.62
1235.29
2165.04
679.18
2580.36
2580.36
2514.34
2509.32
1083.51
1017.49
991.49
925.47
854.49
860.43
828.47

*

DAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLVFFAEDVGSNKGAIIGLMVGGVV

1

Theoretical molecular mass.

2

Mass Da2
4331.55A
540.75B
540.24B
1109.59A
576.32B
618.29B
2166.36A
656.36x
861.46C
861.13C
839.46C
837.79C
542.77B
1018.49A
496.75B
463.74B
855.49A
861.43A
829.47A

tR 3
66.3D
59.2E
50.5E
61.4E
66.2E
48.4F
41.4F
48.0E
65.5G
60.7G
71.0G
67.3G
71.9E
83.3E
66.4E
75.5E
65.3F
62.9F
59.7F

tR 4
22.8H
21.8I
19.6J
26.7J
26.5J
23.1K
21.6L
15.0M
19.1N
18.4N
20.7N
19.9N
20.4 L
21.2 L
17.8 L
19.2 L
20.6O
21.5O
20.5O

Rf, 1 5
0.58P
0.47P
0.15P
0.52P
0.52P
0.10P
0.22P
3.86
0.54R
0.54R
0.56R
0.54R
0.57R
0.66R
0.51R
0.61R
0.66R
0.57R
0.66R

Rf, 2 6
0.70Q
0.20Q
0.17Q
0.21Q
0.30Q
0.10Q
0.10Q
0.59P
0.64P
0.69P
0.63P
0.71P
0.88P
0.69P
0.85P
0.73P
0.71P
0.73P

Molecular masses were determined by LC/ESI mass spectrometry as A [M+H]+ , B [M+2H]2+ , and C [M+3H]3+ . x Mass was confirmed as [M+Na]+ by MALDI
MS.

3

Semi-preparative HPLC was performed applying the following gradients: D 20-70 % eluent B in 120 min, E 0-50 % eluent B in 120 min, F 10-60 % eluent B
in 120 min, and G 15-65 % eluent B in 120 min.

4

For analytical HPLC gradients were chosen as follows:
eluent B in 50 min,

5

L 10-50 %

eluent B in 40 min,

H 20-60 %

M 5-55 %

eluent B in 40 min, I 0-30 % eluent B in 30 min, J 0-40 % eluent B in 40 min, K 0-50 %

eluent B in 60 min, N 20-50 % eluent B in 30 min, and O 10-40 % eluent B in 30 min.

TLC analysis was conducted using the following systems as mobile phases:

P pyridine/acetic

ester/acetic acid/water (5:5:1:3, v/v),

Q 25 %

ammo-

nia/isopropanol (3:7, v/v), and R n-butanol/acetic acid/water (48:18:24, v/v).
6

TLC of peptide 7 was not successful in any of the applied systems. Thus, the peptide was further characterized by liquid chromatography using an EC
100/2 Nucleoshell RP18 column (100 × 2 mm, 2.7 µm particle size 90 Å pore size) with 0.1 % acetic acid in water (eluent A) and in acetonitrile (eluent
B). 0-60 % eluent B in 12 minutes with a flow rate of 0.3 ml/min served as gradient. Retention time is 3.8 min.
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No.
Aβ40
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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4.4
4.4.1

Recombinant Protein Expression
Recombinant Protein Expression of IL-36α and Mutants

To allow for in-depth analysis of the heme interaction with IL-36α, wild-type and
mutant IL-36α proteins were recombinantly expressed in Escherichia coli (E. coli)
in cooperation with Dr. Oliver Ohlenschläger (Leibniz Institute on Aging, FLI,
Jena, Germany) who also established the required expression protocol. The following
mutants were generated as full-length (fl) proteins (aa 1-158) and in their biological
active, truncated (tr) form (aa 6-158): Y108S, H109A,C136SP137A, Y108SH109A,
Y108SC136SP137A, H109AC136SP137A, and Y108SH109AC136SP137A. Due to the
requirement of distinct cleavage sites for thrombin and caspase 3, respectively, the
protocol for the full-length proteins differs from the one for the truncated forms. In
total, 16 IL-36 proteins were expressed. Caspase 3 was produced in-house at the FLI
Jena.

Recombinant Expression of Full-Length IL-36 Proteins
The genes encoding for IL-36α and the protein mutants were inserted into the
NdeI/XhoI site of the expression vector pET-28a. Besides the gene of the 158-amino
acid protein an N-terminal polyhistidine (His6 ) tag and a thrombin cleavage site
between the tag and the gene sequence were introduced. Based on this protocol three
additional residues (Gly, Ser, His) were N-terminally attached to the full-length IL-36
proteins. After transformation into BL21(DE3) cells (provided in-house, FLI, Jena,
Germany), cultures were plated onto kanamycin-containing plates. A single colony
was picked and injected into LB medium containing 50 µg/ml kanamycin. Once
the optical density at 600 nm (OD600 ) reached 0.7, the cultures were transferred to
500 ml LB medium. Proteins prepared for NMR studies required nitrogen and carbon
labeling, which was achieved by addition of

15 NH

4 Cl

and

13 C -glucose-containing
6

M9

medium for the primary cultures. Induction of protein expression was achieved by
addition of 0.3 mM IPTG for 18 h at 18 ◦ C. Upon cell harvest, cell lysis was performed
in lysis buffer utilizing either French press or sonification followed by centrifugation at
10000×g. Ni-NTA agarose resin served for initial purification which was achieved using
10 column volumes of lysis buffer and washing buffer each. After protein elution with
0.25 M imidazole-containing elution buffer, the His6 tag was cleaved by 5 U thrombin
per mg protein at 4 ◦ C overnight. Subsequently, the proteins were concentrated using
a 3 kDa Amicon filter (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) before injection onto a preequilibrated 16/60 Hiload S75 size exclusion chromatography column (GE Healthcare
Europe GmbH, Freiburg, Germany) in an ÄKTAprime plus (GE Healthcare GmbH,
Freiburg, Germany). Pure fractions were combined, concentrated, and dialyzed to
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phosphate buffer (final dialysis buffer, pH 6.9). Afterwards, the proteins were either
directly used or lyophilized for following experiments.

Recombinant Expression of Truncated IL-36 Proteins
Initial expression steps were similar to full-length IL-36α recombinant protein expression. Instead of a thrombin cleavage site, a caspase 3 cleavage site (DEVD) was
inserted into the pET-28a vector. After following the same protocol as before (see
above), the tag was cleaved (1 mg caspase 3/40 mg trIL-36α protein) at 4◦ C overnight
in dialysis buffer. Upon an additional Ni-NTA purification step, the cytokines were
loaded onto the size exclusion chromatography (SEC) systems previously applied for
the full-length protein. Finally, the proteins were dialyzed to phosphate buffer (final
dialysis buffer, pH 6.9) and either used directly or lyophilized for later experiments.

4.4.2

SDS-PAGE

Protein purity and identity was confirmed by SDS-PAGE. Resolving gels consisted
of 18 % acrylamide/bisacrylamide with 5 % crosslinking dissolved in 0.75 M Tris-HCl
(pH 8.4), 0.1 % SDS, 0.1 % APS, and 0.05 % TEMED. Stacking gels comprised 3 % acrylamide/bisacrylamide with 3.3 % crosslinking dissolved in 0.75 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.4),
0.1 % SDS, 0.1 % APS, and 0.1 % TEMED. Samples were mixed 1:1 with SDS-PAGE
sample buffer (2×) before application to the gels. Gels ran for 1 h at 45 V and for
another 2 to 3 h at 100 V. After gel fixation with 5 % glutaraldehyde for 30 min and
washing with water (3× 5 min), samples were stained with colloidal Coomassie blue
staining solution over night. Molar masses were determined by comparison with a
low range protein ladder (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany).

4.4.3

Iodoacetamide Derivatization

To examine the oxidation state of the four cysteine residues in IL-36α, iodoacetamide
(IAA), which reacts with free thiol groups, was applied to full-length and truncated
IL-36α as follows. 100 µl of IAA in 10 mM phosphate buffer (4 mM) were added
to IL-36α (0.05 mM) and gently shaken for 1 h in the dark at room temperature.
Samples were subsequently subjected to mass spectrometry.403

4.4.4

MALDI Mass Spectrometry

Proteins were dissolved and desalted using C-18 Zip Tip reverse phase chromatography tips (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions prior to MALDI analysis. Sample elution from the Zip Tips followed in
10 to 20 µl matrix solution. Subsequently, 2 µl of the eluted solution were spotted onto
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the target plate and allowed to dry. Measurements were performed on a Bruker Autoflex III MALDI-TOF/TOF that was calibrated with a Protein Calibration Standard
I for proteins up to 20000 Da.

4.5
4.5.1

Binding Assays
UV/Vis Spectroscopy

The heme binding behavior and affinity of various peptides and the IL-36 proteins was
investigated by UV/Vis spectroscopy based on a protocol previously established.34
The heme solution was prepared as described above using Hepes buffer for dilution.
Peptides were dissolved at 20 µM in 100 mM Hepes buffer (pH 7.0) and proteins at
5 µM in sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.9). Subsequently, the solutions were incubated
with various heme concentrations (0.4 to 40 µM) under the exclusion of light for 30 min
(peptides) or 60 min (proteins), respectively. Measurements were conducted using a
Multiskan GO Microplate Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich,
Germany). Spectra of isolated individual components (buffer, peptide, heme) were
recorded as reference samples. The reference spectra were subtracted from the corresponding spectrum of the heme-peptide/protein complex to create differential spectra.
The values of the maximal absorbance difference served for KD determination by
means of an earlier established function that was originally derived from Bogdan and
colleagues:34, 404
∆A = 0.5×∆×(CL +n×CP +KD )–((CL +n×CP +KD )2 –4×CL ×n×CP )0.5 .
∆A

Absorbance of the differential spectra at a defined wavelength

CL

Heme concentration

CP

Peptide concentration

∆

Difference of the molar extinction coefficients of the complex and heme

KD

Dissociation constant

n

Possible binding sites of the peptide for heme

Data fitting and KD calculation were performed using QTiPlot version 0.9.7.8 (Ion
Vasilief).

4.5.2

Fluorescence Spectroscopy

IL-36α and trIL-36α (1 µM) were dissolved in sodium phosphate buffer (final dialysis
buffer, pH 6.9), whereas control proteins BSA (1 µM) and lysozyme (1 µM) as well as
heme were prepared in PBS buffer (pH 7.4). Proteins were incubated for 60 min with
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varying heme concentrations (0.1 to 16 µM) under the exclosure of light. Fluorescence
intensity was recorded with a fluorescence spectrophotometer FP-8300 (Jasco, Tokyo,
Japan) with the following parameters set: excitation at 306 nm, emission at 352 nm,
bandwidth 10 nm (extinction) and 20 nm (emission).302

4.5.3

Surface Plasmon Resonance Spectroscopy

Heme binding to the commercially available trIL-36 cytokines α, β, γ, full-length
IL-36α as well as control proteins BSA and lysozyme was investigated via surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy. Measurements were conducted by Biaffin
GmbH and Co KG (Kassel, Germany) on a Biacore T200 instrument (GE Healthcare
Europe GmbH, Freiburg, Germany) at 25◦ C. Covalent immobilization of all proteins
(Table 5) was carried out by amine coupling on a CM5 sensor chip (GE Healthcare,
Solingen, Germany). Depending on the experiment, protein concentration and pH of
the acetate buffer varied (Table 5).
Table 5. Immobilization conditions and levels for SPR analysis.
Protein

pH

Concentration [µg/ml]

Immobilization level [RU]

BSA

7.0

2.5

2900

Lysozyme

5.0

2.5

1600

IL-36α

4.0

0.85

1050

trIL-36α

4.0

0.85

1050

trIL-36β

4.0

0.85

937

trIL-36γ

4.0

0.85

320

10 mM Hepes buffer (10 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05 % Tween 20, pH 7.4) served
as running buffer. Proteins were injected on an EDC/NHS activated flow cell
unit at 10 µl/ml until the immobilization levels (Table 5) were reached, while an
activated/deactivated flow cell served for subtraction of the reference. A series of five
consecutive heme injections (0.08 µM, 0.31 µM, 1.25 µM, 5 µM, 20 µM, in running
buffer) followed at a flow rate of 30 µl/min using a standard single-cycle kinetics
method (Biacore T200 Control Software, GE Healthcare). Surface regeneration was
achieved by two injections of 25 mM NaOH/500 mM NaCl. Curves were corrected
by subtraction of an injection series of running buffer, which was used for double
referencing. A heterogeneous ligand analysis model served for global data fitting.
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4.6
4.6.1

Structural Analysis
Resonance Raman Spectroscopy

Resonance Raman (r Raman) spectroscopy was performed in cooperation with Prof.
Dr. Ute Neugebauer (Center for Sepsis Control Care, CSCC, Jena, Germany) using
a Horiba Jobin-Yvon LabRam HR 800 Raman spectrometer (Horiba, Kyoto, Japan)
connected to a back-illuminated deep-depletion CCD detector (1024 × 256 pixels)
cooled by liquid nitrogen. A Coherent Innova 300C ion laser served for excitation of
Raman scattering using the krypton line at 413.1 nm. To focus the laser light onto the
sample and to collect the 180◦ backscattered light, the Raman system was attached
to an Olympus BX41 upright microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) with a motorized
XY microscope stage and a 20× objective (Olympus UPlanFL N, NA 0.50). The
heme solution was prepared using a previously established protocol.273 Therefore,
heme (7.8 mM) was dissolved in 1 M NaOH and incubated for 30 min in the dark. The
solution was diluted with water and phosphate buffer (65 mM NaCl, pH 7.0), applied
to the lyophilized peptide or protein, and directly neutralized with 1 M HCl to give a
final concentration of 400 µM heme and peptide/protein. Incubation followed in the
dark at room temperature for 30 min (peptides) and 60 min (proteins), respectively.
Samples were centrifuged prior to measurements in order to remove precipitant.

4.6.2

Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy

Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was performed by Dr. Oliver Ohlenschläger
(Leibniz Institute on Ageing, FLI, Jena, Germany) using the CAPITO CD Analysis
and Plotting tool as well as the K2D3 algorithm (190 to 240 nm).405, 406

4.6.3

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy was conducted by Dr. Oliver
Ohlenschläger (Leibniz Institute on Ageing, FLI, Jena, Germany). Bruker Avance III
spectrometers (600 and 750 MHz) served for NMR experiments. Proteins were dissolved in phosphate buffer (65 mM NaCl, 5 % D2 O) to give a concentration of 100 µM
(trIL-36α) or 140 µM (IL-36α) and incubated with heme or Ga(III)-protoporphyrin
IX chloride. [1 H,

15 N]-HSQC

spectra were recorded at 283 K, processed with Topspin

(Bruker, Rheinstetten, Germany) and analyzed with XEASY.407 Upon assignment of
the signals, distance constraints were obtained from NOESY spectra (120 ms mixing
time). Cross peaks of vicinal and geminal protons served for calibration. Structures
(20 %) with the lowest CYANA target functions were chosen as representatives for
the NMR solution structure.408
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Table 6. Structural statistics of the refined NMR solution structure of IL-36α.
Parameter

Value

Total distance restraints

4107

Intra (|i-j|=0)

350

Sequential / short (|i-j|=1)

1158

Medium (1<|i-j|<5)

767

Long range (|i-j|x ≥ 5)

1832

Hydrogen bond

72

Target function [Å2 ]
After (before) energy minimization

4.13 (4.14)

AMBER physical energies [kcal/mol−1 ]
Before energy minimization

-4526 ± 97

After energy minimization

-5812 ±101

R.M.S.D. [Å] (mean global r.m.s.d. values)
All heavy atom (residues 10-158)

1.52 ±0.21

Backbone (residues 10-158)

0.74 ± 0.12

Ramachandran plot [%]
Residues in most favored regions

69.3

In additionally allowed regions

28.7

In generously allowed regions

1.9

In disallowed regions

0.1

4.6.4

Computational Modeling

Computational Modeling of Heme Binding to Aβ(1-40) and to Peptide 18
Structural modeling was performed by Dr. Oliver Ohlenschläger (Leibniz Institute
on Ageing, FLI, Jena, Germany). Details of the applied procedure can be found
in Wißbrock et al. 2017.99 A structure model of Aβ40 was generated based on
PDB 1IYT.409 For structure calculation by CYANA (version 3.97) the angles of the
backbone and the side chains were extracted from the PDB structure. Tight angle
constraints were determined for residues 8-38 by adding ± 0.5◦ to the original angles.
The torsion angle of amino acids 1-7 and 39-40 and the side chains of residues expected
to be involved in heme binding were not restrained. Since no structure was available
for peptide 18 PEP-FOLD, a program that predicts a structure based on the peptide
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sequence, was utilized. The best ranked structure was chosen to model heme binding.
Heme binding was introduced by 17 additional upper and 13 lower limit distance
constraints that defined the metal to N2 distances and the distance of the porphyrin
scaffold. Hδ1/Nδ1 to O2D upper and lower distance limits of 2.0 or 3.0 and 1.8 or 2.8
were applied to consider hydrogen bonding. A ruffled heme (conserved out-of-plane
distortion known) residue was used for CYANA structure calculations. Among 100
calculated CYANA structures the best 5 % are depicted (cf. Figure 24).
Computational Modeling of IL-36α Protein Mutants
Generation of IL-36α Mutant Structures
Computational modeling of IL-36α and its mutants as well as molecular docking and
molecular dynamics (MD) were performed by Ajay Abisheck Paul George (group of
Prof. Dr. Diana Imhof, University of Bonn, Germany). The NMR solution structure
of wild-type IL-36α was used to generate the structures of the protein mutants using
the Mutator plugin of the VMD program (version 1.9.3).410 At each iteration a single
residue was mutated. Whereas serine served to replace tyrosine and cysteine, alanine
was chosen as replacement for histidine and proline. The generated structure was
energy-minimized by applying a simulated annealing energy-minimization protocol
by means of the Yasara molecular modeling and simulation suite (version 18.2.7).411
Energy minimization of the final mutant structures was performed before they were
used for molecular docking and MD simulations.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations of IL-36α as well as its seven mutants were
conducted utilizing the MD macro in Yasara (Yasara structure version 18.2.7).302, 412
The AMBER99SB-ILDN force field was applied and simulations were run using a 2 fs
time step.413 The AutoSMILES method implemented in Yasara was used to perform
force field parameterization of the simulated system. Thereby, assignment of force field
parameters to the protoporphyrin by GAFF and AM1-BCC was achieved based on
the Fe3+ van der Waals (vdW) parameters published by Li and colleagues.302, 414–416
Investigated molecules were placed into a cubic simulation cell, applying a minimal
distance of 15 Å from the edge of the box and using a three-point model of water and
0.9 % NaCl.417 The cut-off for long range was set at 8 Å and periodic boundary conditions were set. The particle-mesh Ewald method was employed to account for long
range coulomb interactions.418 All simulations were conducted in the NPT ensemble
at 298 K with the pressure maintained at 1 atm for 200 ns. Molecular graphics and
plots were generated by VMD version 1.9.3 and Grace version 5.1.25, respectively.
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Molecular Docking Simulations
Yasara and the ensemble docking method were utilized to perform molecular docking
simulation for full-length IL-36α as well as its seven mutants.411, 419 Heme (ChemSpider, Royal Society of Chemistry, 16739951) was docked 400 times to a receptor
ensemble of 20 high scoring side chain conformations at 298 K that were generated by
the software. A total of 8000 runs per docking experiment was conducted. With the
exception of H109A, complete search space was applied for docking to all proteins.
For H109A the search space was narrowed to a 10 Å radius around H109. Predicted
binding energies served to score the results obtained. The final docked complexes
were sorted by a clustering method which employs a 5 Å heavy atom RMSD threshold
between docked conformations. Subsequently, the top five complexes were selected
for further analysis according to the predicted binding energies.

4.7
4.7.1

In vitro Assays
Peroxidase Activity Assay

The pseudo-peroxidase activity of various heme-peptide complexes was tested in a
TMB/H2 O2 -based chromogenic assay. Peptides (2.1 µM, 4.2 µM, 21 µM, 42 µM) and
heme (42 µM) were incubated (1:1) for 30 minutes under light exclosure. TMB
(1.66 mM and 163.2 mM) was dissolved in 0.12 N HCl and H2 O2 (6.5 mM and
163.2 mM) was diluted in either citrate buffer (pH 5) or in PBS buffer (pH 7.4).
In addition, a commercially available substrate kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) with 1.66 mM TMB and 6.5 mM H2 O2 was utilized. 10 µl of the sample
(buffer, peptide, heme, heme-peptide complex) were added to 200 µl of TMB/H2 O2
mixture (1:1) in a 96 well plate. TMB oxidation was monitored at 652 nm. All data
obtained was evaluated from 100 to 400 s and normalized against the autocatalytic
activity of heme only.

4.7.2

Thioflavin Assay

To examine the Aβ40 aggregation potential in the peroxidase assay (see above)
Thioflavin (ThT) was used. 22 µl sample (cf. Table 7) was added to 1980 µ l of ThT
solution and vortexed. Subsequently, the fluorescence intensity was recorded with a
JASCO FP-8300 fluorescence spectrometer (JASCO Germany GmbH, Gross-Umstadt,
Germany) using the following parameters: excitation at 440 nm (slit width 5 nm) and
emission at 482 nm (slit width 10 nm).
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Table 7. Sample preparation and composition for the ThT assay. Due to fluorescence
interferences TMB could not be added (sample 3, 4).
No.

Sample

1

50 µM Aβ (PBS buffer, pH 7.4), 37 ◦ C, 24 h, positive control

2

42 µM Aβ stock solution (PBS buffer, pH 7.4), no incubation

3

42 µM Aβ stock solution (PBS buffer, pH 7.4) added to a mixture of citrate buffer/water
to give a concentration of 1 µM

4

42 µM Aβ stock solution (PBS buffer, pH 7.4) incubated with heme (42 µM) for 30 min
and added to a mixture of citrate buffer/water to give a concentration of 1 µM

4.7.3

Competition Assay: LDL, Heme, and Aβ

The effect of LDL on the heme-Aβ complex was examined using the peroxidase
assay earlier established (cf. Chapter 4.7.1, approach II). LDL was dissolved in
PBS buffer (pH 7.4) and gently shaken on ice for 24 h, before dilution to 0.44 µM.
Concentration determination was conducted by measuring absorbance at 280 nm
using 432970 M-1 cm-1 (ExPASy ScanProsite, without signal peptide) as the molar
extinction coefficient. Dilutions of heme and Aβ (44 µM) were prepared in PBS
as described above. The three solutions, i.e. LDL, Aβ, and heme, were incubated
individually and in varying combinations for 30 min, before addition of the missing
compound(s) and immediate application to the peroxidase assay. Due to the addition
of a third compound (LDL) the total volume raised to 220 µl. TMB conversion was
measured at 652 nm over a period of 15 min.

4.7.4

Cell Tests

The functional impact of heme on trIL-36 proteins was tested on human fibroblast-like
synoviocytes (FLS) isolated from knee joints of RA patients. All FLS experiments
were performed by Dr. Silke Frey and Dr. Dr. Axel Hueber at the University Hospital
Erlangen-Nuremberg (Germany). The local ethics committee approved the research.
Isolation of human FLS
Isolated FLS were stored at 37 ◦ C and 5 % CO2 in a humidified incubator. Cells were
cultured in RPMI and DMEM with 50 U/ml penicillin, 50 µg/ml streptomycin, 0.2 %
amphotericin, and 2 % fetal bovine serum at a ratio of 1 to 5. FLS for testing were
used at passage levels from 3 to 8.
Stimulation of FLS with trIL-36α and Mutant Proteins
FLS were seeded in a 48 well plate at 100,000 cells/ml in 500 µl culture medium one
day before the experiments. Prior to sample application to the cells, trIL-36α proteins
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(5.8 nM) were incubated with varying heme concentrations (0.15 µM and 1.5 µM, ratio
1:26 and 1:260) for 60 min under the exclosure of light. Upon incubation, the samples
were applied to the cells for either 5 min (analysis of phosphorylation by Western
blot) or 24 h (analysis by qRT-PCR, ELISA). For Western blot analysis, samples
were loaded onto a reducing 2D gel (10 % SDS polyacrylamide gel) and blotted
to a nitrocellulose membrane by a semi-dry blotting technique. 5 % BSA/TBST
served as blocking reagent, which was applied for 1 h before the blots were incubated
at 4 ◦ C with the respective antibodies (rabbit anti-P-p38, rabbit anti-p38, rabbit
anti-GAPDH; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA) overnight. Following
the addition of the secondary antibody (anti-rabbit HRP; Biozol), a PierceTM ECL
Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) was used
for sample detection according to the manufacturer’s instruction. In addition, an
AlamarBlue assay served for testing cell viability. The experiment was performed
according to the manufacturer’s instruction (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and
absorbance was recorded at 570 nm and 600 nm.
RNA, cDNA Preparation, and Quantitative RT-PCR
Total RNA from FLS was extracted using peqGold TriFast reagent (Peqlab, Erlangen, Germany) before subsequent first-strand cDNA synthesis using MultiScribeTM
MuLV reverse transcriptase (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instruction. After sample preparation with the SYBR R
Select Master Mix (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), quantitative
RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) was conducted with an Applied Biosystems 7500 fast-real-timePCR System (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) to determine relative
gene expression. The following primers served for qRT-PCR: GAPDH (fwd 5’TCCTGTTCGACAGTC-AGCCGC-3’, rev 5’-CGCCCAATACGACCAAATCCGT3’), IL-6 (fwd 5’-AGAGCTGTGCAGATGAGTA-CAA-3’, rev 5’-GCGCAGAATGAGATGAGTTGTC-3’) as well as IL-8 (fwd 5’-AGCACCAG-CCAACTCTCACT-3’,
rev 5’-CGTTAACTGCATCTGG-CTGA-3’). Samples and the housekeeping gene
GAPDH, which functioned as internal control, were tested in duplicates.
Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA)
DuoSet ELISA Kits (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) were used for ELISAs of
the undiluted supernatant obtained from FLS cell culture according to manufacturer’s
instructions. The optical density at 450 nm was recorded by a SpectraMax 190
ELISA-Reader (wavelength correction set to 540 nm). Data analysis was performed
using Softmax Pro Version 3.0 (both Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA).
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4.8

Statistical Analysis, Software, and Bioinformatics

Statistical readout at the University of Erlangen was conducted using Graph Pad
Pism 4.00 software (La Jolla, USA). Group differences were considered statistically
significant with a p-value less than 0.05. Alignments were carried out using the
Clustal Omega webserver. Moreover, the following software was utilized for data
evaluation and figure preparation: Microsoft Office programs (Word, Excel, Power
Point, all version 16.20), Graph Pad Prism (version 7), Keynote (version 8.2), QTiPlot
(version 0.9.7.8), Yasara (version 18.2.7), UCSF Chimera (version 1.13.1), XQuartz
(version 2.7.11), and Inkscape (version 0.92.3).
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The results presented in this thesis are based on initial studies performed in a bachelor
(2013) and a master thesis (2015).420, 421 To provide a comprehensive description of
the results, the findings are reported in their entirety. Moreover, the outcomes of the
experiments conducted were summarized in two research articles.99, 401

5.1

Catalytic Activity of Heme-Peptide Complexes

In 2006, Atamna and colleagues reported on heme binding to Aβ42 and the catalytic
activity of the generated heme-Aβ complex (cf. Chapter 2.4.2).40 Several studies
suggest that specific residues in Aβ (e.g. Arg5) are crucial for the formation of the catalytically active heme-Aβ complex, yet detailed knowledge is lacking.17, 292–294, 422, 423
Therefore, one aim of the present work was to further define properties of the
heme-Aβ interplay with a focus on specific sequence features and residues. Moreover, the examination of a set of Aβ-independent heme-binding peptides should
provide supplemental insight into primary sequence characteristics of catalytically
active heme-peptide complexes. In addition to the gain in fundamental knowledge,
a heme-peptide complex with high peroxidase activity might be employed in the
quantification of biologically available heme in patient samples. This idea is based
on the assumption that an apo-peroxidase can bind free and/or labile heme to form
the active holoenzmye as was recently shown by different groups.36, 38 Consequently,
the level of active holo-peroxidase directly depends on the present concentration
of biologically available heme. The method offers two essential advantages. On
the one hand, heme concentrations in biological samples are often too low to be
quantified by absorbance spectroscopy. The peroxidase activity may be used as signal
amplifier and the catalytic activity can readily be analyzed by the conversion of a
chromogenic substrate. On the other hand, simple UV/Vis spectroscopy does not
allow for differentiation between inert heme in hemoproteins and biologically available
heme. In a peroxidase-based system, the monitored substrate conversion exclusively
results from the interaction of the apo-peroxidase with the dynamic, exchangeable,
non-hemoprotein pool of heme.
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Biologically available heme is increasingly discussed in the context of severe
diseases. It is essential to quantify heme levels in patient samples in order to collect
data that can prospectively be correlated to certain disease states as well as to
initiate appropriate therapeutic treatment. First assay systems have been developed
in the last years, yet the establishment and optimization of these systems has only
just begun. The existing approaches are based on, for instance, genetically encoded
fluorescence sensors that are used for intracellular and intraorganelle labile heme
quantification or apo-horseradish peroxidase (apo-HRP), which has been applied to
test heme levels in cell lysates.36–39, 98 Compared to an apoprotein-based assay, a
peptide-based approach is readily manufactured and cost-effective. In an attempt
to establish a suitable assay system, heme-binding peptides, including Aβ40, were
investigated with regard to their heme-binding behavior and their potential catalytic
activity in the following experiments.

5.1.1

Heme Binding to Aβ and Aβ-Derived Peptides

UV/Vis spectroscopy is frequently utilized to investigate heme binding to peptides and
proteins.24, 30, 34, 100, 273, 303, 336 Due to the particular electronic properties of heme and
structurally-related molecules, the porphyrin is characterized by a specific absorption
spectrum.424–426 The experimental data and empirical classification of more than
forty different porphyrins by Stern and his colleagues enabled M. Gouterman to
introduce a four-orbital model for porphyrins in the 1960ies.425, 426 According to
the model, each metal porphyrin is characterized by four bands, two so-called B
and Q bands each.425 For heme the intensive B band at around 400 nm, the Soret
band, is of special interest.48 A shift of the Soret band as well as concomitant
changes of spectral features upon complex formation of heme with another molecule
are frequently used to investigate heme-peptide/protein interactions (cf. Chapter
2.5.2).24, 30, 34, 100, 273, 303, 336 Consequently, heme binding to Aβ40 and six Aβ-derived
peptides was investigated by UV/Vis spectroscopy using a previously established
experimental set-up.34, 273
The sequence of Aβ is divided into a hydrophilic part (site-H) comprising residues
1 to 17 and a lipophilic part (site-L) consisting of residues 18 to 40/42 (Figure
16).291 Two predominant forms of Aβ, Aβ40 and Aβ42, differ in the two C-terminal
residues alanine and isoleucine that are absent in Aβ40.427 Since neither of the
two can function as heme axial ligand and all potential heme-coordinating residues
are located in the N-terminal site-H of Aβ, a similar heme-binding mode of both
Aβ variants is likely. Therefore, and also due to the significantly lower level of
aggregation compared to Aβ42, Aβ40 was chosen for the studies performed herein.428
Four potential heme coordination sites (His6, Tyr10, His13, His14) are present in
Aβ. Hence, four nonapeptides (1-4) each including one potential heme axial ligand
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site-H

Aβ40

site-L

DAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLVFFAEDVGSNKGAIIGLMVGGVVAI
AEFRHDSGY
(1)
HDSGYEVHH
(2)
GYEVHHQKL (3)
YEVHHQKLV (4)
RHDSGYEVHH
(5)
DAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLV (6)

KD 0.10 ± 0.07 μM

1 AEFRHDSGY

2 HDSGYEVHH

3 GYEVHHQKL

4 YEVHHQKLV

5 RHDSGYEVHH

6 DAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLV

KD 80.70 ± 4.00 μM

KD 0.59 ± 0.05 μM

Figure 16. Peptide sequence and UV/Vis differential spectra of (heme-incubated) Aβ and
Aβ-derived peptides 1-6. Coloring of the Aβ sequence is as follows: residues present in
Aβ42 in grey, potential heme coordination sites in red, residues that have been suggested to
impact heme binding and/or the catalytic activity but cannot function as axial ligand in
blue. Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2017.99

at central position (P0 ), a decapeptide including Arg5 (5), and an 18mer peptide
(6) were synthesized using conventional Fmoc SPPS (Figure 16). The 18mer peptide
represents site-H of Aβ, i.e. all four potential heme axial ligands as well as two
C-terminal phenylalanines that had earlier been suggested to support heme binding
through aromatic π-π interactions.297
The following discussion of the results is based on the calculated differential
spectra which are received upon subtracting the UV/Vis spectra of the controls
(heme, peptide, buffer) from the UV/Vis spectrum of the heme-peptide complex. The
differential spectrum of heme-incubated Aβ40 is characterized by a bathochromic
shift of the Soret band to ∼ 414 nm, thereby confirming heme binding to Aβ40 (Figure
16).99 The calculated KD value of 0.10 ± 0.07 µM is in good agreement with earlier
studies of Atamna and colleagues (KD 0.14 ± 0.06 µM).291 According to the best fit
possible, at least two heme molecules bind to one molecule of Aβ40. Studies published
so far report a 1:1 or 1:2 (Aβ to heme) stoichiometry, yet a recent publication suggests
a 2:1 mode based on a computational model.285, 291, 297, 423 These contradictory results
may be due to different experimental set-ups, however, further studies are required
to draw an unambiguous conclusion regarding the binding stoichiometry.
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For peptide 1 and 2 no change of absorbance was observed, thereby indicating
that neither of the two peptides binds heme (Figure 16). Consequently, His6 and
Tyr10 are unlikely to function as heme axial ligand in Aβ. In contrast, a maximum
at ∼ 416 nm for peptide 3 and ∼ 421 nm for peptide 4 suggests heme binding to both
sequences. The UV/Vis differential spectra shows only minor changes in absorbance,
rendering determination of the dissociation constants impossible. Peptide 5 binds
heme with low affinity (KD 80.70 ± 4.00 µM, λmax ∼ 421 nm), whereas a KD value of
0.59 ± 0.05 µM (λmax ∼ 415 nm) was determined for peptide 6 (Figure 16). It can
thus be reasonably assumed that His13 or His14 is the heme-coordinating residue
in Aβ, which is consistent with previous findings from other studies.292 The great
difference in affinity between peptides 5, 6, and Aβ40 indicates a significant impact
of residues 1-4 (DAEF) and/or residues 17/18 (FF) for heme binding to Aβ40. It
should be noted that negatively charged residues (Asp1, Glu3) hamper heme binding,
whereas aromatic amino acids such as phenylalanine (Phe3, Phe17, Phe18) can
support the interaction (e.g. by π-stacking).297, 303, 309 Peptides 2 and 5 only differ
in the N-terminal arginine present in decapeptide 5. Thus, the divergent differential
spectra suggest that Arg5 in Aβ40 is important for heme binding to the peptide. In
contrast to Aβ40, Aβ-derived peptides 5 and 6 bind heme in equimolar quantities.
This finding indicates that the interaction of a second heme molecule with Aβ40 is
realized by the peptide’s site-L, despite the absence of a heme-coordinating residue.99

5.1.2

A Chromogenic Assay for Testing the Catalytic Activity of
Heme-Peptide Complexes

Heme catalyzes Fenton-type reactions while generating hydroxyl radicals and oxidizing
a substrate.86 Once the heme moiety in peroxidases reacts with H2 O2 , the peroxide
is reduced to water.86 At the same time, Compound I, presumably an oxoferryl
porphyrin-π-cationic radical, is generated.86 In two consecutive one-electron reactions
Compound I is reduced to the native enzyme, while Compound II (oxoferryl heme
PorFe4+ =O) is formed as an intermediate and peroxidase substrate oxidation takes
place (two one-electron oxidations).86 3,3’,5,5’-Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) is often
applied as a chromogenic peroxidase substrate. The benzidine has been used to
examine the catalytic activity of various heme-peptide complexes herein. TMB is
oxidized to either a blue-colored charge-transfer complex (one electron) or a yellow
diimine product (two electrons, Figure 17).429 The oxidation can be monitored at
370 or 652 nm (charge transfer complex) and 450 nm (diimine), respectively.429
To assess the catalytic activity of various heme-peptide complexes, a commercially
available TMB-based test kit served as the starting point for the optimization of a
convenient chromogenic assay. The kit included an aqueous TMB solution and H2 O2
diluted in citrate buffer. Within the performed experiments, generation of the blue68
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colored charge transfer complex was measured at 652 nm. For reasons of simplicity the
charge-transfer complex is referred to as oxidized TMB (TMBox ) henceforth. In an
effort to examine pH dependence and to determine suitable substrate concentrations,
three different assay conditions were tested: (I) the commercial TMB substrate
kit (1.66 mM TMB, 6.5 mM H2 O2 , pH 5.0 in citrate buffer, Thermo Scientific), (II)
an in-house citrate buffer-based system (1.66 mM TMB, 163.2 mM H2 O2 , pH 5.0),
and (III) an in-house phosphate buffer-based system (20.8 mM TMB, 163.2 mM
H2 O2 , pH 7.4).99 In the following, the different approaches will be referred to their
Roman numerals. To test the individual assay systems, 1 µM was chosen as heme
concentration since labile heme levels in healthy cells are estimated to be <1 µM.
Moreover, HO-1 is thought to be induced at heme concentrations >1 µM, which
would result in heme degradation (cf. Chapter 2.2.1).93 Taking into account all
measurements, a linear conversion of the chromogenic substrate occurred within 100
to 400 seconds of measuring time, which was consequently chosen as time range for
all samples.99

Figure 17. Oxidation reaction of 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) according to Stefan
and colleagues.429

The Fenton reaction proceeds in acidic conditions. Notwithstanding, neutral approach
III aimed at simulating physiological conditions, as a neutral pH is preferred when
testing heme concentrations in patient samples. As anticipated, the data of approaches
I-III demonstrate a clear pH dependency (Figure 18). Increasing the concentration
of TMB from 1.66 mM (I, II) to 20.8 mM (III) and of H2 O2 from 1.66 mM (I) to
163.2 mM (II, III) led to the formation of detectable quantities of TMBox in approach
III, although these were significantly lower compared to approach I and II. The H2 O2
concentration in approach II is ∼ 25-fold higher than in approach I, which increases
the amount of TMBox formed in 400 seconds (I, A652nm ∼ 0.06; II, A652nm ∼ 0.15).
A deviating substrate conversion was recorded when the solutions of approach I,
i.e. the commercial substrate kit, were prepared in an in-house protocol (approach
I*). Comparing the activity of heme in approach I versus I*, reveals a decrease
in activity of ∼ 40 % in approach I* (Figure 18). Based on two observations, it
may be hypothesized that this finding is a result of stabilizers used in the H2 O2
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solution of the manufactured kit. Firstly, mass spectrometry of the H2 O2 solution
revealed additional compounds in the fluid whose nature could not be unambiguously
determined.99 Secondly, H2 O2 solutions in citrate buffer (I*, II) prepared during the
course of the experiments were not stable for more than 10 minutes. This finding
further suggests the presence of stabilizers in the commercial H2 O2 solution, which
comes in a ready-to-go format. It is important to keep this observation in mind, in
particular as heme-peptide complex formation might be altered by the occurrence of
additional compounds.99

5.1.3

Pseudo-Peroxidase Activity of Aβ and Aβ-Derived Peptides

In an attempt to study the impact of individual residues in Aβ on the catalytic
activity of the heme-Aβ complex, the peroxidase activity of heme-incubated Aβ40
as well as Aβ-derived peptides 1-6 was tested in approach I to III (Figures 18, 19).
Since Aβ fibril formation is known to occur more efficiently in acidic conditions than
at neutral pH, the acidic pH of approach I and II might evoke Aβ fibrillation.430
Thus, the aggregation level of Aβ40 was analyzed in a thioflavin T (ThT) fluorescence
assay prior to the chromogenic peroxidase assay (Figure 19). Interaction of the
benzothiazole salt ThT with β-sheet rich structures leads to a substantial increase in
fluorescence intensity, which can be monitored at ∼ 480 nm. ThT has been widely
used to examine the formation of Aβ aggregates.431 An artificially generated positive
control (50 µM Aβ40, 37◦ C, 24 hours) verified the suitability of the assay. Neither
in the Aβ stock solution nor in the acidic preparations with Aβ or the heme-Aβ
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complex, formation of larger Aβ40 aggregates occurred (Figure 19). Consequently,
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Figure 18. Catalytic activity of heme and the heme-Aβ40 complex in approach I to III.
Substrate conversion was analyzed using 1 µM heme (I*, in-house-prepared solutions of I, left
panel). Various concentrations of Aβ40 (A = 0 µM, B = 0.05 µM, C = 0.1 µM, D = 0.5 µM,
E = 1 µM) were incubated with heme (1 µM) and tested in approach I (right panel). The
activity of the heme-Aβ complex increased in a peptide-concentration dependent manner.
No substrate conversion was observed for the negative controls. Modified from Wißbrock et
al. 2017.99
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higher aggregates of Aβ40 can be excluded, whereas low molecular weight aggregates
are not detected by ThT and can therefore not be excluded.99
To evaluate the effect of Aβ and Aβ-derived sequences, a constant concentration
of heme (1 µM) was incubated with varying peptide concentrations (0.1 to 1 µM)
for 30 minutes before application to the chromogenic assay systems. As a general
trend, a peptide concentration-dependent increase in activity was observed for the
investigated heme-peptide complexes (Figure 18). All data obtained were normalized
against the activity of heme only (100 %) and thus represent a direct comparison of
heme and the respective heme-peptide complex.99
For Aβ40 a minimal peptide concentration of 0.05 µM is required to obtain a
detectable amount of TMBox (Figure 18). Complex formation of heme and Aβ40
significantly increases the catalytic activity to ∼ 500 % (I, II) and ∼ 170 % (III, Figure
19). These results further support the pH dependency of the proceeding reaction
(cf. Chapter 5.1.2). Heme-complexes with peptides 1-6 show a significantly reduced
activity compared to Aβ40. Peptide 1 has no substantial effect on the catalytic
activity of heme. With the exception of peptide 3 (∼ 265 %, II), the activity of the
other peptides is in the range of ∼ 110 to 180 % in acidic conditions (I, II). Peptides
1-6 are anticipated to be structurally more flexible and might, in addition, lack
secondary structure elements compared to the full-length, conformationally more
restricted Aβ40 peptide, which is thought to adopt a helical structure (cf. Chapter
5.1.6). Missing secondary structure elements might serve as explanation for the loss
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Figure 19. Catalytic activity of Aβ40 and Aβ-derived peptides. Initially, the aggregation
state of Aβ40 was analyzed by a ThT fluorescence-based assay mimicking the acidic conditions
of the peroxidase assay. Samples are denoted as follows: positive control (black circle), 42 µM
Aβ (open circle), 1 µM Aβ (grey circle), and 1 µM heme-Aβ complex (red circle). Except for
the positive control, no high molecular Aβ40 aggregates were formed (left panel). Afterwards,
the catalytic activity of heme-incubated Aβ40 and peptides 1-6 (1:1, 1 µM) was determined
in approach I to III (cf. Figure 18). All data are normalized against the activity of heme
only (100 %, dashed line). The dashed line at 500 % reflects the activity of the heme-Aβ40
complex. Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2017.99
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Taking the binding data into account, no effect for non-heme binding peptides 1 and
2 was expected. Peptides 3 to 5 are weak heme binders and a modest effect on the
autocatalytic activity of heme is conceivable. 18mer peptide 6 comprises site-H of
Aβ, including all putative heme-coordinating residues. Nevertheless, the peroxidaseactivity of the heme-peptide complex is considerably decreased compared to the
heme-Aβ complex. Remarkably, the determined heme-binding affinity of peptide 6 is
not dramatically lower than the affinity of Aβ40. However, whereas Aβ40 was shown
to bind at least two heme molecules, peptide 6 only interacts with one heme molecule
according to the best fit possible. The acquired data indicate that site-L of Aβ is of
major importance for the catalytic activity in the heme-Aβ complex. This finding is
consistent with previous studies that report a minor peroxidase activity of site-H of
Aβ.295 In summary, the available data offer initial pointers to sequence requirements
(e.g. length, secondary structure elements) for the formation of a catalytically active
heme-peptide complex. A further insight on sequence features was provided in the
following by investigating the activity of various non Aβ-derived peptides.99

5.1.4

Pseudo-Peroxidase Activity of Heme-Binding Peptides

In the subsequent experiments, heme-binding peptides 7-19 from previous studies
were investigated with regard to a putative catalytic activity in complex with heme
(Table 8, Figure 20).99 Peptide candidates were selected that differed in coordination
site, sequence composition, and peptide length. Initially, four negative controls, i.e.
non-heme-binding nonapeptides (7-10), consisting of either only alanine residues (A9 )
or a central (P0 ) coordinating amino acid (His, Tyr, Cys) surrounded by alanines
(± A4 ), were tested in approach II. The lack of binding capacity correlates with
the finding that peptides 7-10 do not have a substantial effect on the autocatalytic
activity of heme (Figure 20).99 Afterwards, heme-binding peptides 11-19 were tested
in approach I to III. As expected, the substrate conversion in approach III is again
significantly lower compared to approach I and II. The heme-binding affinity of
peptides 11-19 was determined in earlier studies (Table 8). In general, no direct
correlation between binding capacity and catalytic activity was observed. As for
the heme-Aβ complex, a rise in peptide concentration (0.01 to 1 µM) leads to an
increase of substrate conversion in a peptide concentration-dependent fashion. As
anticipated, the highest substrate conversion occurs in approach II using 1 µM of
heme and peptide each. Based on the original idea to identify a heme-peptide complex
with the highest possible catalytic activity that can be applied in a heme detection
kit, the following discussion focuses on the data obtained in this set-up (approach II,
1 µM heme/peptide).99
Initially, cysteine-based peptides were investigated. Incubation of heme with the
nonapeptides 11 and 12 engenders a decrease of the heme’s autocatalytic activity
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to ∼ 80-90 % in approach II. A substrate conversion < 100 % might result from a
heme-peptide interaction that leads to the formation of an inactive complex. The
peroxidase activity of the 23mer heme-peptide 17 complex reaches ∼ 200 % in all
approaches (Figure 20).99
Table 8. Heme-binding peptides studied in the peroxidase assay.34, 99, 273, 303, 309
No.

Sequence

UV [nm]

KD [µM]

Aβ40

see below1

414

0.10 ± 0.0

1

AEFRHDSGY

-

n.b.

2

HDSGYEVHH

-

n.b.

3

GYEVHHQKL

416

n.p.

4

YEVHHQKLV

421

n.p.

5

RHDSGYEVHH

421

80.70 ± 4.00

6

DAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLV

415

0.59 ± 0.05

7

AAAAAAAAA

-

n. b.

8

AAAAYAAAA34, 309

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

-

n.b.

34, 303

-

n.b.

34, 309

-

n.b.

432

0.50 ± 0.20

368

0.60 ± 0.41

AAAACAAAA

AAAAHAAAA

303

AIRRCSTFQ

273, 303

TPILCPFHL

415

2.03 ± 1.38

309

421

0.99 ± 0.21

309

417

0.83 ± 0.33

376

n.sat.

423

0.33 ± 0.25

369

1.42 ± 0.24

419

5.28 ± 0.95

FKAAHKHVR
AAHYHTYER

309

WELDYFQWK

34, 309

HPFPYIWKA

34, 273

SGGLPAPSDFKCPIKEEIAITSG

34

NVNLTSNHLLYHYWIAVSHKAPA

34

19

VRMDTLAHVLYYPQKPLVTTRSM

430

0.51 ± 0.72

20

NVNLTSNALLYHYWIAVSHKAPA

416

3.00 ± 1.19

21

NVNLTSNHLLYHYWIAVSAKAPA

416

1.89 ± 0.72

22

NVNLTSNALLYHYWIAVSAKAPA

414

0.88 ± 0.94

416

19.84 ± 4.11

23

2

NVNLTSNHLLYAYWIAVSHKAP

n.b., not binding; n.p., not possible; n.sat., not saturated
1

DAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLVFFAEDVGSNKGAIIGLMVGGVV

2

Due to technical difficulties, the C-terminal alanine residue is not included in the sequence. The residue is not
expected to impact heme binding or the catalytic activity. Therefore peptide 23 was used as such.

Nonapeptides 13, 14, and 23mer peptide 18 represent His-based peptides. For
peptides 13 and 14, both strong heme binders (13: KD 0.99 ± 0.21 µM, 14: KD
0.83 ± 0.33 µM309 ), a minor increase in activity is observed (13: ∼ 195 %, 14 ∼ 150 %).99
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The complex of 23mer peptide 18 and heme exhibits a catalytic activity of >1000 %
in approach II. Within the studies performed as part of this work, peptide 18 is the
candidate with the highest potential even if compared to the heme-Aβ40 complex
(∼ 500 %, Figure 20).99 Peptide 18 is characterized by a central histidine residue
(His12) and two distal histidine residues (His8, His19), a feature well known from
various heme peroxidases. The role of these His residues is discussed below (cf.
Chapter 5.1.5).
At last, a group of Tyr-based heme-binding peptides was analyzed (Figure 20).
Nonapeptide 15 shows a similar effect as the Cys- and His-based nonapeptides. As
such, the heme-peptide complex exhibits an activity of ∼ 140 to 195 %. Among the
investigated nonapeptides, peptide 16, a strong heme binder (KD 0.33 ± 0.25 µM),
displays the highest increase in activity (∼ 325 %). Analyzing the peptide sequence
(HPFPYIWKA) reveals the presence of several amino acids that might support the
formation of a catalytically active heme-peptide complex as, for instance, the distal
His and the Trp residue.99 Distal His residues in heme peroxidases are suggested to
be important for the activation of H2 O2 , while Trp residues are thought to facilitate
electron transfer.432, 433 As peptide 18 also exhibits distal His residues, the potential
impact of these residues for the catalytic activity was further analyzed by means of
alanine mutants of peptide 18 later on (cf. Chapter 5.1.5). The Tyr-based 23mer
peptide 19 exhibits a peroxidase activity of 200 % in complex with heme and was
thus regarded as a less potential candidate.99
Taken all data into account, peptide 18 is the most promising candidate, which
was therefore investigated in more detail (cf. Chapter 5.1.5). The results obtained
for all Aβ-derived and Aβ-independent peptides suggest that a distinct peptide
length (10 < Xaa< 25; Xaa, amino acid) favors the formation of a catalytically active
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Figure 20. Catalytic activity of heme-incubated peptides 1-19 (1:1, 1 µM) in approach
I to III (cf. Figure 18). Negative controls 7-9 were tested in approach I only. All data are
normalized against the activity of heme only (100 %, dashed line). The dashed line at 500 %
reflects the activity of the Aβ40-heme complex. Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2017.99
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elements are required, however, further studies are inevitable to shed light on the
structural nature of the heme-peptide complexes as well as the underlying reaction
mechanism. Prior to the structural investigations, the role of the distal histidines for
the catalytic activity was initially investigated by alanine mutation of peptide 18.

5.1.5

Mutational Analysis of Peptide 18

The complex of peptide 18 and heme has a catalytic activity significantly higher than
the heme-Aβ40 complex.99 The sequence of peptide 18 is derived from the human
fatty acyl-CoA reductase.273 Remarkably, the protein occurs in the peroxisome, an
organelle characterized by an acidic environment and high levels of H2 O2 . The protein
is located in the peroxisomal membrane, however, the sequence stretch of interest
reaches into the peroxisomal lumen.434 It is well known that heme is present in the
peroxisome and it would thus be interesting to study a potential heme interaction
and catalytic activity on the protein level prospectively.435 Since the protein is not
commercially available and, moreover, is a transmembrane protein, studies on the
protein level could not be performed as part of this work.
Two distal His residues (His8, His19) and a central His residue (His12), which
is assumed to function as the heme axial ligand, are present in the sequence of
peptide 18.99 Since distal histidines are believed to be involved in the O-O bond
cleavage of H2 O2 in heme peroxidases, a putative functional role of these histidines in
peptide 18 was investigated by mutational analysis (Figure 21, 22).436 The following
Ala mutants of peptide 18 were synthesized by standard Fmoc SPPS: H8A (20),
H19A (21), H8A/H19A (22), and H12A (23). A dramatic loss of binding affinity
18

20

KD 5.28 ± 0.95 μM

22

21

KD 3.0 ± 1.19 μM

KD 1.89 ± 0.72 μM

23

KD 0.88 ± 0.94 μM

KD 19.84 ± 4.11 μM

Figure 21. Heme binding to peptide 18 and mutants. UV/Vis differential spectra of hemeincubated peptides 18 and 20-23. Peptide sequences can be found in Table 8. Modified
from Wißbrock et al. 2017.99
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Figure 22. Mutational analysis of peptide 18. Change of absorbance at ∼ 416 nm of
heme-incubated peptides 18 and 20-23 as well as of peptide 18 directly compared to peptide
23 as used for KD determination. Samples are denoted as follows: 18 (open circle), 20
(open triangle), 21 (black circle), 22 (open diamond), and 23 (black diamond, left and
middle panel). Moreover, the catalytic activity of mutant peptides 20-23 was determined in
approach II (cf. Figure 18, 1 µM, right panel). Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2017.99

(KD 19.84 ± 4.11 µM, λ ∼ 416 nm) is observed for peptide 23 (H12A) compared to
wild-type peptide 18 (KD 5.28 ± 0.95 µM, λ∼ 416 nm, Figures 21, 22). Hence, the
His12 residue is likely to function as heme coordination site in wild-type peptide 18.
Moreover, according to the best fit possible, two peptide molecules bind to one heme
molecule. Mutation of one or both distal His residue(s) in peptides 20-22 results
in a slight affinity increase in the range of 0.88 to 3.0 µM. One might assume that
the presence of both distal His residues leads to a competitive situation of the side
chains, which, in turn, results in a decrease in affinity. It is worth noting that the
impact of individual amino acids on heme binding and the catalytic activity of the
formed complex might also be of structural nature (cf. Chapter 5.1.6).99
Subsequently, the pseudo-peroxidase activity of all heme-peptide 18 mutant
complexes was examined using the earlier established protocol (cf. Chapter 5.1.2).99
A decrease of the catalytic activity is observed for all peptide 18 mutants (Figure 22).
The activity of peptide 20-22 is in the range of 700 to 800 %, whereas peptide 18
shows an activity of >1000 % in complex with heme. The catalytic activity of peptide
23 is substantially decreased, which is likely a result of the significantly attenuated
binding affinity for heme. The data obtained indicate that the central His residue in
peptide 18 functions as heme axial ligand, while the distal His residues appear to be
involved in heme binding, yet not implicitly assigned to an exclusive role.99

5.1.6

Structural Analysis of Aβ and Peptide 18 in Complex with
Heme

A preference for sequences longer than 10 residues for a heme-peptide complex with
high catalytic activity was observed during the prior examination of heme-binding
peptides (cf. Chapters 5.1.3, 5.1.4).99 A rationale for a minimum sequence length
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Figure 23. In silico modeling of heme binding to Aβ40. Relevant amino acids are labeled.
Heme coordination via His13 can be supported by an H-bond donated from the side chain of
either Lys16 or Arg5. Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2017.99

may be the presence of specific secondary structure elements that cannot be formed
by shorter peptide sequences. Since Aβ40 and peptide 18 are the most promising
candidates tested, detailed structural analysis of the heme-peptide complexes is of

Figure 24. The five best clusters of peptide 18 as determined by de novo structure prediction
using PEP-FOLD. Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2017.99
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Figure 25. In silico modeling of heme binding to peptide 18. Relevant amino acids are
labeled. Heme coordination via His12 can be supported by an H-bond donated from the side
chain of either His8 (left) or His19 (right). Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2017.99

great interest. Due to poor solubility of both peptides, pure and in complex with
heme, NMR analysis was unfeasible and computational modeling was carried out by
Dr. Oliver Ohlenschläger (FLI, Jena, Germany) instead.99 Previous studies have
documented that the structure of Aβ is strongly dependent on the experimental
set-up.409, 437, 438 Only a small fraction of Aβ is characterized by a defined secondary
structure in aqueous solution, whereas the main part of the peptide is present
as a random coil.437 In an environment that mimics the lipidic surrounding of
membranes, a helical structure between residues 8 or 15 to 24/25 and 28 to 36/38
was found.409, 437, 438
The experimental data obtained by UV/Vis spectroscopy confirmed heme binding
to Aβ via His13/14 (cf. Chapter 5.1.1).99 Modeling of heme binding to Aβ40
(PDB 1IYT409 ) indicates that heme coordination via His13 can be supported by
H-bond formation (Figure 23). Thus, the -amino proton from the side chain of the
Lys16 residue may donate an H-bond to one of the propionate side chains. Besides,
the guanidinium protons of the Arg5 side chain may generate an H-bond to the
propionate side chains. The latter provides a stronger binding network. Moreover, a
water molecule might serve as sixth ligand of the hexacoordinated heme-Aβ complex
as previously suggested (Figure 23).99, 423
To get an impression of the structural features of the heme-peptide 18 complex,
the peptide structure was modeled de novo using the software PEP-FOLD, since there
was no structure available (Figure 24).99, 439, 440 Mutational analysis strongly suggests
that heme binding to peptide 18 takes place via His12 (cf. Chapter 5.1.5). This
residue is located in an α-helical-like sequence stretch according to the best clusters of
the calculated folds (Figure 24). Sheet and coil prediction were determined for other
segments of the peptide sequence. The best-ranked fold was utilized for modeling
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heme binding as earlier performed for Aβ40. Modeling confirms heme coordination to
His12 (Figure 25). In addition, H-bonds that strengthen the interaction are donated
from either His8 or His19, respectively (Figure 25). Furthermore, a water molecule
might serve as sixth ligand to form the hexacoordinated complex that can easily be
replaced by a second coordinating residue from the same or another peptide chain.99

5.1.7

Assessment of the Assay Using Human CSF Specimen

One of the aims of this work was to establish a heme/peptide-based approach that
might prospectively be developed and applied for the diagnostic quantification of
biologically available heme in patient samples such as CSF, urine, and plasma. In
an effort to test the basic applicability of the technique for biological samples, first
studies with human CSF were conducted in the most promising experimental set-up
(approach II, peptide 18). CSF samples were kindly provided by Prof. Dr. Albert
Becker (University Hospital Bonn, Germany). In the context of this work only a
small sample size could be examined. Thus, the data obtained can merely provide a
first idea and testing of a large number of biological samples in the future is essential
to further validate the applicability of the system.99
Remarkably, addition of human CSF to the substrate mixture (without heme)
shows no significant effect in eight of ten patient samples, while two samples (2, 8)
display increased substrate conversion activity (Figure 26). The applied CSF was a
clear fluid in all cases and no obvious elevation of blood components (e.g. hemoglobin,
heme) as in the case of, for instance, cerebral bleeding was visible with naked eye.
Besides heme per se, other factors, such as an increase in iron, are also expected to
catalyze the Fenton reaction in the chromogenic assay system. Therefore, a detailed
analysis is required to qualitatively and quantitatively assess the composition of
the CSF. One option is to carry out a comprehensive mass spectrometry analysis,
however, time-consuming optimization, sufficient sample amounts as well as analytical
standards are needed. Therefore, the nature of the underlying reaction could not be
clarified within the framework of this preliminary investigation.
When applying heme and the heme-peptide 18 complex (1 to 9 µM heme) to the
substrate mixture, a clear heme-concentration dependence was recorded that confirms
the general functionality of the assay system (Figure 26). As anticipated, compared
to heme, a higher substrate conversion occurs when the heme-peptide complex is
deployed. To address the question whether the use of peptide 18 is beneficial for the
quantification of heme in CSF, heme, peptide, and CSF were incubated for 30 minutes
in a 1:1:2 ratio (v/v). Pre-incubation of peptide 18 and heme is required to observe
complex formation in the presence of CSF, i.e. no comparable catalytic activity is
monitored when heme, peptide, and CSF are incubated at the same time. When
CSF is added to the preformed complex, a significant increase of substrate conversion
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Figure 26. Assessment of the established chromogenic assay using human CSF specimen.
Application of CSF (only) to approach II revealed increased substrate conversion in the case
of samples 2 and 8, while no effect was observed for all other samples (top, left). A clear
heme-concentration dependence was observed when various concentrations of heme (black,
1-9 µM) and the heme-peptide 18 complex (red, constant peptide concentration of 1 µM)
were applied to approach II (top, right). Adding CSF to heme (black) or the preformed
heme-peptide 18 complex (red) resulted in increased TMB oxidation (bottom, left). The
activity of the heme-peptide 18 complex (black bars) was compared to the catalytic activity
observed for the mixture of CSF (samples 1 to 5) and the heme-peptide 18 complex (bottom,
right). A significant increase in activity is observed in the case of all tested CSF samples
(1-5). Due to sample limitations measurements were only performed once.

proceeds compared to CSF only (Figure 26). However, due to sample limitation, the
measurements have to be regarded as preliminary results. Notably, a substantial
increase of substrate turnover in the presence of the heme-peptide complex is found
for all samples.
The data obtained suggest that the heme-peptide 18 complex is a promising
tool for the quantification of biologically available heme in patient samples. A clear
heme concentration-dependence is apparent and an increase in substrate conversion
is observed after complex application to CSF. Whether this increase is a result of
complex formation between biologically available heme present in the CSF and peptide
18 needs to be clarified in future experiments.
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5.1.8

Impact of Lipoprotein LDL on the Heme-Aβ Complex

Lipid peroxidation associated with increased levels of LDLox is frequently observed
in AD patients. To date it is not clear whether lipid peroxidation is a primary
phenomenon or an epiphenomenon in AD.281, 441 Remarkably, various findings link
LDLox to heme and Aβ.10, 19 For example, it is well known that heme is able to
interact with lipoproteins and can cause oxidation of LDL particles (cf. Chapter
2.3).10, 19 In addition, it was observed that about 5 % of Aβ added to plasma samples
seem to bind to distinct lipoproteins (e.g. LDL, HDL).442 Furthermore, increased
concentrations of LDL in AD are associated with elevated Aβ42 levels independent
of the crucial apoE genotype.443
To examine a potential interference of heme-Aβ complex formation in the presence
of LDL and consequently an impact of LDL on the pseudo-peroxidase activity of
the heme-Aβ complex, a chromogenic assay was performed based on the earlier
established experimental set-up (cf. Chapter 5.1.2, Figure 27). In individual samples
LDL was added to both Aβ and heme before and after heme-Aβ complex formation.99
For the experiments a molar ratio of 1:100 of LDL to Aβ, heme or the heme-Aβ
complex was chosen because highly differing molar ratios for the heme-LDL interplay
had earlier been published.99, 444 It is conceivable that more than one heme molecule
may interact with one LDL particle due to the large discrepancy in molecular size
of LDL and heme (Figure 28). By measuring the catalytic activity of the samples,
several conclusions on the interaction of LDL, Aβ, and heme could be drawn.99
Initially, all three compounds were added to the TMB/H2 O2 substrate mixture
immediately after mixing (t1 min ) and upon 30 minutes of incubation (t30 min ). Compared to the heme-Aβ complex the resulting TMB conversion is significantly reduced
at t1 min and t30 min (Figure 27). This observation might be a consequence of heme
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Figure 27. Impact of LDL on the heme-Aβ40 complex. No catalytic activity was observed
for the controls, i.e. buffer (white open circle), LDL (grey open circle) as well as Aβ40 and
LDL (black circle, left panel). The heme-Aβ40 complex (black open circle) was stable in the
presence of LDL (black circle, middle panel). When Aβ40 was applied to a pre-incubated
mixture of LDL and heme (red circle), the monitored activity resembled the activity of heme
only (red open circle, middle panel). Differential spectra of heme-incubated LDL (λmax
∼ 429 nm, red) and the heme-Aβ complex (λmax ∼ 420 nm, black).
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Figure 28. Interplay of LDL, heme, and Aβ40. Molecular size of LDL, Aβ40, and heme
(left). The monitored catalytic activity suggests that the occurence of heme-Aβ and hemeLDL complexes is dependent on the order of component addition (right). Compounds added
after an initial incubation of 30 minutes are given on the arrows. Brackets indicate the
presumed heme-binding scenario based on the catalytic activity observed. Modified from
Wißbrock et al. 2017.99

binding to both molecules, LDL and Aβ, resulting in reduced levels of the catalytically active heme-Aβ species. When Aβ and heme were preincubated (30 minutes)
before addition of LDL, the catalytic activity measured resembles the activity of the
heme-Aβ complex. It might thus be concluded that the heme-Aβ complex is stable
in the presence of LDL for at least 15 minutes (Figure 27). It is also possible that
the heme-Aβ complex as such interacts with LDL, forming a trimeric complex that
maintains the catalytic activity of the dimeric heme-Aβ complex. In the performed
experiments, LDL does not seem to be capable of scavenging the heme moiety from
Aβ. When heme is added to a solution of preincubated Aβ and LDL, the resulting
activity suggests a situation similar to the first scenario when all three compounds are
added at the same time. Presumably, no stable complex of LDL and Aβ is formed,
which would have impeded heme binding to either compound (Figure 28). Substrate
conversion indicates, however, that a portion of the catalytically active heme-Aβ
complex is generated. When heme and LDL were preincubated before applying
Aβ, an activity similar to heme only is monitored, which suggests that no heme-Aβ
complex is formed. These findings suggest that complexes of LDL and heme as well
as Aβ and heme are stable with respect to the third component. Summarizing the
above, it can be said that an interplay of the three molecules can occur. In vivo, time,
order, and level of occurrence of the three molecules may determine the nature of the
formed complexes and consequently decide whether catalytically active complexes
are present.99
The analysis of the catalytic activity of various heme-peptide complexes gave insight
into sequence requirements for catalytically active heme-peptide complexes. Based
on the optimized assay system and the identification of peptide 18 as a suitable
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candidate with high catalytic activity in complex with heme, a promising set-up
was established. The approach might prospectively be developed into a diagnostic
tool. Moreover, further characterization of the heme-Aβ complex gave insight into
sequence features as well as a possible interplay of LDL, heme, and Aβ.
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5.2

Analysis of a Putative Heme-IL-36α Interaction

Beyond heme quantification in patient samples, it is a prime concern to examine
physiological effects of elevated heme levels to ensure adequate medical treatment.
For that reason there is a continuous search for proteins regulated by heme. The
human proinflammatory cytokine IL-36α was predicted to be regulated by heme in
previous studies.273 Moreover, an IL-36α-derived nonapeptide, more precisely a CP
motif, was shown to bind heme (cf. Chapter 2.5.2).273 A series of prior experiments
aimed at verifying heme binding to IL-36α on the protein level, however, these studies
were not successful due to the limitation of the experimental set-up on the one hand
and high expenses of the commercially available protein on the other hand.420, 421 In
addition to other experimental methods, recombinant protein expression of IL-36α
was therefore established in cooperation with Dr. Oliver Ohlenschläger, Dr. Nishit
Goradia, and Amit Kumar (Leibniz Institute on Aging, FLI, Jena, Germany) within
the scope of this work, which allowed for working with higher protein quantities.
After a global IL-36 sequence analysis, heme binding to all agonistic IL-36 family
members was confirmed. Various spectroscopic methods (SPR, UV/Vis, fluorescence,
r Raman, 3D NMR spectroscopy) and in vitro cell tests provided insight into the
molecular processes taking place upon heme binding to IL-36α. The spectroscopic
analysis was further supported by computational modeling of wild-type and mutated
IL-36α proteins in complex with heme. The results gathered during these studies
will be discussed in the following sections.

5.2.1

SPR Analysis of Heme-Incubated IL-36 Cytokines

Inspired by the studies of Karnaukhova et al.,195 heme binding to the truncated
(tr) agonistic IL-36 family members was initially investigated using an SPR-based
approach.401 SPR is a label-free, optical technique based on the eponymous physical
phenomenon. In short, evanescent waves are formed in the metallic film as a result of
photon induction. When photons excite surface plasmons, a change in the refraction
angle is detected. Once the optical density of the sample placed on the metal is
altered (e.g. complex formation) the resonance angle shifts. This effect is used for
protein interaction studies.445–447
Biaffin GmbH & Co KG (Kassel) conducted the SPR experiments using commercially available trIL-36α, trIL-36β, and trIL-36γ (R&D Systems, Minneapolis,
MN, USA). The proteins were covalently immobilized on a CM5 sensor chip via
amine coupling. BSA and lysozyme were included as control proteins as described
by others (Figure 29).57, 401 BSA, which served as positive control, shows a significant effect upon incubation with heme, thereby confirming heme binding to the
protein. In contrast, only a minor effect is found for lysozyme, which was thus
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Figure 29. SPR spectra of control proteins BSA and lysozyme as well as agonistic IL-36α
cytokines, trIL-36α, trIL-36β, and trIL-36γ after consecutive injection of 80 nM to 20 µM
heme. A kinetic titration (single cycle kinetics) method was applied (fits are displayed in
red). Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401

assessed as negative control. The putative heme interaction with the IL-36 cytokines
was investigated using a similar experimental set-up. SPR analysis demonstrates
heme binding to trIL-36α (6-158), trIL-36β (5-157), and trIL-36γ (18-169, Figure
29). The observed interactions appear to follow a biphasic binding profile. A fit
according to a 1:1 Langmuir binding model did not reveal satisfying results, whereas
a global heterogenous ligand model was convenient for data evaluation. This model
assumes two independent binding events on two different protein sites. This is in good
agreement with the theoretical sequence analysis that suggests at least two possible
HRMs in all agonistic family members (cf. Chapter 5.2.2). Binding to the IL-36
protein recombinantly expressed in E. coli (cf. Chapter 5.2.4) was confirmed at a later
stage (Figure 29). A slighty faster heme-binding kinetic was observed for trIL-36α
compared to the full-length protein. Both proteins exhibit comparable heme-binding
affinities, ranging from 4 to 13 µM and from 3 to 10 µM for the individual binding
events. In fact, heme binding to all trIL-36 proteins is characterized by comparable
affinity (Table 11).401

5.2.2

Sequence Analysis and Evaluation of IL-36 Cytokines

Sequence analysis and assessment of the agonistic IL-36 cytokines, namely IL-36α,
IL-36β, and IL-36γ, revealed potential HBMs in all proteins (Figure 30, Table 9). It
is worth noting that members of the IL-36 cytokine family share 31 to 57 % sequence
identity as shown by sequence alignment using Clustal Omega (Figure 31, Table
10).449 The most prevalent heme-coordinating amino acids, Cys, Tyr, and His, were
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considered as potential axial ligand.401 Earlier studies unveiled characteristic sequence
features of HBMs (cf. Chapter 2.5.2): A positive net charge, aromatic residues, and
additional coordination sites favor heme binding based on the nonapeptide sequence
surrounding the axial ligand.30, 32, 34, 273, 303, 308 Furthermore, transient heme binding
requires HBMs to be exposed on the protein’s surface.32 Therefore, the protein
structure of IL-36γ (PDB 4IZE)385 was considered for HBM elucidation. No structure
for IL-36β has yet been published, while the structure of IL-36α was obtained as part
of this work and was thus incorporated for HBM evaluation.401, 450
The sequence of IL-36α (158 aa) contains ten possible heme coordination sites
(m1−10 ), considering Tyr, His, and Cys residues (cf. Figure 30, Table 9). The four Cys
residues occur in the reduced form as demonstrated by iodoacetamide derivatization
and subsequent MALDI-MS analysis and are thus available for coordination to the
heme iron (Figure 32).401 The previously identified CP motif (m10 )273 represents a

IL-36α
MEKALKIDTPQQGSIQDINHRVWVLQDQTLIAVPRKDRMSPVTIALISCRHVETLEKDRG
NPIYLGLNGLNLCLMCAKVGDQPTLQLKEKDIMDLYNQPEPVKSFLFYHSQSGRNSTFES
VAFPGWFIAVSSEGGCPLILTQELGKANTTDFGLTMLF

IL-36β (isoform 1)
MNPQREAAPKSYAIRDSRQMVWVLSGNSLIAAPLSRSIKPVTLHLIACRDTEFSDKEKGN
MVYLGIKGKDLCLFCAEIQGKPTLQLKLQGSQDNIGKDTCWKLVGIHTCINLDVRESCFM
GTLDQWGIGVGRKKWKSSFQHHHLRKKDKDFSSMRTNIGMPGRM

IL-36β (isoform 2)
MNPQREAAPKSYAIRDSRQMVWVLSGNSLIAAPLSRSIKPVTLHLIACRDTEFSDKEKGN
MVYLGIKGKDLCLFCAEIQGKPTLQLKEKNIMDLYVEKKAQKPFLFFHNKEGSTSVFQSV
SYPGWFIATSTTSGQPIFLTKERGITNNTNFYLDSVE

IL-36γ (isoform 1)
MRGTPGDADGGGRAVYQSMCKPITGTINDLNQQVWTLQGQNLVAVPRSDSVTPVTVAVIT
CKYPEALEQGRGDPIYLGIQNPEMCLYCEKVGEQPTLQLKEQKIMDLYGQPEPVKPFLFY
RAKTGRTSTLESVAFPDWFIASSKRDQPIILTSELGKSYNTAFELNIND

IL-36γ (isoform 2)
MRGTPGDADGGGRAVYQSITVAVITCKYPEALEQGRGDPIYLGIQNPEMCLYCEKVGEQP
TLQLKEQKIMDLYGQPEPVKPFLFYRAKTGRTSTLESVAFPDWFIASSKRDQPIILTSEL
GKSYNTAFELNIND

IL-36Ra (antagonist)
MVLSGALCFRMKDSALKVLYLHNNQLLAGGLHAGKVIKGEEISVVPNRWLDASLSPVILG
VQGGSQCLSCGVGQEPTLTLEPVNIMELYLGAKESKSFTFYRRDMGLTSSFESAAYPGWF
LCTVPEADQPVRLTQLPENGGWNAPITDFYFQQCD

Figure 30. Protein sequences of IL-36 family members. Sequences were derived from
Uniprot.448 Potential coordinating residues (in bold) and potential HBMs (in red) are
highlighted. Residues depicted in grey are proteolytically cleaved in the biologically active
cytokine species.448
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Table 9. Evaluation of HBMs in IL-36 family members. Motifs m1 -m6 in both isoforms of IL-36β are identical, thus only deviating motifs in
isoform 2 are listed. In IL-36γ residues 19-54 are replaced by an isoleucine residue resulting in a shifted but otherwise similar sequence of both
proteins.448 m1 is different and m2 is missing in isoform 2. For reasons of simplicity motif numbering is similar in both isoforms.401
Interleukin-36α
No. Pos. Sequence

Interleukin-36β

Cha.

Pot.

No. Pos. Sequence

Interleukin-36γ

Cha.

Pot.

H20 QDINHRVWV 0/+1

*

m2

C49 ALISCRHVE

0/+1

*

-

m2

H44 PVTLHLIAC

0/+1

m3

H51 ISCRHVETL

0/+1*

-

m3

C48 HLIACRDTE

-1/+0*

m4

Y64

0

-

m4

Y63

m1

GNPIYLGLN

**

-

m1

Y12

APKSYAIRD

+1

*

GNMVYLGIK +1

No. Pos.
m1

Sequence

Cha.

Pot.

#

GRAVYQSMC +1

+

*

Y16

-

m2

C20

YQSMCKPIT +1

+

-

m3

C61/26

AVITCKYPE

0

-

-

m4

Y63/28

ITCKYPEAL

0

-

C73 GLNLCLMCA 0

-

m5

C72 GKDLCLFCA 0

-

m5

Y76/41

GDPIYLGIQ

-1

-

m6

C76 LCLMCAKVG +1**

-

m6

C75 LCLFCAEIQ

-

m6

C85/50

NPEMCLYCE -2

-

m7

Y96

-

m7

C100 GKDTCWKLV +1

-

m7

Y87/52

EMCLYCEKV -1

-

-

m8

C88/53

MCLYCEKVG 0

-

-

m9

Y108/73

IMDLYGQPE -2

-

-

m10 Y120/97

PFLFYRAKT +2

+

*

+

m11 Y159/136 LGKSYNTAF +1

+

*

+

*

+

m8
m9

IMDLYNQPE -2

Y108 SFLFYHSQS 0/+1

*

H109 FLFYHSQSG 0/+1

*

m10 C136 SEGGCPLIL

-1

+

m8

H107 LVGIHTCIN

-1
0/+1

+

m9

+

m10 C118 VRESCFMGT 0

C109 GIHTCINLD

*

-1/+0

*

m11 H141 SSFQHHHLR +1/+4
m12 H142 SFQHHHLRK +2/+5
m13 H143 FQHHHLRKK +3/+6
Isoform 2
m7

Y95

MDLYVEKKA 0

-

m8

H108 FLFFHNKEG 0

+

m9

Y123 QSVSYPGWF 0

-

m10 Y153 NTNFYLDSV -1
*
**
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#

Isoform 2

Pos., Position; Cha., Charge; Pot., Heme-Binding Potential.
Histidine has no charge when acting as heme axial ligand.
Solitary cysteines are generally poor or ineffective heme binders.
Removed in active cytokine species.

-

m1

#

Y16

GRAVYQSIT +1

+
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Figure 31. Sequence alignment of the IL-36 family. Alignment was performed using Clustal
Omega.449 The suggested YH and CP motif and the corresponding sequence stretches in the
other IL-36 family members are marked in red. Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401

promising HBM based on the general prevalence of CP motifs in heme-regulated
proteins, despite the negative net charge (-1).79
Moreover, a Tyr-His-based motif (YH motif; m8 , m9 ) of particular interest was
identified. The occurrence of two putative coordinating residues and the aromatic
phenylalanines argue in favor of heme binding.30, 401 Heme coordination via both Tyr
and His is conceivable and was thus addressed in subsequent studies.401
All other motifs are classified as less probable due to the following reasons: Motifs
m1 -m5 have no charge or a single positive charge, bearing in mind that histidines are
neutral when serving as heme axial ligand. With the exception of one tryptophan in
m1 there are no aromatic residues present in m1 -m7 . m7 is further excluded due to
the negative net charge (-2). Moreover, solitary cysteines were shown to be generally
poor or ineffective heme binders (m5 , m6 ).303, 401 Consequently, the later in-depth
analysis of the heme-IL-36α complex focused on the CP and YH motif as potential
HBMs.401
Subsequently, potential HBMs in IL-36β and IL-36γ (two isoforms each) were
classified deploying the same criteria (Figure 30, Table 9). In IL-36β thirteen (isoform
1), respectively, ten (isoform 2) potential coordination sites exist. Among the first
six motifs in IL-36β (m1 -m6 ), which are identical in both isoforms, are two Tyrbased motifs (m1 , m4 ) that might function as HBM based on the net charge of the
sequence. The three consecutive histidines (His141-143) in IL-36β, together with
two phenylalanines (m11 -m13 ), and a multiple positive charge in isoform 1 appear
auspicious. In both isoforms of IL-36γ a Cys-based (m2 ) and three Tyr-based (m1 ,
m10 , m11 ) motifs are rated as promising sequence stretches, however, experimental
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Figure 32. Mass spectrum of trIL-36α after iodoacetamide (IAA) derivatization. All four
cysteines present in IL-36α are in the reduced state as confirmed by MALDI-MS.

examination is required for a more accurate assessment. m1 is not present in the
proteolytically truncated trIL-36γ.401
The CP motif in IL-36α is unique within the IL-36 family, despite sequence
identities ranging from 31 to 57 % for IL-36 cytokines (Figure 31, Table 10). The
corresponding proline is conserved in all IL-36 cytokines, whereas the cysteine is
only present in IL-36α. The second motif of interest in IL-36α, the YH motif, is
not conserved as such, yet either the His or the Tyr residue is found in all family
members. Based on the unique occurrence of the CP motif in IL-36α, this cytokine
was chosen for in-depth analysis. Consequently, the proposed YH and CP motif were
initially investigated on the peptide level.
Table 10. Sequence identity of IL-36 family members. Alignment was performed using
Clustal Omega.401, 449 Values are expressed as percentage.
IL-36α

IL-36β

IL-36β (2)

IL-36γ

IL-36γ (2)

IL-36Ra

IL-36α

100

31.82

45.22

55.41

57.38

32.21

IL-36β

31.82

-

62.34

28.76

24.58

19.18

IL-36β (2)

45.22

62.34

-

43.59

43.80

32.89

IL-36γ

55.41

28.76

43.59

-

99.25

30.41

IL-36γ (2)

57.38

24.58

43.80

99.25

-

35.40

IL-36Ra

32.21

19.18

32.89

30.41

35.40

-

5.2.3

Heme Binds to IL-36α-Derived Nonapeptides

Heme binding to the two proposed IL-36α-derived HBMs was examined on the
nonapeptide level using the protocol previously described for Aβ40 (Figure 33).401
Previous studies of the 9mer CP motif revealed a shift of the Soret band to ∼ 366 nm
with a dissociation constant of 3.75 ± 0.77 µM.273 A shift of the Soret band to ∼ 370 nm
has earlier been shown to be characteristic for pentacoordinated binding of heme to
CP motifs.273, 303
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Figure 33. UV/Vis differential spectra of heme-incubated peptides 24-30. The spectrum of
the CP motif (SEGGCPLIL) was derived from previous studies.273 Modified from Wißbrock
et al. 2019.401

Incubating the suggested YH motif (peptide 24) with heme implies a 1:1 interaction
with a shift of the Soret band to ∼ 415 nm and a dissociation constant of 4.48 ± 2.20 µM
(Figure 33). Hence, heme binding to the two putative motifs was verified on the
peptide level.273, 401 Alanine mutants of both motifs were created with single and
double Cys, Pro, Tyr, and His mutations (peptides 25-30). Remarkably, no heme
binding is found in case of the Tyr to Ala mutation in peptides 26 and 27, pointing
towards Tyr as the axial ligand of heme (Figure 33). In contrast, Tyr-based peptide
25 binds heme with a KD value of 2.29 ± 1.32 µM and a shift to ∼ 418 nm, a UV/Vis
shift earlier associated with Tyr-based heme coordination in the presence of additional
coordinating residues in close proximity to the coordinating tyrosine.30, 401 According
to the best fit possible, a 1:1 heme-peptide complex is present. The different curve
shape of the differential spectra of peptides 24 and 25 indicates an impact of the Tyr
and His residue on heme binding in wild-type peptide 24.401
As anticipated, loss of the Cys residue prevents an interaction (peptides 28, 30),
whereas Pro mutation (peptide 29) leads to a significantly altered UV/Vis differential
spectrum with maxima a ∼ 319 nm and ∼ 419 nm (Figure 33). KD determination is not
possible due to the low change in absorbance. The differential spectra implies heme
binding, however, the pronounced difference in curve shape indicates a structurally
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altered complex compared to the wild-type peptide. Therefore, the significant role of
proline for heme binding to CP motifs was once again confirmed.273, 401 Based on
the data obtained from the peptide study, Tyr108 and Cys136 are proposed as heme
coordination sites in wild-type IL-36α with His109 and Pro137 having a supporting
effect on the heme interaction taking place. To investigate heme binding on the
protein level, recombinant protein expression of IL-36α and corresponding mutant
proteins was performed in the following.401

5.2.4

Recombinant Protein Expression of IL-36α and Variants

With the aim to produce protein amounts sufficient for in-depth analysis of heme
binding to IL-36α via fluorescence, UV/Vis, r Raman, and 3D NMR spectroscopy,
recombinant protein expression of IL-36α and IL-36α protein mutants was performed
in E.coli in cooperation with Dr. Oliver Ohlenschläger (FLI, Jena, Germany). The
residues suggested to be involved in heme binding were mutated individually and in
combination (Y108S, H109A, C136S, P137A). For reasons of simplicity the mutant
proteins will be further referred to as the residue(s) mutated (e.g. Y108S) without
the cytokine designation (IL-36α) being specified. The following mutant proteins
were generated: Y108S, H109A,C136SP137A, Y108SH109A, Y108SC136SP137A,
H109AC136SP137A, and Y108SH109AC136SP137A. Full-length and truncated cytokine species were expressed giving a total number of 16 protein variants. Successful
protein expression of the proteins was confirmed by MALDI-MS (data not shown)
and SDS-PAGE (Figure 34).401

Figure 34. SDS-PAGE of recombinantly expressed IL-36α cytokines (coomassie bluestained 18 % reducing gel). Molecular weight markers are indicated. The proteins are
organized as follows (full-length, left; truncated, right): 1) wild-type, 2) Y108S, 3) H109A,
4) C136SP137A, 5) Y108SH109A, 6) Y108SC136SP137A, 7) H109AC136SP137A, and 8)
Y108SH109AC136SP137A. Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401

5.2.5

Fluorescence Quenching Confirms Heme Binding to IL-36α

Heme binding to the recombinantly expressed wild-type IL-36α proteins was initially
confirmed by SPR (cf. Chapter 5.2.1) and fluorescence spectroscopy.401 Fluorescence
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Figure 35. Fluorescence intensity of heme-incubated control proteins BSA (black circle,
left) and lysozyme (open circle, left) as well as full-length (black, right) and trIL-36α (red,
right). Shown is the quotient of the fluorescence intensity of the heme-incubated protein (F0)
and the pure protein (λex 306 nm, λem 352 nm). Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401

spectroscopy is a widely used method to study proteins and bioactive peptides. The
technique can give insight into conformational changes, intermolecular interactions,
and protein dynamics.451–454 Heme binding to a protein results in quenching of the
protein’s intrinsic fluorescence.57, 455 In case of complex formation dynamic and static
quenching are apparent and can be detected in a non-linear decrease of fluorescence
intensity. When no interaction takes place, a linear decrease of fluorescence intensity
is observed as a consequence of solely dynamic quenching.456
The fluorescence emission of control proteins BSA and lysoyzme as well as fulllength and truncated IL-36α was monitored as a function of the applied heme
concentration (Figure 35). The fluorescence data display a clear quenching effect that
correlated with the applied heme concentration in case of all examined proteins. As
expected, a linear decrease of fluorescence intensity is found for the heme-incubated
negative control lysozyme. In contrast, heme binding to BSA is confirmed as demonstrated by the non-linear decrease in fluorescence intensity, verifying the suitability
of the applied system (Figure 35). Heme binding to IL-36α and trIL-36α is shown
according to the non-linear decrease of fluorescence intensity (Figure 35). The quenching effects of both proteins appear similar, suggesting an analogous binding mode of
both IL-36α species.401

5.2.6

UV/Vis Spectroscopy Reveals Heme Binding to IL-36α via a
YH and a CP Motif

In an effort to investigate heme binding to IL-36α in more detail, UV/Vis spectroscopy
was applied to wild-type IL-36α and the seven protein variants using the experimental
set-up earlier described (cf. Chapter 5.2.3).401 Spectra of the heme-incubated positive
(BSA) and negative (lysozyme) controls were also included (Figure 36). Heme binding
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to BSA is observed, however, due to missing saturation no binding affinity can be
estimated. Analysis of the differential spectrum of lysozyme reveals the occurrence
of a broad band, which was earlier associated with unspecific heme binding.302, 401
Together with the data obtained during SPR analysis, an unspecific interaction of
heme and lysozyme is plausible.401
The differential spectra of heme-incubated IL-36α shows a hypsochromic and a
bathochromic shift to ∼ 369 nm and ∼ 416 nm (Figure 37).401 A shift to ∼ 370 nm is
characteristic for heme-protein interactions via CP motifs.273, 303 Hence, the obtained
spectrum strongly indicates involvement of the proposed C136P137 motif. The
maximum at ∼ 416 nm further suggests the presence of a second binding event,
thereby supporting the findings of the SPR analysis (cf. Chapter 5.2.1). According to
the best fit possible, both maxima are treated as separate binding events, assuming
1:1 stoichiometry. Dissociation constants (KD s) were determined as 3.63 ± 2.67 µM
and 11.50 ± 3.06 µM, respectively, indicating moderate binding. No interaction takes
place, when heme is replaced with PPIX, which verifies the pivotal role of the metal
ion for the interaction (Figure 37).401 To test whether time-dependent heme binding
to IL-36α can be monitored by UV/Vis spectroscopy, IL-36α was incubated in a
1:1 and a 1:2 molar ratio with heme (5, 10 µM). UV/Vis spectra were recorded in
intervals of 30 seconds up to 10 minutes over a time period of 60 minutes. Comparison
of the first (30 seconds) and the last differential spectrum (60 minutes) reveals only
minor differences for both molecular ratios, indicating that heme-IL-36α complex
formation occurs within the first 30 seconds upon heme addition (Figure 36). Due to
the fast kinetic, further information on, for instance, disparate binding kinetics of
the two binding events or a recruitment mechanism cannot be acquired from these
experiments.
Subsequently, heme binding to the IL-36α mutants was investigated (Figure
37). The proposed heme-binding sites in IL-36α were mutated both individually

Figure 36. UV/Vis differential spectra of control proteins BSA401 (left panel) and
lysozyme401 (inset, left panel) as well as the time-dependent measurement of heme binding
to IL-36α (30 s in black, 60 min in red, right panel).
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Figure 37. UV/Vis differential spectra of heme-incubated IL-36α and protein variants.
Dashed lines mark the wavelengths 400 and 500 nm, respectively. PPIX was included as a
negative control. Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401

and collectively (cf. Chapter 5.2.4). It is worth noting that the differential spectra
of all heme-incubated IL-36α variants deviate from the wild-type spectrum, thus
strongly indicating that all four proposed residues are involved in heme binding to
IL-36α (Figure 37).401 The spectrum of the Y108S mutant displays one maximum
at ∼ 418 nm, whereas no band occurs at ∼ 370 nm, suggesting an aberrant binding
mode of heme compared to IL-36α. One explanation for the disappearance of the
shift at ∼ 370 nm might be a cooperative binding mode of the two interaction sites.
Thereby, mutation of Y108 would affect heme binding at C136. The significant loss
of binding affinity (KD 30.69 ± 7.49 µM) portends a substantial role of Y108 for heme
binding in wild-type IL-36α. In contrast, the differential spectra of IL-36α and the
H109A mutant resemble one another closely, which suggests a minor role of H109 in
heme binding. In fact, the spectrum of H109A is the closest to the wild-type cytokine
among all variants with identical maxima (∼ 369 nm, ∼ 416 nm) and binding affinities
of 0.77 ± 0.53 µM and 10.35 ± 3.16 µM, respectively (Figure 37). The small rise in
binding affinity from 3.63 ± 2.67µM (wild-type) to 0.77 ± 0.53 µM (H109A), supports
the assumption of a minor impact of H109 on heme binding. In the case of mutation
of either Y108 or H109, the adjacent residue may function as the coordinating ligand.
Further studies (e.g. NMR spectroscopy, cf. Chapter 5.2.9) were required and
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conducted in the following to define the role of Y108 and H109 unequivocally.401 The
disappearance of the shift at ∼ 369 nm in the C136SP137A mutant strongly insinuates
that the CP motif is substantially involved in heme binding to IL-36α. Moreover, the
maximum at ∼ 415 nm (KD 12.69 ± 4.43 µM) shows no significant deviation from the
wild-type protein, suggesting a CP motif-independent binding event. The spectrum
of the heme-incubated Y108SH109A protein shows both maxima, yet the maximum
at ∼ 368 nm is less distinct than for IL-36α and calculation of a KD value is not
feasible (Figure 37). For the second maximum a KD value of 13.64 ± 4.69 µM was
determined.401
Table 11. Spectroscopic data of heme-IL-36α complex formation. The table summarizes
the binding data obtained from SPR, UV/Vis, and r Raman spectroscopy.401
Protein
trIL-36α
trIL-36β
trIL-36γ
IL-36α
Y108S

SPR KD1

SPR KD2

nUV KD1

Soret KD2

Raman

[µM]

[µM]

[µM]

[µM]

c.s.

12.7

3.0

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

9.3

4.4
n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.
5c

10.0

4.1

13.9

3.7

8.9

5.3

15.9

4.1

6.1

10.2

2.69 ± 1.15

11.50 ± 3.06

4.4

7.1

∼ 369 nm

∼ 416 nm

n.d.

n.d.

-

30.69 ± 7.49

5c

∼ 418 nm
H109A
C136SP137A

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

0.77 ± 0.53

10.35 ± 3.16

∼ 369 nm

∼ 416 nm

-

12.69 ± 4.43

5c
5c*

∼ 415 nm
Y108SH109A
Y108SC136SP137A

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

n.p.

13.64 ± 4.69

∼ 368 nm

∼ 420 nm

-

15.17 ± 4.35

5c
5c

∼ 419 nm
H109AC136SP137A

n.d.

n.d.

-

13.29 ± 3.12

5c

∼ 417 nm
Y108SH109AC136SP137A

n.d.

n.d.

-

14.23 ± 3.82

5c*

∼ 421 nm
nUV, nearUV; c.s., coordination state.; n.d., not determined; n.p., not possible
*

Negligible indication of hexacoordination.

In the following, heme binding to variants Y108SC136SP137A, H109AC136SP137A,
and Y108SH109AC136SP137A was analyzed (Figure 37). The spectrum as well
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as the heme binding affinity of H109AC136SP137A is comparable to the spectrum
of the C136SP137A mutant, consistent with a minor role of H109 for heme binding. The two protein variants Y108SC136SP137A and Y108SH109AC136SP137A
seem to bind heme in a similar manner according to the UV/Vis spectra. Both
spectra are characterized by a pronounced minimum at ∼ 370 nm. There is no information regarding the structural nature of heme-peptide/protein complexes that
show a minimum in the UV/Vis differential spectra so far. Therefore, no further
interpretation is permitted here.401 In addition to the minimum, the spectra of
both heme-incubated proteins exhibit maxima at ∼ 419 nm (KD 15.17 ± 4.35 µM)
and ∼ 421 nm (KD 14.23 ± 3.82 µM), respectively. Therefore, contrary to expectations, heme binds to the quadruple mutant, which proposes the presence of a further
binding site in IL-36α.401 A strong broadening of the maximum at ∼ 420 nm, as
found for all Y108 variants, points towards an unspecific heme interaction with
Y108SH109AC136SP137A (Figure 37).32, 302, 401 Furthermore, it should be noted that
mutation of four residues might have a substantial influence on the protein’s structure
which might result in altered heme bining.401
In conclusion, altered UV/Vis spectra were observed in case of all protein mutants
and a role of the C136(P137) motif as well as Y108, and H109 for heme binding in
wild-type IL-36α appear likely.401 The obtained spectra indicate heme coordination
via C136 and Y108 with H109 as a replacement for Y108 in case of mutation. In
the following, the structure of the heme-IL-36α complex was initially examined by
r Raman and 3D NMR spectroscopy, before subsequent computer-based modeling
experiments provided further insight into heme binding to the mutant proteins.401

5.2.7

Resonance Raman Spectroscopy Discloses a Pentacoordinated
Heme-IL-36α Complex

In an attempt to unravel the coordination state of the iron ion in the heme-IL-36α
complex, resonance Raman (r Raman) spectroscopy was performed in cooperation
with the group of Prof. Dr. Ute Neugebauer (IPHT, Jena, Germany) based on a previously established protocol.273, 303, 309, 401 Unlike non-resonance Raman spectroscopy,
r Raman utilizes the amplification of specific vibrational frequencies to allow for high
quality spectra of samples with concentrations in the micromolar range. The Soret
band of heme (400 nm) served as excitation frequency and the allowed electronic
π-π* transitions of the porphyrin were monitored. In the event of a heme-protein
interaction, changed vibrational heme frequencies occur as a result of an altered
porphyrin structure. These changes are used to determine the coordination state of
the iron ion in the formed complexes.273, 303, 309, 457–460
Heme exhibits several characteristic stretching bands in the high frequency region
(1200 to 1700 cm-1 ). These bands (ν3 , ν2 , ν10 , ν4 ) are distinctive for the heme iron
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oxidation state (ν4 ) as well as the heme iron coordination and spin state (ν3 , ν2 , ν10 ).
The ν4 band is typical for Fe3+ heme. Ligation of a strong π-electron donor results in
a shift from 1375 cm-1 to lower wavenumbers. In addition, ν4 is a marker for electron
density, enabling porphyrin “breathing” and giving information on the heme iron ligand
interplay. To distinguish between penta- and hexacoordinated heme-peptide/protein
complexes, the ν3 band is of particular interest. A hexacoordinated heme complex,
often a low-spin configuration, results in a ν3 shift to higher wavenumbers. The ν2
band is not sensitive to neither the coordination state nor the oxidation state of the
heme iron. In case of a hexacoordinated heme complex, the band shifts to higher
(hexacoordinated low-spin) and lower (hexacoordinated high-spin) wavenumbers. Due
to only minimal splitting of the d-orbitals, there is no observable pentacoordinated
low-spin heme iron and the low-spin state is only found in case of hexacoordination.
Usually, bands of the lower frequency region (350 to 1200 cm-1 ) appear much weaker
compared to the higher frequency region (1200 to 1700 cm-1 ). In heme the iron is
usually found in a ‘domed shape’, meaning that the iron protrudes from the porphyrin
plane. In case of hexacoordination, the interaction of two axial ligands from either
side pushes the iron back into the planar porphyrin ring. This change of the position
of the iron ion can be recorded in an enhancement of the ν7 band, the dominant
heme band in the lower frequency region.273, 303, 309, 457–461
r Raman spectroscopy was performed for heme complexes with IL-36α-derived
peptides 24, 25, and 29 as well as IL-36α and the proteins mutants (Figure 38, 39,
Table 11). No shift of the ν3 band occurs in the case of heme-incubated peptide 24,
suggesting a pentacoordinated complex (Figure 38).401 The spectrum does, however,
suggest that ν3 and ν2 are less distinct than ν4 , which implies the presence of a small
Heme

Heme

ν4
ν7

25

25

ν3

ν2

24

24

29

29

ν10

Figure 38. Raman spectra of heme (black) and heme-incubated peptides 24, 25, and 29
(red). The wavenumber fingerprint region of interest was assigned with the prominent normalmode frequencies for heme: ν7 (681 cm-1 ), ν4 (1374 cm-1 ), ν3 (1492 cm-1 ), ν2 (1571 cm-1 ),
and ν10 (1628 cm-1 ). Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401
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Figure 39. Raman spectra of heme (black) and heme-incubated IL-36α proteins (red). The
wavenumber fingerprint region of interest was assigned with the prominent normal-mode
frequencies for heme: ν7 (681 cm-1 ), ν4 (1374 cm-1 ), ν3 (1492 cm-1 ), ν2 (1571 cm-1 ), and ν10
(1628 cm-1 ). Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401

quantity of a planar hexacoordinated complex.303, 401 Heme complexes with both
peptide 25 and peptide 29 are found to be pentacoordinated, with the spin- and
coordination-state sensitive ν3 band at around 1492 cm-1 and only minor alterations
in the prominent normal mode frequencies (Figure 38).401
Subsequently, the coordination state of the heme-incubated IL-36α proteins was
examined.401 In general, the obtained signals for the proteins are weaker compared
to the peptide-based measurements conducted as part of this work and also to earlier
studies on heme-binding peptides.303, 309, 401 The heme-IL-36α complex predominantly
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appears as a pentacoordinated complex. The spin- and coordination state-sensitive
⌫3 is found around 1492 cm-1 . In addition, only a marginal shoulder around 1508 cm-1
and a minor increase in intensity of ⌫7 (around 681 cm-1 ) are observed (Figure 39).
In accordance with the findings from UV/Vis spectroscopy, the Raman spectrum of
the H109A variant is most similar to wild-type IL-36↵, revealing a pentacoordinated
heme-protein complex. Despite the presence of a pentacoordinated heme-protein
complex, a decrease in intensity of ⌫3 and ⌫2 is observed upon mutation of Y108,
which is supported by the findings on the peptide level. The ⌫3 is characterized by a
weak shoulder at around 1504 cm-1 for distinct C136SP137A variants. At the same
time, the intensity of ⌫3 and ⌫2 is decreased and ⌫7 (around 681 cm-1 ) as well as the
oxidation state marker band ⌫4 (around 1374 cm-1 ) are increased, possibly implying
the existence of a small fraction of hexacoordinated complex (Figure 39).401
SPR and UV/Vis data suggest heme binding to IL-36↵ in a 2:1 stoichiometry.
Both heme iron ions seem to be predominantly present in a pentacoordinated fashion.
Ensuing studies with circular dichroism (CD) and 3D NMR spectroscopy revealed
further structural details.

5.2.8

Circular Dichroism Suggests Irregular Structural Elements in
IL-36↵

In an attempt to get an impression of the secondary structure of IL-36↵, circular
dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was employed by Dr. O. Ohlenschläger (FLI, Jena,
Germany). The CAPITO (CD Analysis and Plotting tool)405 and K2D3406 algorithms
served for detailed analysis of the CD spectrum.

Figure 40. CD spectrum of IL-36↵. The negative band at 203 nm suggests a predominantly
disordered structure. Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401

The CAPITO algorithm utilizes far-UV CD spectra that have been associated with
tertiary structures. These structures are deposited in the Protein Circular Dichroism
Data Bank (PCDDB) repository.405 The algorithm of K2D3 (190-240 nm) is based
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on the standard pattern recognition algorithm k-nearest neighbors, an approach
commonly used for classification and regression.406 The circular dichroism pattern
of IL-36α, with a negative band at 203 nm, points towards a disordered structure
(Figure 40).401 According to the analysis provided by both algorithms, the secondary
structure of the cytokine comprises of 50 to 70 % irregular structural elements, whereas
α-helixes (10 %) and β-sheets (20 to 35 %) are less present (Table 12).401
Table 12. CD analysis of IL-36α and trIL-36α.401
Protein

Analysis Tool

α-Helix

β-Sheet

Irregular

IL-36α

CAPITO

10-13 %

30-35 %

50-60 %

IL-36α

K2D3

9.8 %

19.7 %

70.5 %

trIL-36α

CAPITO

10-13 %

32-37 %

51-59 %

trIL-36α

K2D3

8.5 %

19.5 %

72 %

5.2.9

Structural Analysis of IL-36α and the Heme-IL-36α Complex
by NMR Spectroscopy

Subsequently, heteronuclear 3D NMR spectroscopy of truncated and full-length IL-36α
as well as the heme-bound protein was performed by Dr. O. Ohlenschläger (FLI, Jena,
Germany).401 All NMR experiments for 1 H,
were acquired using

15 N

and

13 C

15 N,

and

13 C

chemical shift assignments

labeled IL-36α variants (Figure 41).401, 450 A total

of 4107 NOE constraints were analyzed and calculated to determine the structure of
IL-36α (Figure 41, 42).401 The detailed structural analysis was previously published
(Table 6).450
IL-36α forms a β-trefoil structure characteristic for IL-1 cytokines (Figure 43).401, 462
The β-trefoil comprises 14 β-strands in three β-sheets (XIV-I-IV-V-VI-VII-X-XI-XIIXIII, II-III, VIII-IX), which are linked via short helical elements (one α-helix and two
310 helices). Eleven loops are responsible for connecting the 14 β-strands. Among
these, five show higher structural disorder (Pro34-Met39 (loop 3), Lys79-Gln82 (loop
6), Ser112-Asn115 (loop 8), Glu133-Gly135 (loop 10), Leu144-Ala147 (loop 11)) as a
consequence of elevated dynamics. The putative heme-coordinating residue Cys136 is
located directly after loop 10 (Glu133-Gly135), a more flexible loop that connects
β-strands VII and VIII of the first β-sheet (Figure 43). Starting from Pro10 to
Phe158, IL-36α adopts a predominantly folded, rigid structure. In contrast, the
[15 N,1 H]-heteronuclear NOE data suggest a very flexible N-terminus (Met1-Thr9, Figure 42).401, 450 No major deviations are observed between the [15 N,1 H]-HSQC spectra
of IL-36α and trIL-36α (Figure 41). In fact, despite the missing five N-terminal
amino acids in trIL-36α, the NMR fingerprint appears almost similar. Consequently,
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A

B

Figure 41. Structural analysis of free and heme-bound IL-36↵. (A) Comparison of the
[15 N,1 H]-HSQC spectra of full-length (cyan) and truncated IL-36↵ (red). Missing or shifted
signals are circled in black (sc, side chain signal). (B) Top: Superposition of the [15 N,1 H]HSQC spectra of free (red) and heme-bound (blue) trIL-36↵. For residues Asn19, Arg21,
Val22, Ile44, His51, Thr54, Asn61, His109, Gly113, Arg114, Asp151, Phe152 (sc, side chain
signal) a substantial decrease in signal intensity was observed. Bottom: Moderate changes
of the signal intensities aﬀect the suggested coordinating amino acids Tyr108 and Cys136
when compared to His109 (relevant cross peaks marked by *). To allow for comparison of
the uniform drop in signal intensities as a result of the solvent paramagnetic eﬀect, traces
of residues Phe158 and Gly125, which are not aﬀected by heme binding, as well as the side
chain signal of W126 are provided. Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401
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Figure 42. Stereoview of the 20 best energy-minimized conformers of IL-36α and the
heme-IL-36α complex. The flexible N-terminal residues (Met1-Leu5) are colored in grey.
Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401

truncation of the cytokine does not seem to alter the general 3D fold of the protein, which further supports the anticipated similar binding mode of both cytokine
species.401
The X-ray structure of another IL-36 family member, IL-36γ, was recently published.385 IL-36γ shares the IL-1 characteristic β-trefoil structure as well as 67 %
sequence homology (with 57 % identity) with IL-36α (Table 10). Remarkably, superimposition of the structure of IL-36α and family member IL-36γ (PDB 4IZE385 )
reveals a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 1.63 Å based on the backbone atoms
of Pro10 to Phe158 when excluding the loop regions (Figure 44).401, 450
Subsequently, NMR spectra of heme-incubated IL-36α were recorded and [15 N,1 H]HSQC NMR cross peak intensities were superimposed with the earlier obtained spectra
of the pure protein (Figure 41). No change in the structural scaffold is observed for
heme-incubated IL-36α (Figure 45). Yet, the signal intensities of various residues are
decreased: Asn19, Arg21, Val22, Ile44, His51, Thr54, Asn61, Tyr108, His109, Gly113,
Arg114, Cys136, Asp151, Phe152 (Figure 41). Moreover, Cys136 and Tyr108 appear
as heme-coordinating residues, while the signal of His109 disappears at the given
threshold. It is worth noting that neighboring residues may be subject to stronger
effects due to smaller distances of the amide hydrogens and the metallic center, as
implemented by the HN of the de facto interacting ligand. Because of the well-known
disadvantageous of heme for NMR spectroscopy, spectra of Ga3+ -protoporphyrin
were also recorded. Comparable signal attenuations verify a similar binding situation
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as earlier found for heme.401, 450

5.2.10

Computational Modeling of IL-36α and its Protein Variants

Recombinant expression of isotope-labeled IL-36α variants in M9 medium as required
for NMR analysis was not successful. Hence, in silico computational modeling was
conducted to determine the protein structure of the IL-36α mutants as well as to
simulate heme binding to IL-36α and its variants. Molecular docking and molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations were performed by Ajay Abisheck Paul George (group of
Prof. Dr. Diana Imhof, University of Bonn, Germany) based on the NMR structures
of the free and heme-bound IL-36α protein (cf. Chapter 5.2.9).401
Over the course of the molecular dynamics simulation of IL-36α and the mutant
proteins, equilibration is reached after ∼ 150 ns simulation time according to the time
evolution of the backbone RMSD (Figure 46). With the initial structure (NMR data)
as reference, fluctuations in IL-36α yield a general RMSD deviation of 3.34 Å, which is
primarily caused by the C- and N-terminal residues (∼ 8 Å from mean positions). The
high flexibility of the N-terminal residues is also quantitatively characterized by the
high RMSF values found for the N-terminal region (Figure 46). Comparing the solvent
accessible surface area (SASA) of IL-36α and its mutants reveals a decrease of the
values for the Y108SH109A mutant, while an increase is observed for the C136SP137A
mutants (Figure 47). No major deviation is monitored for the remaining mutants
compared to the wild-type protein (Figure 47). The respective change of the SASA
values is conceivable since replacing residues with higher or lower mean SASA values,
respectively, is expected to have a general effect on the protein’s solvent accessible

H109

YH motif

Y108

P137

C136

CP motif

Figure 43. Structure of IL-36α. 3D schematic representations of IL-36α as surface (left)
and ribbon diagram (middle) as well as close-ups (right) of the potential heme-binding sites.
Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401
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Figure 44. Superimposition of IL-36α (blue) and the crystal structure of IL-36γ (grey,
PDB 4IZE,385 left) as well as of IL-1β (grey, PDB3O4O,463 right). Modified from Wißbrock
et al. 2019.401

surface area (Tyr46 Å2 , His54 Å2 , Cys17 Å2 , Ala28 Å2 , Ser39 Å2 ). Superimposition of
the Cα atoms of wild-type IL-36α and the final frame from MD simulations of the
mutant proteins indicates no major changes of the protein scaffolds (Figure 48).401
Molecular docking of heme to IL-36α as predicted by the Vina docking algorithm supports the experimental data.401, 464 Accordingly, the top two heme-IL-36α
complexes feature heme coordination via C136 and Y108, respectively. For heme
coordination via C136, the iron ion is placed 2.72 Å from the sulfur atom of C136.

Figure 45. Structure of the heme-IL-36α complex. Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401
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Figure 46. Backbone root-mean-square deviation (RMSD, top) and root-mean-square
fluctuation (RMSF) per residue (bottom) of IL-36α and its mutant proteins.

Stabilizing interactions of surrounding amino acids foster the interplay, among the
residues are Thr29, Ile31, Ala32, Val33, Pro34, Ser132, Glu133, Gly134, Gly135,
Pro137, Leu138, Ile139, and Asn148. In case of heme coordination via Y108, the
heme iron ion is 2.32 Å away from the oxygen atom of Y108 and again several other
residues are involved, among them are Asp58, Arg59, His109, Ser110, Ser112, Thr117,
and Phe127. Remarkably, heme binding to C136 appears to be a prerequisite for a
stable interaction via Y108. This observation might result from the conformational
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Figure 47. Time evolution of the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of IL-36α and its
mutant proteins.
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Figure 48. In silico models of the IL-36↵ mutant proteins. Structural models (blue) were
generated based on the NMR structure of IL-36↵ (grey). Modified from Wißbrock et al.
2019.401

flexibility of loop 6 (Lys79-Gln82) and 10 (Glu133-Gly135) as well as parts of loop
3 (Pro34-Met39), which is reduced upon heme binding to C136 (cf. Chapter 5.2.9).
Consequently, the overall flexibility of IL-36↵ is decreased and binding to Y108 is
supported. Heme binding to Y108 is also observed in the absence of C136P137,
however, the porphyrin dislocates much faster (5 ns vs. 150 ns). Unlike docking heme
to C136 and Y108, docking heme to H109 requires restriction of the docking search
space. Besides, heme promptly dislocates from the protein during the simulation
of the docked complex. Hence, in agreement with the UV/Vis studies (cf. Chapter
5.2.6), a heme interaction via H109 appears less likely.401
Besides heme binding to the proposed motifs, an additional interaction is observed
for all IL-36↵ variants. This interplay is characterized by heme binding to Ser104 as
found by a 2.42 Å distance from the heme iron ion to the oxygen atom of the serine
residue. No coordinative bond is formed, yet an interplay involving the porphyrin’s
electrostatic and hydrophobic features is conceivable. This finding might explain
the UV/Vis diﬀerential spectrum of the Y108SH109AC136SP137A mutant which
indicates heme binding to the protein despite the absence of the two suggested
coordinating residues.401
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5.2.11

Impact of Heme Binding on IL-36α Receptor Binding

In order to get an impression of whether IL-36α receptor binding takes place and,
moreover, whether heme binding to IL-36α impacts the interaction with the receptor,
computational modeling studies were performed by Dr. O. Ohlenschläger (FLI, Jena,
Germany). The crystal structure of IL-1β bound to the ectodomains (D1 or D3)
of IL-1 receptor type II (IL-1RII) and IL-1RAcP (PDB 3O4O463 ) was utilized for
modeling (Figure 49).401
Initially, the NMR-structure of IL-36α was superimposed on the structure of
IL-1β (Figure 44).401 IL-1β and IL-36α share 32.71 % sequence identity (Table 10).
Excluding loop areas, an RMSD of 2.15 Å (IL-36α residues 10-15, 20-28, 29-34, 42-49,
60-87, 101-143, 149-158) ensures similar backbone folds of the two cytokines.
Simulating receptor binding of full-length IL-36α reveals that the first five residues
(Met1-Leu5) cannot enter a V-shaped cleft in the third domain (D3) of IL-1RII near
residues Trp260 and Gly280, although the sequence stretch is characterized by high
structural flexibility (Figure 49). As opposed to the full-length protein, the biologically
active species (trIL-36α) is missing Met1-Leu5. Remarkably, the remaining residues
of trIL-36α, i.e. Lys6 to Thr9 of the protein chain, are able to enter the V-shaped
cleft. Hence, these sterical clashes of the full-length protein and the receptor might

D1

D2

D3

IL-1RacP

IL-1RII

Figure 49. Superimposed structure of IL-36α (blue) and the heterodimeric IL-1β receptor
complex (IL-1RacP in rosy brown, IL-1RII in grey, PDB3O4O463 ). The receptor domains
D1 to D3 are labeled. The circles mark the areas of molecular clashes between IL-36α and
IL-1RII, which are also depicted as close-ups on the right side. Modified from Wißbrock et
al. 2019.401
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Figure 50. Superimposed structure of the heme-IL-36α complex and the IL-1β receptor
complex (PDB3O4O463 ). Heme-binding sites are presented as close-ups on the right side.
Coloring as in Figure 49. Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401

explain the requirement for proteolytic activation of the cytokine. This is further
supported by the collision of the N-terminal five residues with residues from the D3
domain of the receptor. In addition, a flexible loop area (Lys36 -Met39) of IL-36α
clashes with residues His21 to Arg24 of domain D1 (Figure 49).
D1 and D2 are linked via a rotatable chain (E114-T116) that facilitates reposition
of D1. Thereby, van der Waals interactions between the cytokine and the receptor
are impeded. Moreover, domain rotation may destroy an H-bond between D1 and
D2 (Arg27Hη12/22-Y125Oη). D3 is connected to D2 via a short sequence stretch
including residues Arg214 to Thr222. Accommodation of IL-36α in D3 does not
require major domain rotation. Heme binding to IL-36α increases the overall gross
shape of the molecule and might thus further induce sterical clashes, in particular
considering D1 of IL-1RII and the linker between D2 and D3 of IL-1RAcP (Figure
50.401

5.2.12

Heme Modulates IL-36-Mediated Signaling

Previous studies have shown that IL-36 cytokines affect the cytokine production of
synovial fibroblast-like synoviocytes (FLS) in vitro. IL-36 treatment of FLS isolated
from RA patients resulted in induction of the proinflammatory mediators IL-6 and
IL-8.400, 465
In an effort to examine a putative functional impact of heme binding to trIL-36α,
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cell tests were performed by Dr. Silke Frey and Dr. Dr. Axel Hueber (University
Hospital Erlangen, Germany). Therefore, isolated FLS were incubated with either
trIL-36α or the preformed heme-trIL-36α complex for 24 hours.401 trIL-36α (5.8 nM)
and heme were tested in a 1:26 and 1:260 molar ratio (0.15 , 1.5 µM heme). These
concentrations were chosen in consideration of previous studies, since serum albumin
present in the medium readily binds and scavenges heme.226, 401 After 24 hours,
the expression of IL-6 and IL-8 was quantified on the mRNA level by qRT-PCR.
Furthermore, the levels of IL-6 and IL-8 were determined in the cell culture supernatant
by ELISA.401 Heme did not adversely affect cell viability under the given conditions
as confirmed by live/dead staining using the AlamarBlue assay (Figure 52).401, 466
The data gained by qRT-PCR correlate with the results from ELISA. As anticipated, IL-36α induced IL-6 and IL-8 expression in FLS, whereas heme alone did not
have any effect (Figure 51). Cell treatment with the heme-trIL-36α complex resulted
in significantly reduced induction of IL-6 and IL-8 expression compared to trIL-36α.
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Figure 51. Biological testing of trIL-36α. Fibroblast-like synoviocytes (FLS) isolated from
RA patients were treated with IL-36α, heme, and the heme-IL-36α complex for 24 h. Relative
mRNA expression of IL-6 and IL-8, normalized to GAPDH, was quantified by real time PCR
(top). In addition, the concentration of IL-6 and IL-8 in the cell culture supernatant was
determined by ELISA (bottom). One representative experiment (n = 6) of two independent
experiments is depicted. Values are means + SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out using
Mann-Whitney Test Bonferroni corrected with *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01. Modified from
Wißbrock et al. 2019.401
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Figure 52. Effect of heme on cell viability of FLS as well as on IL-6 induction. Cell
viability of FLS isolated from RA patients upon treatment with IL-36α, heme, and the
heme-IL-36α complex for 24 h (left). Cell viability of FLS was tested using the AlamarBlue
assay (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Statistical analysis for samples with decreased cell
viability was conducted using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test with *p < 0.05.
Values are means + SEM (n = 6). Relative mRNA expression of IL-6, normalized to GAPDH,
upon heme incubation of FLS for 24 h was quantified by real time PCR (right, cf. Figure
51). Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401

cascade that is initiated by trIL-36α, p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (p38) was
chosen as a suitable intracellular marker.401 Activation of p38 MAP kinase is achieved
by combined phosphorylation at Thr180 and Tyr182.467 Western Blot analysis of
both p38 and phosphorylated p38 confirm the impairing effect of heme binding to
trIL-36α on trIL-36α signaling (Figure 53).401
The SPR analysis suggests that heme also binds to the other IL-36 agonistic
cytokines, trIL-36β and trIL-36γ. Thus, a possible functional effect of heme binding
to trIL-36β and trIL-36γ was investigated using the same FLS-based cell assay.
Heme binding impaired IL-36 signaling of all IL-36 agonistic cytokines as found by
1

2

3

4

5
P-p38 (43 kDa)
GAPDH (37 kDA)
p38 (43 kDa)
GAPDH (37 kDA)

Figure 53. Effect of heme on IL-36α-induced intracellular signaling in FLS. FLS isolated
from RA patients were treated with IL-36α, heme, and the heme-IL-36α complex for 5 min.
Numbering is as follows: 1) control, 2) 1.5 µM heme, 3) 5.8 nM IL-36α, 4) 0.15 µM heme,
5.8 nM IL-36α (pre-incubated), and 5) 1.5 µM heme, 5.8 nM IL-36α (pre-incubated). Western
blot analysis followed after sample separation by a reducing 2D gel electrophoresis. For
experimental details see Chapter 4.7.4. One representative (of n = 4) Western blot for
phosphorylated p38 (P-p38) and p38 with respective GAPDH loading control is shown.
Modified from Wißbrock et al. 2019.401
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Figure 54. Biological testing of agonistic IL-36 cytokines. FLS were treated with trIL-36α,
trIL-36β, trIL-36γ, heme, and the respective heme-complexes for 24 h. Relative mRNA
expression of IL-6 and IL-8, normalized to GAPDH, was quantified by real time PCR
(top). In addition, the concentration of IL-6 and IL-8 in the cell culture supernatant was
determined by ELISA (bottom). One representative experiment (n = 5) of two independent
experiments is depicted. Values are means + SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out using
the Mann-Whitney Test Bonferroni corrected with *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01. Modified from
Wißbrock et al. 2019.401

significantly reduced levels of IL-6 compared to the respective (pure) IL-36 cytokine
(Figure 54).
To elucidate the impact of the suggested binding motifs, the seven trIL-36α
mutants were incubated with heme in the same experimental set-up as described
above. A significant reduction of the IL-6 expression in FLS was observed for all
protein mutants compared to wild-type trIL-36α (Figure 55). Only mutant C136P137
showed residual activity on FLS. Thus, the data indicate that the site-directed
mutation of residues Y108, H109, C136, and P137 has a significant effect on the
protein’s functionality. This might be a result of major structural rearrangements
resulting in a different protein fold and consequently in an alteration of the protein’s
biological activity. The results attained by molecular modeling and docking studies
(cf. Chapter 5.2.10) oppose this hypothesis, since no major structural rearrangements
of the mutant proteins were found. Yet, experimental proof is missing and further
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studies are needed to rule out this opportunity. In addition, the mutated residues
(Y108, H109, C136, and P137) might be crucial for the IL-36α receptor interplay. This
observation is supported by the fact that the cytokine variant without a mutation
of Y108 and/or H109, is the sole protein with residual biological activity, despite
a substantial decrease in signaling compared to wild-type IL-36α. Therefore, the
sequence stretch around Y108H109 might exhibit a pivotal role for the interaction
between IL-36α with the receptor complex.401
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Figure 55. Biological testing of IL-36α mutant cytokines as well as analysis of the catalytic
activity of the heme-IL-36α complex. FLS were treated with trIL-36α and mutant proteins
for 24 h (left panel). Relative mRNA expression of IL-6 and IL-8, normalized to GAPDH,
was quantified by real time PCR (n = 3). Values are means + SEM. Statistical analysis was
performed using One-Way Anova Test Dunnet corrected with *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 and
***p < 0.0001 for comparisons with recombinant trIL-36α. In addition, the catalytic activity
of the heme-IL-36α complex (1µM, 1:1 and 1:2 protein:heme ratio) was tested in approach II
(cf. Figure 18, Chapter 5.1.2, right panel).

5.2.13

Peroxidase Activity of the Heme-IL-36α Complex

The pseudo-peroxidase activity of heme-peptide/protein complexes has been associated with the cytotoxic activities of heme, in particular with ROS formation.17, 40
The most prominent example is Aβ that was found to have a significant catalytic
activity in complex with heme (cf. Chapter 2.4.2).40 To test whether IL-36α has
an impact on the autocatalytic activity of heme, the chromogenic assay introduced
earlier was performed (cf. Chapter 5.1.2). IL-36α was tested for its activity upon
incubation with heme in a ratio of 1:1 and 1:2. No increase of activity higher than
200 % was observed for the heme-IL-36α complex (Figure 55). Therefore, the heme-IL36α complex does not possess a relevant catalytic activity under the conditions tested.
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5.2 Analysis of a Putative Heme-IL-36α Interaction

The performed experiments demonstrate heme binding to the proinflammatory cytokine IL-36α. The structural characterization of the formed complex indicates
binding of two heme molecules to different sites on the surface of IL-36α. Moreover,
the in vitro cell assays suggest diminished IL-36 signaling upon heme binding.
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Heme is a versatile and vital molecule which is entangled in a plethora of biological
processes. Beyond that, a crucial role of the metalloporphyrin emerges in assorted
pathological conditions. In light of this, a thorough analysis of the underlying
principles of all of its functions is pivotal for the understanding of diseases in question
as well as future treatment strategies. This thesis is dedicated to the realm of heme,
in particular to the field of biologically available heme. In the first instance, the
pseudo-peroxidase activity of heme-binding peptides was examined with regard to a
potential application as diagnostic tool for quantification of heme in patient samples.
Besides determining heme concentrations in body fluids, it is a major concern to
identify physiological components affected by elevated heme levels as frequently
encountered in disorders associated with hemolysis. Hence, IL-36α, a potentially
heme-regulated protein, was investigated herein with respect to heme binding as well
as the structural and functional impact of the respective interaction.
Despite increasing interest in sensitive heme quantification assays, there are only
a few promising approaches available to date. In an attempt to identify a peptide
candidate that can be deployed as apo-peroxidase in a heme quantification assay,
the potential pseudo-peroxidase activity of Aβ-derived and Aβ-independent hemepeptide complexes was analyzed. Examination of these peptides demonstrated that a
substantial catalytic activity is not exclusive to the heme-Aβ complex but also exists
for distinct heme-peptide complexes. The studies imply the requirement for distinct
residues in the primary sequence as well as for a minimal peptide sequence length (at
least 10 to 25 amino acids) for the formation of a catalytically active heme-peptide
complex. Moreover, binding of the porphyrin to the peptide is a prerequisite, however,
there is no direct correlation between the binding affinity and the extent of catalytic
activity. Notably, the requirement of an acidic pH for the Fenton reaction to proceed
was once again observed during the performed experiments. The necessity for an
acidic environment must be considered when evaluating the physiological relevance of
in vitro findings and also with regard to a putative impact on components of patient
samples (e.g. proteins).99
For the heme-Aβ complex, heme coordination via His13/His14 was confirmed,
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which is in good agreement with other studies.99, 292 Moreover, the peptide seems to
interact with at least two heme molecules, with one interaction being mediated via the
lipophilic part (site-L) of the peptide despite the absence of heme-coordinating residues.
Characterization and comparison of the two peptides with the highest catalytic activity
in complex with heme, Aβ40 (500 %) and 23mer peptide 18 (>1000 %), revealed
heme coordination via a histidine residue in both complexes (Figure 56). Furthermore,
H-bond formation of the propionate carboxylic function with a distal basic residue
occurs in either complex according to molecular modeling studies.99 The Arg5 residue
in Aβ is suggested to substantially contribute to the pseudo-peroxidase activity.293
Since no arginine is present in peptide 18, one might assume that another basic
residue resumes this function (e.g. Lys16). In addition, Aβ and peptide 18 exhibit one
(Tyr10, Aβ) or two (Tyr11, Tyr13, peptide 18) tyrosine residues in close proximity
to the coordinating residue as well as one (His5, Aβ) or two (His8, His19, peptide
18) distal histidine residues, which might support the reaction progress.99 The latter
is a sequence feature that is well known from heme peroxidases.436 Alanine mutation
of the histidines in peptide 18 individually and in combination shows, however,
that these residues have only a minor effect on the catalytic activity. Hence, the
presence of a distal histidine residue is not pivotal for a catalytic activity to occur.
Furthermore, the modeling studies indicate helical structural elements in both peptide
chains. This finding, together with the observation that a minimal sequence length
seems to be required, indicate that the presence of secondary structural elements
might favor the generation of a catalytically active complex. The observation that all
truncated Aβ peptides exhibit a substantially decreased pseudo-peroxidase activity
in complex with heme compared to Aβ40 further supports this hypothesis.99 Besides
basic research, the experiments aimed at the identification of a peptide, which can
prospectively be applied in a diagnostic test kit. Peptide 18 is a promising candidate.
In comparison to Aβ, the physico-chemical properties (e.g. solubility) of peptide 18
are more convenient for an application as tool. Furthermore, the sequence is 17 amino
acids shorter which would make an industrial synthesis less expensive compared to
Aβ. Initial experiments with the heme-peptide 18 complex and human CSF verify a
heme-concentration dependent substrate conversion and thus the general applicability
of the established biochemical approach. Future studies with a large number of
samples as well as body fluids of different nature will have to be performed to evaluate
accuracy, stability, and broader applicability of the test system. It is worth noting
that the development of a peroxidase-based biochemical approach is highly desirable
for several reasons. The assay offers a simply applicable, cost-effective experimental
set-up for the quantification of biologically available heme which – in contrast to
other methods – is also suitable for less developed countries (e.g. for malaria patients
in subtropical areas).99
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Heme and Aβ are known to interact with a number of molecules in vivo. One of
these molecules is the lipoprotein LDL, a compound elevated in AD patients, which
readily binds heme.9, 443 Indeed, analyzing the impact of LDL on the catalytic activity
of the heme-Aβ complex reveals a competitive situation of Aβ and LDL for heme
binding. Neither Aβ nor LDL is able to scavenge the heme moiety from a preformed
complex with the other component under the given experimental conditions. Yet,
when all three components are present at the same time, equal amounts of the hemeAβ and the heme-LDL complex seem to be generated. Thus, location, time, and
concentration of the three molecules determine the nature of the complexes formed
and, in turn, the occurrence of catalytically active heme-Aβ species. Consequently, the
physiological effects derived from heme-Aβ complex formation (e.g. neurotransmitter
oxidation) might also depend on the present level of LDL.99
In conclusion, these studies show that peptides can form catalytically active
complexes with heme dependent on the occurrence of distinct residues and presumably
the existence of secondary structural elements. These complexes are promising tools
for the diagnostic quantification of biologically available heme in body fluids. In vivo,
the presence of additional components might impact the formation of catalytically
active complex species and related physiological effects as exemplified by the interplay
of heme, Aβ, and LDL.99

Figure 56. Heme-peptide complexes as pseudo-peroxidases. 3D structures of the two
peptides with the highest catalytic activity in complex with heme, Aβ40 (500%) and 23mer
peptide 18 (>1000%). Heme coordination via a histidine residue as well as H-bond formation
via a distal basic residue is observed in both complexes. Modified from Wißbrock et al.
2017.99

Beyond the diagnostic quantification of heme, the elucidation of physiological
consequences of elevated heme levels is of great interest. The regulation of protein
function and stability is essential for the porphyrin’s mode of operation and it is thus
of great interest to identify heme-regulated proteins. The proinflammatory cytokine
IL-36α has earlier been suggested to be a heme-regulated protein.273 Heme binding to
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IL-36α as well as the family members IL-36β and IL-36γ was shown in this work.401
A biphasic binding profile with two individual interaction sites is evident for all three
cytokines. Moreover, binding affinities with dissociation constants in the micromolar
range were determined for either binding event. Heme-IL-36 complex formation
results in diminished biological activity as indicated by decreased production of the
proinflammatory cytokines IL-6 and IL-8 in cell tests.401
The detailed analysis of the heme-IL-36α interplay reveals binding of the porphyrin
involving residues Y108H109 and C136P137. Residues Y108 and C136 are thought
to function as heme axial ligands, while H109 and P137 seem to assist heme binding.
Moreover, an additional interaction site, potentially non-specific, is assumed according
to UV/Vis spectroscopy and molecular docking experiments. r Raman and 3D NMR
spectroscopy insinuated the presence of a penta-coordinated heme-IL-36α complex.401
This finding confirms earlier studies, which found that heme binding via CP-based
and Y-based motifs emerged almost exclusively (CP motifs) or predominantly (Y
motifs) in a penta-coordinated fashion.273, 303, 309 Comparison of the 3D NMR results
of the full-length with the truncated IL-36α cytokine portends no major structural
alterations between the proteins. Computational docking of IL-36α to the X-ray
structure of the heterodimeric receptor complex of IL-1RII and IL-1RacP shows that
the structurally flexible N-terminal region (Met1 to Leu5) provokes sterical clashes
between the cytokine and the receptor. This may explain the demand for proteolytic
processing of the full-length protein. In accordance with the NMR results, SPR
and fluorescence spectroscopy suggest a similar heme-binding mode of full-length
and truncated cytokine variants. Heme binding to IL-36α further increases the
steric demand in regions close to the IL-1RII domain D1 and the linker between
IL-1RAcP domains D2 and D3 according to molecular docking studies. Whether heme
binding inhibits IL-36 receptor binding or the recruitment of IL-1RacP after IL-36α
receptor binding could not be clarified within these studies (Figure 57). It was shown,
however, that heme binding to IL-36α significantly reduces the generation of the
proinflammatory cytokines IL-6 and IL-8 in FLS isolated from RA patients, thereby
eliciting an anti-inflammatory effect. Testing the impact of the individual binding
sites on the biological activity was not feasible, due to the loss of biological activity in
all variants with exception of the C136SP137A mutant. Computational modeling of
mutated IL-36α variants indicates no major structural rearrangements upon mutation
that may explain this loss in activity. Thus, one might hypothesize that the sequence
stretch surrounding the Y108H109 motif is essential for IL-36α receptor binding.401
Indeed, earlier studies by others have shown that point mutations can significantly
alter IL-36 receptor binding and even change agonistic and antagonistic features of
the ligand.385
As the current data is limited to in vitro studies, it is undisputedly necessary
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Figure 57. Different scenarios that may explain the decreased biological activity of IL-36
agonistic cytokines observed upon heme binding. IL-36-heme complex formation may prevent
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to prospectively perform in vivo experiments to verify the biological significance of
the obtained data. Notwithstanding, one might make an effort to put the findings
into a physiological context. Heme is commonly described as a proinflammatory
molecule based on the porphyrin’s toxicity as well as interactions with specific
proteins (e.g. TLR4).9, 16 The current study suggests that heme binding diminishes
the proinflammatory stimulus of the IL-36 agonistic ligands.401 Remarkably, heme is
suggested to act as endogenous negative-feedback regulator of the complement factor
C1q.271 Heme binding to C1q leads to inhibition of the classical complement pathway
and thus prevents inflammatory responses. In this context, heme might function as
part of a rescue system that is initiated in case of, for example, cell damage upon heme
release.271 Whether a similar rescue system might explain the anti-inflammatory effect
observed for heme binding to the IL-36 cytokines remains elusive. IL-36 cytokines
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were only identified two decades ago. Therefore, the knowledge on these proteins
is restricted and discussing specific heme-related physiological scenarios would be
notional.
Remarkably, sequence analysis of other IL-1 family members revealed HBMs of
interest in several candidates, such as IL-1Ra, IL-33, and IL-1β. This observation
might enable development towards a more general concept of heme as a regulator
of cytokine function. In other proteins, such as IL-18, no suitable sequences were
identified, reducing the probability of heme binding. Further studies, such as an
analysis of the potential motifs on the peptide level, have to be performed to verify
the heme binding capacity of these sequence stretches.401
In the course of the studies performed, IL-36α was identified as a heme-binding
protein, which was previously unknown. The detailed spectroscopic investigation
provided structural data of the interaction taking place. To find out whether the
underlying concept is not restricted to IL-36 cytokines but plays a more general role
in inflammatory processes, future studies should address possible heme interactions
with other IL-1 family members that might be subject to heme regulation.401
The present work contributes to the understanding of the alternative functions
of heme. Based on the characterization of the catalytic activity of various hemepeptide complexes, an assay system was established, which might prospectively be
developed into a diagnostic tool. Beyond that, binding of heme to the proinflammatory
cytokine IL-36α was proven. The interaction results in a decrease of IL-36α-mediated
signaling. Moreover, the structural investigations of the heme-protein complex does
not only afford detailed insight into the interaction taking place, but contributes to
the rare structural characterization of transient heme-protein complexes. While many
questions remain to be addressed, one thing is certain. The complex properties, the
numerous functions, and the presence in the blood render heme an essential molecule
for life. After all, Goethe’s Mephisto proved to be right: “Blood is a very special
juice”.
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Abbreviations
A

Absorbance

Aβ

Amyloid beta

Aa

Amino acid

AAA

Amino acid analysis

ABCB6

ATP-binding cassette subfamily B member 6

ABCB10

ATP-binding cassette subfamily B member 10

ABCG2

ATP-binding cassette super-family G member 2

ACD

Allergic contact dermatitis

AD

Alzheimer’s disease

ALA

δ-Aminolevulinic acid

ALAS

δ-Aminolevulinic acid synthase

AP-1

Activated protein 1

APP

Amyloid precursor protein

APS

Ammonium persulfate

ASC

Apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing CARD

ATP

Adenosine triphosphate

Bach1

Transcription regulator protein Bach1

Bmal1

Brain and muscle ARNT-like 1

BME

β-Mercaptoethanol

BOXes

Bilirubin oxidation products

BSA

Bovine serum albumin

BVR

Biliverdin reductase

C1q

Complement component 1q

C3

Complement component 3

CAA

Cerebral amyloid angiopathy

CBS

Cystathionine beta-synthase

CD

Circular dichroism

CD14

Cluster of differentiation receptor 14

CD91

Cluster of differentiation receptor 91

CD163

Cluster of differentiation receptor 163
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CDK1

Cyclin-dependent kinase 1

CDK4

Cyclin-dependent kinase 4

CKI

Casein kinase 

ClpXP

ATP-dependent Clp protease ATP-binding subunit clpX-like,
mitochondrial

Clock

Circadian locomotor output cycles protein kaput

CO

Carbon monoxide

CO2

Carbon dioxide

CoA

Coenzyme A

COPD

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

COX

Cytochrome c oxidase

CPOX

Coproporphyrinogen oxidase

CRP

C-reactive protein

Cry

Cryptochrome

CSF

Cerebrospinal fluid (Liquor cerebrospinalis)

Cu

Copper

CYP450

Cytochrome P450

DAMP

Damage-associated molecular pattern

DCM

Dichloromethane

DGCR8

DiGeorgeCritical region 8

DIEA

N,N -Diisopropylethylamine

DITRA

Deficiency of interleukin thirty-six-receptor antagonist

DMEM

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium

DMF

N,N -Dimehtylformamide

DPP8

Dipeptiylpeptidase 8

DTT

Dithiothreitol

EDTA

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

eIF2α

Eukaryotic initiation factor

ELISA

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

EP

Erythrophagocytosis

ER

Endoplasmic reticulum

ERK1

Extracellular-signaling kinase 1

ERK2

Extracellular-signaling kinase 2

ESI

Electro spray ionization

FABP

Fatty acid binding protein

FECH

Ferrochelatase

Fl

Full-length

FLS

Fibroblast-like synoviocytes

FLVCR1a

Feline leukemia virus subgroup C receptor 1a
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FLVCR1b

Feline leukemia virus subgroup C receptor 1b

FLVCR2

Feline leukemia virus subgroup C receptor 2

Fmoc

Fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (protecting group)

GAPDH

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

GATA-1

GATA-binding factor 1

GPCR

G protein-coupled receptor

GPP

General pustular psoriasis

GSH

Glutathione

H2 O

Water

H2 O2

Hydrogene peroxide

H-bond

Hydrogen bond

HAP1

Heme activator protein 1

Hb

Hemoglobin

HBM

Heme-binding motif

HBP1

Heme-binding protein 1

HBP22

Heme-binding protein 22

HBP23

Heme-binding protein 23

HBTU

O-(Benzotriazol-1-yl)-N,N,N’,N’ -tetramethyluroniumhexafluorophosphate

HCl

Hydrochloric acid

HCP1

Heme carrier protein 1

HDL

High density lipoprotein

Hepes

4-(2-Hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid

HMB

Hydroxymethylbilane

HMGB1

High-mobility-group-protein B1

HRM

Heme-regulatory motif

HO-1

Heme oxygenase 1

HO-2

Heme oxygenase 2

HO-3

Heme oxygenase 3

HOBt

N -Hydroxybenzotriazole

HOIL1

Heme-oxidized IRP2 ubiquitin ligase 1

Hp

Haptoglobin

HPLC

High pressure liquid chromatography

HRG1

Heme-responsive gene 1 protein homolog

HRI

eIF2αkinase

HRP

Horseradish peroxidase

HSA

Human serum albumin

Hx

Hemopexin

IAA

Iodoacetamide
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IκB

Inhibitory κB kinase

ICAM1

Intercellular adhesion molecule 1

ICH

Intracerebral hemorrhage

IFN

Interferon

IgG

Immunoglobulin G

IL

Interleukin

IL-1α

Interleukin-1α

IL-1β

Interleukin-1β

IL-1RII

Interleukin-1 receptor type II

IL-1RAcP

Interleukin-1 receptor accessory protein

IL-6

Interleukin-6

IL-8

Interleukin-8

IL-36

Interleukin-36

IL-36R

Interleukin-36 receptor

IL-36Ra

Interleukin-36 receptor antagonist

IMS

Intermembrane space

INFγ

Interferon-γ

IPTG

Isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside

IRAK

Interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinase

IRE

Iron response element

IRP2

Iron regulatory protein 2

IRR

Iron responsive regulator

IUPAC

International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry

JAK2

Janus kinase 2

JNK

c-Jun N-terminal kinase

KC

Keratinocyte-derived chemokine

KD

Dissociation constant

KMnO4

Potassium permanganate

LB

Lysogeny broth

LC

Liquid chromatography

LDL

Low density lipoprotein

LDLox

Oxidized LDL

LH

Labile heme

LPS

Lipopolysaccharid

LRP1

Low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1 (CD91)

LTB4

Leukotriene B4

Maf

Musculoaponeurotic fibrosarcoma

MALDI

Matrix-assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization

MAMs

Mitochondria-associated membranes
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MAPK

Mitogen-activated protein kinase

MARE

Maf recognition element

MD

Molecular dynamics

MD2

Myeloid differentiation factor 2

MDVs

Mitochondrial-derived vesicles

MEK1

Mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1

MEK2

Mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 2

miRNA

MicroRNA

MKK

Mitogen-activated protein kinase

MPS

Mononuclear phagocytic system

MRP5

Multidrug resistance protein 5

mRNA

Messenger ribonucleic acid

MyD88

Myeloid differentiation primary response 88

NaCl

Sodium chloride

NAD(H)

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

NADP(H)

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate

NaOH

Sodium hydroxide

NET

Neutrophil extracellular trap

Nf-κb
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